COUNCIL MEETING
A meeting of WAVERLEY COUNCIL will be held at Waverley Council Chambers
Cnr Paul Street and Bondi Road, Bondi Junction at:

7.00PM, TUESDAY 20 NOVEMBER 2018

Ross McLeod
General Manager

Waverley Council
PO Box 9
Bondi Junction NSW 1355
DX 12006 Bondi Junction
Tel. 9083 8000
E-mail: info@waverley.nsw.gov.au

Council Agenda

20 November 2018

AGENDA
PRAYER AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF INDIGENOUS HERITAGE
The General Manager will read the following Opening Prayer:
God, we pray for wisdom to govern with justice and equity. That we may see clearly and speak the truth and
that we work together in harmony and mutual respect. May our actions demonstrate courage and
leadership so that in all our works thy will be done. Amen.
The Mayor will read the following Acknowledgement of Indigenous Heritage:
Waverley Council respectfully acknowledges our Indigenous heritage and recognises the ongoing Aboriginal
traditional custodianship of the land which forms our Local Government Area.
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Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Conservation Project - Concept Design
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Child Care Feasibility Study ......................................................................................153

CM/7.10/18.11 Outdoor Cinema at Bondi Pavilion 2019-2020 - Licence Agreement ......................172
CM/7.11/18.11 Waverley Local Planning Panel - Expert Membership .............................................176
CM/7.12/18.11 Fees and Charges - New Fee for Planning Proposals - Exhibition ............................179
CM/7.13/18.11 Voluntary Planning Agreement - 362-374 Oxford Street, Bondi Junction ...............183
CM/7.14/18.11 Dockless Share Bikes - Further Legal Advice and New Operator Deployment ........207
CM/7.15/18.11 Bondi Rescue - Season 14 ........................................................................................219
CM/7.16/18.11 Military Road, Dover Heights - Speed and Crash Data ............................................226
CM/7.17/18.11 Schedule of Meeting Dates for Council and its Standing Committees 2019 ...........230
CM/7.18/18.11 Minutes - Multicultural Advisory Committee Meeting - 16 August 2018 ...............233
CM/7.19/18.11 Tender Evaluation - North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal - Principal
Consultant ................................................................................................................241
CM/7.20/18.11 Tender Evaluation - Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and Fixtures Supply
Services ....................................................................................................................245
CM/7.21/18.11 Tender Evaluation - LED Lighting Upgrades - Council Buildings ..............................252
8.

Notices of Motion
CM/8.1/18.11

Oxford Street Mall and Roscoe Street Markets - Commercial Contracts ................258

CM/8.2/18.11

Commercial Photo Shoot and Filming Conditions ...................................................259

CM/8.3/18.11

Waverley Cemetery - Boundary/Verge Beautification ............................................260

CM/8.4/18.11

Bondi Junction Cycleway - Review ...........................................................................262

CM/8.5/18.11

Affordable Housing ..................................................................................................263

CM/8.6/18.11

Land Clearing in NSW and Native Animal Habitat Loss............................................265

CM/8.7/18.11

Repeal the Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act 2018 .............................................267

CM/8.8/18.11

Refugees...................................................................................................................271

9.

Urgent Business ...................................................................................................................................273

10.

Closed Session .....................................................................................................................................274
The following matters are proposed to be dealt with in closed session and have been distributed to
Councillors separately with the agenda:
CM/10.1/18.11 CONFIDENTIAL REPORT - Eastgate Car Park - Agreement with ISPT
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11.

Resuming in Open Session .................................................................................................................276

12.

Meeting Closure
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CONFIRMATION AND ADOPTION OF MINUTES
CM/4.1/18.11
Subject:

Confirmation of Minutes - Council Meeting - 16 October
2018

TRIM No.:

SF18/215

Author:

Al Johnston, Governance and Internal Ombudsman Officer

RECOMMENDATION:
That the minutes of the Council meeting held on 16 October 2018 be received and noted, and that such
minutes be confirmed as a true record of the proceedings of that meeting.
Introduction/Background
The minutes of the Council meeting must be submitted to Council for confirmation, in accordance with
section 375 of the Local Government Act 1993.
Attachments
1.

Council Meeting Minutes - 16 October 2018 .

CM/4.1/18.11
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MINUTES OF THE WAVERLEY COUNCIL MEETING
HELD AT WAVERLEY COUNCIL CHAMBERS, CNR PAUL STREET AND BONDI ROAD, BONDI JUNCTION
ON TUESDAY, 16 OCTOBER 2018

Present:
Councillor John Wakefield (Mayor) (Chair)
Councillor Dominic Wy Kanak (Deputy Mayor)
Councillor Sally Betts
Councillor Angela Burrill
Councillor George Copeland
Councillor Leon Goltsman
Councillor Tony Kay
Councillor Elaine Keenan
Councillor Steven Lewis
Councillor Paula Masselos
Councillor Will Nemesh
Councillor Marjorie O'Neill

Bondi Ward
Bondi Ward
Hunter Ward
Lawson Ward
Waverley Ward
Bondi Ward
Waverley Ward
Lawson Ward
Hunter Ward
Lawson Ward
Hunter Ward
Waverley Ward

Staff in attendance:
Ross McLeod
Rachel Jenkin
Mitchell Reid
Emily Scott
Jane Worthy

General Manager
Acting Director, Waverley Life
Acting Director, Waverley Futures
Director, Waverley Renewal
Internal Ombudsman

At the commencement of proceedings at 7.01 PM, those present were as listed above, with the exception of
Cr Lewis who arrived at 9.21 PM during Council’s consideration of Item CM/8.3/18.10 - Sydney Football
Stadium Traffic Study .
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PRAYER AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF INDIGENOUS HERITAGE
The General Manager read the following Opening Prayer:
God, we pray for wisdom to govern with justice and equity. That we may see clearly and speak the truth and
that we work together in harmony and mutual respect. May our actions demonstrate courage and
leadership so that in all our works thy will be done. Amen.
The Mayor read the following Acknowledgement of Indigenous Heritage:
Waverley Council respectfully acknowledges our Indigenous heritage and recognises the ongoing Aboriginal
traditional custodianship of the land which forms our Local Government Area.

1.

Apologies/Leaves of Absence

There were no apologies.

2.

Declarations of Pecuniary and Non-Pecuniary Interests

The Chair called for declarations of interest and the following was received:
2.1

Cr Wakefield declared a less than significant non-pecuniary interest in Item CM/4.2/18.10 - Adoption
of Minutes - Waverley Traffic Committee Meeting - 27 September 2018 and informed the meeting
that he knows the person addressing Council through their connection with the Labor Party.

3.

Addresses by Members of the Public

3.1

N Callanan – Item CM/4.2/18.10 – Adoption of Minutes - Waverley Traffic Committee Meeting – 27
September 2018 in relation to TC/V.01/18.09 – North Bondi - Resident Parking Scheme Area 10 –
Expansion.

4.

Confirmation and Adoption of Minutes

CM/4.1/18.10

Confirmation of Minutes - Council Meeting - 27 September 2018 (SF18/215)

MOTION / UNANIMOUS DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Wakefield
Cr Masselos

That the minutes of the Council meeting held on 27 September 2018 be received and noted, and that such
minutes be confirmed as a true record of the proceedings of that meeting.
Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.
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Adoption of Minutes - Waverley Traffic Committee Meeting - 27 September 2018
(SF18/241)

MOTION / UNANIMOUS DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Wakefield
Cr Kay

That Part 1 of the minutes of the Waverley Traffic Committee Meeting held on 27 September 2018 be
received and noted, and that the recommendations contained therein be adopted, with the exception of
Item TC/C.04/18.09 – Bronte Cutting, Bronte – Pedestrian Walkway Barrier Trial, which was considered at
the Strategic Planning and Development Committee meeting on 9 October 2018.
Save and except the following:
TC/C.02/18.09 - Ewell Street, Bondi - Resident Parking
TC/V.01/18.09 - North Bondi - Resident Parking Scheme Area 10 - Expansion
And that these items be dealt with separately below.
N Callanan addresses the meeting in relation to TC/V.01/18.09 – North Bondi - Resident Parking Scheme
Area 10 - Expansion.
Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.

CM/4.2.1/18.10

Adoption of Minutes - Waverley Traffic Committee Meeting - 27 September 2018 TC/C.02/18.09 - Ewell Street, Bondi - Resident Parking (A03/2581)

This item was saved and excepted by Cr O’Neill.
MOTION / DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr O’Neill
Cr Masselos

That the matter be deferred to the next Council meeting and information be provided on the extent and
nature of the survey undertaken.
Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.

CM/4.2.2/18.10

MOTION / DECISION:

Adoption of Minutes - Waverley Traffic Committee Meeting - 27 September 2018 TC/V.01/18.09 - North Bondi - Resident Parking Scheme Area 10 - Expansion
(A02/0750)
Mover:
Seconder:

Cr O’Neill
Cr Masselos

That the matter be deferred to the next Council meeting and information be provided on the extent and
nature of the survey undertaken.
Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.
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Mayoral Minute

There were no Mayoral Minutes.

6.

Obituaries

There were no Obituaries.
Council rose for a minute’s silence for the souls of people generally who have died in our Local Government
Area.

7.

Reports

CM/7.1/18.10

Investment Portfolio Report - September 2018 (A03/2211)

MOTION / UNANIMOUS DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Wakefield
Cr Copeland

That Council:
1.

Receives and notes the Investment Summary Report for September 2018 attached to this report.

2.

Notes that all investments have been made in accordance with the requirements of section 625 of
the Local Government Act 1993 and directions from the Minister for Local Government, including
Ministerial Investment Orders, and Council’s Investment Policy.

Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.

CM/7.2/18.10

Small Grants Program 2018-19 (Round 1) (A18/0436)

MOTION / UNANIMOUS DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Wakefield
Cr O’Neill

That Council:
1.

Approves grants to the value of $56,650 to organisations and individuals as set out in Table 1 of this
report, under its Small Grants Program (Round 1) 2018–19, with conditions where specified as
attached to this report.

2.

Confirms the provision of a one off Small Grant of $4,050 to Sculpture by the Sea for the provision of
a temporary transport service at Sculpture by the Sea 2018 as endorsed by the Operations and
Community Services Committee at its meeting on 9 October 2018.

3.

Notes the amount of funding available for Small Grants – Round 2 will be reduced as a result of the
additional grant provided to Sculpture by the Sea.

Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.
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Public Art Master Plan - Additional Sites and Next Site for Commission (2018-19)
(A17/0660)

MOTION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Wakefield
Cr Masselos

That Council:
1.

Endorses the next two sites for the commissioning and installation of public art in the Waverley local
government area as Marks Park (Site 4) and Bondi Pavilion (Site 5).

2.

Updates the Waverley Public Art Master Plan to include the two additional sites of Marks Park and
Bondi Pavilion as per the draft site pages attached to this report, subject to the following
amendments:
(a)

A map of the suggested location be added to the Marks Park Site Page with a brief text
description.

(b)

The reference to the suggested location in the first paragraph of the draft Mark Park Site Page
be amended to provide greater clarity on the position.

3.

Notes the commissioning process for these two sites will be conducted in accordance with the
processes outlined in the Waverley Public Art Policy for the procurement and approval of permanent
public art works in Waverley.

4.

Authorises the General Manager to commence formal negotiations with ACON about co-funding
arrangements for a memorial artwork in Marks Park.

AMENDMENT:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Kay
Cr Burrill

That the Motion be adopted subject to the addition of the following clause:
“Acknowledges the strong support from Sculpture by the Sea for a public memorial artwork in Marks Park,
as indicated in the report”.
THE AMENDMENT WAS PUT AND DECLARED LOST.
Division
For the Amendment:
Against the Amendment:
AMENDMENT:

Crs Betts, Burrill, Goltsman, Kay and Nemesh.
Crs Copeland, Keenan, Masselos, O’Neill, Wakefield and Wy Kanak.
Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Kay
Cr Burrill

That the Motion be adopted subject to the addition of the following clause:
“Officers consult with Sculpture by the Sea and ACON on the suggested location for the artwork in Marks
Park”.
AT THIS STAGE IN THE PROCEEDINGS, AT 7.48PM, THE CHAIR ADJOURNED THE MEETING TO RESTORE
ORDER AS PERMITTED UNDER S13.4 OF COUNCIL’S CODE OF MEETING PRACTICE.
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THE MEETING RESUMED AT 7.52PM WITH ALL COUNCILLORS PRESENT.
AT 7.54PM THE CHAIR ADJOURNED THE MEETING A SECOND TIME TO RESTORE ORDER.
THE MEETING RESUMED AT 7.57PM WITH ALL COUNCILLORS PRESENT.
FORESHADOWED AMENDMENT

Mover:

Cr Goltsman

That the Motion be adopted subject to the addition of the following clause:
“Officers invite feedback from Sculpture by the Sea and ACON on the suggested location for the artwork in
Marks Park”.
THE AMENDMENT WAS PUT AND DECLARED LOST.
Division:
For the Amendment:
Against the Amendment:

Crs Betts, Burrill, Goltsman, Kay and Nemesh.
Crs Copeland, Keenan, Masselos, O’Neill, Wakefield and Wy Kanak.

THE FORESHADOWED AMENDMENT THEN BECAME THE SUBSTANTIVE AMENDMENT.
THE SUBSTANTIVE AMENDMENT WAS NOT DEALT WITH AND THE MOVER AND SECONDER OF THE MOTION
ACCEPTED AN AMENDED VERSION OF THE SUBSTANTIVE AMENDMENT, SUCH THAT THE MOTION NOW
READS AS FOLLOWS:
MOTION:
That Council:
1.

Endorses the next two sites for the commissioning and installation of public art in the Waverley local
government area as Marks Park (Site 4) and Bondi Pavilion (Site 5).

2.

Updates the Waverley Public Art Master Plan to include the two additional sites of Marks Park and
Bondi Pavilion as per the draft site pages attached to this report, subject to the following
amendments:
(a)

A map of the suggested location be added to the Marks Park Site Page with a brief text
description.

(b)

The reference to the suggested location in the first paragraph of the draft Mark Park Site Page
be amended to provide greater clarity on the position.

3.

Notes the commissioning process for these two sites will be conducted in accordance with the
processes outlined in the Waverley Public Art Policy for the procurement and approval of permanent
public art works in Waverley.

4.

Authorises the General Manager to commence formal negotiations with ACON about co-funding
arrangements for a memorial artwork in Marks Park.

5.

Officers invite feedback from Sculpture by the Sea on the suggested location for the artwork in Marks
Park.

THE MOTION WAS PUT AND DECLARED CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
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UNANIMOUS DECISION: That the Motion be adopted.
Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.

CM/7.4/18.10

Licence Agreement for Delivery of Skateboard Competition at Bondi Skate Park
2019-2021 (A18/0472)

MOTION / UNANIMOUS DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Wakefield
Cr Goltsman

That Council
1.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into a three year license
agreement on behalf of Council with Frontside Events for the delivery of Event Management Services
for the Outdoor Skate Competition Event 2019-2021 at Bondi Skate Park.

2.

Request the event organiser to have a more substantial element of Acknowledgement of Country
within the event including referencing the nearby rock engravings.

Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.

CM/7.5/18.10

Tender Evaluation - Recyclable Materials Acceptance and Processing Services
(A18/0361)

MOTION / UNANIMOUS DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Wakefield
Cr Keenan

That Council:
1.

Treats the Tender Evaluation Matrix attached to this report as confidential in accordance with
section 11(3) of the Local Government Act 1993, as it relates to a matter specified in section
10A(2)(c) of the Local Government Act 1993. The report contains information that would, if
disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom the Council is conducting (or
proposes to conduct) business.

2.

Under clause 178(1)(a) of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, accepts Visy Recycling as
the preferred tenderer for the supply of Recyclable Materials Acceptance and Processing Services.

3.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to negotiate and enter into a contract
on behalf of Council with Visy Recycling for three years with two, one-year options to extend that
term at the sole discretion of Council.

4.

Notifies unsuccessful tenderers of the decision in accordance with clause 179 of the Local
Government (General) Regulation 2005.

Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.
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Annual Returns Disclosing Interests of Councillors and Designated Persons
(A17/0655)

MOTION / UNANIMOUS DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Wakefield
Cr Wy Kanak

That Council receives and notes the returns by Councillors and Designated Persons disclosing interests.
Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.

8.

Notices of Motion

CM/8.1/18.10

Children and Young People Summit (A18/0629)

MOTION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Masselos
Cr O’Neill

That:
1.

2.

Council convenes a Children and Young People Summit to:
(a)

Commence a formal dialogue between Waverley LGA’s children and young people and Council.

(b)

Identify key matters of concern for our children and young people.

(c)

Develop ideas about how Council can ensure engagement takes place with children and young
people for the long term across Council’s diverse range of services and activities.

A report come to Council that outlines a plan for the summit including:
(a)

The size of the summit.

(b)

How children and young people are identified to be able to participate in the summit.

(c)

Possible summit themes and speakers.

(d)

Venue.

(e)

Budget.

A steering committee be established including Councillor Masselos (Chair) and Councillor O’Neill, staff and
four students from selected primary and secondary schools in Waverley LGA.
AMENDMENT:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Nemesh
Cr Goltsman

That the Motion be adopted subject to:
1.

The deletion of Clause 1.

2.

Clause 2 being amended to read as follows:
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“A report come to Council that outlines a plan for a children and young people summit including:

3.

(a)

The size of the summit.

(b)

How children and young people are identified to be able to participate in the summit.

(c)

Possible summit themes and speakers.

(d)

Venue.

(e)

Budget”.

Clause 3 being amended to read as follows:
“A steering committee be established including Councillor Masselos (Chair), Councillor O’Neill and
one other Councillor, staff and selected students from all primary and secondary schools in the
Waverley LGA”.

THE AMENDMENT WAS PUT AND DECLARED LOST.
Division:
For the Amendment:
Against the Amendment:

Crs Betts, Burrill, Goltsman, Kay and Nemesh.
Crs Copeland, Keenan, Masselos, O’Neill, Wakefield and Wy Kanak.

THE MOVER AND SECONDER OF THE MOTION THEN ACCEPTED SEVERAL MINOR AMENDMENTS, SUCH
THAT THE MOTION NOW READS AS FOLLOWS:
That Council :
1.

2.

3.

Investigates convening a Children and Young People Summit that would:
(a)

Commence a formal dialogue between Waverley LGA’s children and young people and Council.

(b)

Identify key matters of concern for our children and young people.

(c)

Develop ideas about how Council can ensure engagement takes place with children and young
people for the long term across Council’s diverse range of services and activities.

Receives a report that outlines a plan for the summit including:
(a)

The size of the summit.

(b)

How children and young people are identified to be able to participate in the summit.

(c)

Possible summit themes and speakers.

(d)

Venue.

(e)

Budget.

Establishes a steering committee consisting of Councillor Masselos (Chair), Councillor O’Neill,
Councillor Nemesh, staff and six students from primary and secondary schools in Waverley LGA.

THE MOTION WAS THEN PUT AND DECLARED CARRIED.
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DECISION: That the Motion be adopted.
Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.

CM/8.2/18.10

Wild Play Area in Clementson Park (A09/0368-02)

MOTION / DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Masselos
Cr Keenan

That Council:
1.

As part of the officers’ annual play space safety audit of playgrounds, include the following for
consideration:
(a)

(b)
2.

An investigation be undertaken to identify the opportunity for a wild play area in Clementson
Park detailing:
(i)

Feasibility.

(ii)

Options including accessibility options.

(iii)

Budgets.

(iv)

Community consultation strategy which includes consulting with children and families
who would be potential users.

(v)

And providing recommendations including Bondi Park or any alternative parks for
consideration.

Arguments for and against reprioritising Clementson Park as a regional park.

A report comes to Council addressing the above issues.

Cr Lewis was not present for the consideration and vote on this item.

CM/8.3/18.10

Sydney Football Stadium Traffic Study (A03/0943)

Cr Lewis arrived at the meeting during Council’s consideration of this item and was present for the vote on
the Motion.
MOTION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr O’Neill
Cr Wakefield

That Council writes to Infrastructure NSW and the NSW Department of Planning and Environment
requesting:
1.

Infrastructure NSW conducts a Traffic study for the Waverley Council area as the impact of a 55,000
capacity stadium will be much greater on local amenity than the existing stadium.
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2.

Infrastructure NSW conducts a presentation to Council on the proposal and for any information on
traffic patterns both during construction and afterwards when the stadium is operating.

3.

The Department of Planning and Environment imposes a condition on any consent they are
considering issuing for the Sydney Stadium proposal requiring the applicant to undertake the traffic
study referred to in clause 1 above.

AMENDMENT:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Kay
Cr Betts

That the Motion be adopted subject to the deletion of clause 3.
THE AMENDMENT WAS PUT AND DECLARED LOST.
THE MOVER AND SECONDER OF THE MOTION THEN ACCEPTED SEVERAL AMENDMENTS SUCH THAT THE
MOTION NOW READS AS FOLLOWS:
That Council writes to Infrastructure NSW and the NSW Department of Planning and Environment
requesting:
1.

Infrastructure NSW conducts a traffic study for the Waverley Council area as the impact of a 55,000
capacity stadium may have a greater impact on local amenity than the existing stadium, noting that
the seating capacity remains the same at 45,000 and the proposed capacity for concert style events
has increased from 48,000 to 55,000.

2.

Infrastructure NSW conducts a presentation to Council on the proposal and for any information on
traffic patterns both during construction and afterwards when the stadium is operating.

3.

The consent authority imposes a condition on any consent they are considering issuing for the
Sydney Stadium proposal requiring the applicant to undertake the traffic study referred to in clause 1
above.

THE MOTION WAS PUT AND DECLARED CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY ON A SHOW OF HANDS 12/0.
UNANIMOUS DECISION: That the Motion be adopted.

9.

Urgent Business

CM/9.1/18.10

Support for Waverley's Multicultural Society (A15/0517)

Council resolved to deal with this matter as an item of urgent business.
MOTION / UNANIMOUS DECISION:

Mover:
Seconder:

Cr Masselos
Cr Wy Kanak

Waverley Council recognises and supports our multicultural society and as such:
1.

Condemns Senator Hanson’s racist, incendiary and inappropriate notice of motion “It’s OK to be
white”.

2.

Rejects in the strongest terms Senator Hanson’s use of ‘it’s OK to be white’ given its association with
alt-right, neo Nazi and white supremacist’ movements understanding the extreme distress, anguish,
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fear and disgust such a statement elicits, especially within Australia’s multicultural community and all
fair minded Australians.
3.

Rejects in the strongest terms Senator Hanson’s racist views understanding there is no place that
such views should be allowed or supported.

4.

Believes all tiers of Australian government should be providing enlightened leadership that supports
and enhances an inclusive and dynamic multicultural society that does not tolerate the racism and
uninformed position evident in Senator Hanson’s speech.

5.

Condemns the Liberal Party Senators who initially voted with Senator Hanson in support of her
notice of motion.

6.

Notes the reversal of the Liberal Party Senators’ support for Senator Hanson’s notice of motion in a
re-vote on Tuesday 16th October.

7.

Reaffirms that the Waverley LGA is an open, strong, inclusive, resilient and fair multicultural
community.

8.

Writes to Senator Hanson stating our condemnation for her racist stance and policies, and attaching
this motion.

9.

Writes to all federal parliamentary leaders of all parties seeking an undertaking that their members
will not support any such racist notices of motion in the future, and attaching this urgency motion.

10.

Issues a media release stating Waverley‘s support for our culturally diverse community and
multiculturalism and their important contribution to our society.

11.

Notes the existing motion for Waverley’s Walk for Respect, an event in support of multiculturalism
and our various culturally and linguistically diverse communities, which will be held in early March
2019.

10.

Closed Session

Nil.

11.

Meeting Closure

THE MEETING CLOSED AT 9.47 PM.

.............................................................
SIGNED AND CONFIRMED
MAYOR
20 NOVEMBER 2018
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CONFIRMATION AND ADOPTION OF MINUTES
CM/4.2/18.11
Subject:

Adoption of Minutes - Waverley Traffic Committee
Meeting - 25 October 2018

TRIM No.:

SF18/215

Author:

Al Johnston, Governance and Internal Ombudsman Officer

RECOMMENDATION:
That Part 1 of the minutes of the Waverley Traffic Committee Meeting held on 25 October 2018 be
received and noted, and that the recommendations contained therein be adopted.
Introduction/Background
The Waverley Traffic Committee (WTC) is not a committee of Council. The WTC operates under delegation
from the Roads and Maritime Services (RMS), an agency of the NSW Government. It is advisory only and
has no decision-making powers.
The purpose of the WTC is to make recommendations and provide advice to Council on the technical
aspects of proposals to regulate traffic on local roads in Waverley. The recommendations of the WTC must
be adopted by Council before they can be implemented.
Part 1 of the minutes of WTC meetings must be submitted to Council for adoption in accordance with
clause 18 of the Waverley Traffic Committee Charter.
Council has the opportunity to ‘save and except’ any of the recommendations listed in Part 1 of the
minutes for further consideration in accordance with clause 18.1 of the Charter.
Attachments
1.

Waverley Traffic Committee Minutes - 25 October 2018 .

CM/4.2/18.11
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MINUTES OF THE WAVERLEY TRAFFIC
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD AT WAVERLEY
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, CNR PAUL STREET AND
BONDI ROAD, BONDI JUNCTION ON
THURSDAY, 25 OCTOBER 2018
Voting Members Present:
Cr J Wakefield
Sgt L Barrett
Mr B Borger
Mr B Morrow
Ms J Zin

Waverley Council (Chair)
NSW Police – Eastern Suburbs Police Area Command – Traffic Services
Roads and Maritime Services – Traffic Management (South East Precinct)
Representing Bruce Notley-Smith, MP, Member for Coogee
Representing Gabrielle Upton, MP, Member for Vaucluse

Also Present:
Mr B Gidies
Snr Cst A Birchansky
Mr D Joannides
Mr G Garnsey
Mr K Mowad
Mr S Samadian

Sydney Buses (Eastern Region)
NSW Police – Eastern Suburbs Police Area Command – Traffic Services
Waverley Council – Executive Manager, Creating Waverley
Waverley Council – Manager, Transport and Development
Waverley Council – Senior Traffic Engineer
Professional Engineer

At the commencement of proceedings at 10.08 AM, those present were as listed above.

Apologies
Apologies were received and accepted from Cr Kay.

Declarations of Pecuniary and Non-Pecuniary Interests
The Chair called for declarations of interest and none were received.
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Adoption of previous Minutes by Council - 27 September 2018
The recommendations contained in Part 1 - Matters Proposing That Council Execise Its Delegated Functions
- of the Minutes of the Waverley Traffic Committee meeting held on 27 September 2018, with the
exception of Item TC/C.04/18.09 – Bronte Cutting, Bronte – Pedestrian Walkway Barrier Trial, which was
considered at the Strategic Planning and Development Committee meeting on 9 October 2018, were
adopted by Council at its meeting on 16 October 2018 with the following changes:
1.

TC/C.02/18.09 - Ewell Street, Bondi - Resident Parking
Council did not adopt the recommendation of the Traffic Committee, and made the following
decision:
That the matter be deferred to the next Council meeting and information be provided on the extent
and nature of the survey undertaken.

2.

TC/C.04/18.09 – Bronte Cutting, Bronte – Pedestrian Walkway Barrier Trial
Council adopted the recommendation of the Traffic Committee, subject to Clause 2 being amended
and the addition of a Clause 4:
That Council:

3.

1.

Approves the pilot project for an on road pedestrian pathway in the Bronte Cutting
carpark/Calga Place for a two-month trial period.

2.

Approves the installation of a lane separator with wands similar to that used for the light rail
along the outer edge of the proposed separated pedestrian path on the eastern side of the
Bronte Cutting car park, subject to any changes being delegated to the Executive Manager,
Creating Waverley.

3.

Converts parking space 55 into a disabled person’s parking space to replace the existing
disabled parking space which is to be removed to make way for the pathway.

4.

Investigates a parking configuration in Bronte Cutting to determine whether the 20 spaces
forgone by this initiative can be re-accommodated and a report come to Council.

TC/V.01/18.09 - North Bondi - Resident Parking Scheme Area 10 – Expansion
Council did not adopt the recommendation of the Traffic Committee, and made the following
decision:
That the matter be deferred to the next Council meeting and information be provided on the extent
and nature of the survey undertaken.
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PART 1 – MATTERS PROPOSING THAT COUNCIL EXERCISE ITS DELEGATED FUNCTIONS
NOTE: The matters listed under this part of the agenda propose that Council either does or does
not exercise the traffic related functions delegated to it by the RMS. The recommendations made
by the Committee under this part of the agenda will be submitted to Council for adoption.

TC/C

STATE ELECTORATE OF COOGEE

TC/C.01/18.10

Oxford Street, Bondi Junction - Extension of Bus Zone and Associated Changes to
Parking Controls (A02/0225-02)

COUNCIL OFFICER’S PROPOSAL:
That Council:
1.

Approves the extension of the ‘Bus Zone’ located on the southern side of Oxford Street, west of
Newland Street by 11.1m

2.

Relocates the existing ‘Loading Zone’ and 2P parking restrictions to the western side of the kerb side
garden bed as shown in Figure 2 of this report.

WTC RECOMMENDATION (UNANIMOUS SUPPORT):
That the Council Officer's Proposal be adopted.
Voting members present for this item: Representative of the Member for Coogee, NSW Police
representative, RMS representative and Waverley Council representative (Chair).

TC/C.02/18.10

Bronte Road, Bronte – Pedestrian Refuge Island Upgrade (A03/0042-04)

COUNCIL OFFICER’S PROPOSAL:
That Council approves the changes to line marking, signage and pedestrian refuges at the intersection of
Bronte Road and Lugar Street, Bondi Beach, as per Drawing 8970 Issue A attached to this report.
WTC RECOMMENDATION (UNANIMOUS SUPPORT):
That the Council Officer's Proposal be adopted subject to an amendment to the drawing number and the
addition of four conditions such that the recommendation now reads as follows:
That Council approves the changes to line marking, signage and pedestrian refuges at the
intersection of Bronte Road and Lugar Street, Bondi Beach, as per Drawing 8970 Issue B as tabled at
the meeting, subject to:
1.

‘No Entry’ signs being installed at the corner of Lugar and Bronte Road.

2.

A ‘Give Way’ sign and holding line be installed at the corner of Lugar and Bronte Road.
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3.

The existing ‘Give Way’ sign on the south western side of Lugar and Bronte Road be relocated
to line up adjacently to the northern side of the traffic islands.

4.

The ‘No Stopping’ zone be extended to the east to include the entire frontage of 394 Bronte
Road.

5.

The ‘No Stopping’ zone on the southern side of Bronte Road be extended west of Lugar Street
to terminate on the western side of the driveway to 349 Bronte Road.

Amended Drawing 8970 Issue B was tabled at the meeting and is attached to Council’s file.
Voting members present for this item: Representative of the Member for Coogee, NSW Police
representative, RMS representative and Waverley Council representative (Chair).

TC/C.03/18.10

Raised Threshold Treatment - Vernon Street near Oxford Street (SF18/4238)

COUNCIL OFFICER’S PROPOSAL:
That Council approves the construction of a raised threshold treatment on Vernon Street at its intersection
with Oxford Street, Bondi Junction, as per Drawing L.201 Issue E attached to this report.
WTC RECOMMENDATION (UNANIMOUS SUPPORT):
That:
1.

The Council Officer's Proposal not be adopted.

2.

The matter be deferred to the November Traffic Committee meeting to allow further discussions to
be held between the Executive Manager, Creating Waverley and Sydney Buses with regard to the
removal/relocation of the landscaped kerb extensions.

Voting members present for this item: Representative of the Member for Coogee, NSW Police
representative, RMS representative and Waverley Council representative (Chair).

TC/C.04/18.10

Henrietta Street, Langlee Avenue and Seaview Street, Waverley - Resident
Parking Scheme (A03/2581)

COUNCIL OFFICER’S PROPOSAL:
That, having regard to the low response rate from residents:
1.

Council does not introduce 2P resident parking restrictions into Henrietta Street (from the corner of
Victoria Street to Birrell Street), Langlee Avenue and Seaview Street, Waverley.

2.

Council officers notify the chief petitioner accordingly.

WTC RECOMMENDATION (UNANIMOUS SUPPORT):
That the Council Officer's Proposal be adopted.
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Voting members present for this item: Representative of the Member for Coogee, NSW Police
representative, RMS representative and Waverley Council representative (Chair).

TC/C.05/18.10

Church Street/Short Street, Waverley - Construction Zone/Road Closure
(A03/2514-04)

COUNCIL OFFICER’S PROPOSAL:
That Council:
1.

Installs a ‘No Parking 7 am–5 pm Monday–Friday 8 am–3 pm Saturday – Excludes Public Holidays’
zone from the eastern side of the shared driveway to 1 Short Street, Waverley for 8 m to the west,
removing 1 car space from the front of 3 Church Street to cater for the swept wheel path of vehicles
exiting the site.

2.

Installs a 12 m long ‘No Parking 7 am–5 pm Monday–Friday 8 am–3 pm Saturday Authorised Council
Vehicles Excepted – Excludes Public Holidays’’ zone across the frontages of 5 & 7 Church Street,
Waverley between the shared driveway and the existing ‘No Stopping’ restrictions.

3.

Delegates authority to the Executive Manager, Creating Waverley, to approve temporary full-road
closures on Short Street, Waverley between 10 am – 2 pm Monday–Friday or 8 am – 3 pm Saturdays
to allow for larger trucks to service the site during construction.

4.

Delegates authority to the Executive Manager, Creating Waverley, to extend the length and duration
of, or remove, the construction zone as necessary.

5.

Officers notify the residents of 3, 5 & 7 Church Street, of the proposed installation of the
construction zone outside their properties.

WTC RECOMMENDATION (UNANIMOUS SUPPORT):
That:
1.

The Council Officer's Proposal not be adopted.

2.

The matter be deferred to receive further information on the following:
(a)

Clarify permissions received from local residents regarding the following:
i.

Use of the garage at the rear of 7 Short Street.

ii.

Installation of the construction zone outside 5 and 7 Church Street..

(b)

Access, egress and operation of the crane.

(c)

Demolition.

(d)

Church Street one-way.

(e)

Revised Traffic Management Plan (TMP).

(f)

A site meeting to be conducted between Council, NSW Police, RMS, the demolition contractor
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and the builder.
Voting members present for this item: Representative of the Member for Coogee, NSW Police
representative, RMS representative and Waverley Council representative (Chair).

TC/C.06/18.10

Ocean Lane, Bondi - 'Trucks Prohibited' Restrictions (A03/0042-04)

COUNCIL OFFICER’S PROPOSAL:
That Council installs ‘Trucks Prohibited’ signage with supplementary ‘Vehicles Over 6.5m’ signage at both
ends Ocean Lane, Bondi at the intersections with Ocean Street South and Bennett Street.
WTC RECOMMENDATION (UNANIMOUS SUPPORT):
That the Council Officer's Proposal be adopted.
Voting members present for this item: Representative of the Member for Coogee, NSW Police
representative, RMS representative and Waverley Council representative (Chair).

TC/V

STATE ELECTORATE OF VAUCLUSE

Nil.

TC/CV

ELECTORATES OF COOGEE AND VAUCLUSE

TC/CV.01/18.10

Additional Free P15 Minute Parking Zones (SF17/2767)

COUNCIL OFFICER’S PROPOSAL:
That Council:
1.

Introduces free ‘P 15 minute’ parking zones at the following locations:
(a)

Bondi Junction, 5 spaces:
i.

Spring St, Bondi Junction - Southern Side of Spring St outside 93 Oxford St extending
11m east of the existing “No Stopping Community Busses excepted” (2 spaces).

ii.

Oxford St, Bondi Junction - Southern Side of Oxford St outside 33-37 Oxford St extending
6.5m west of existing No Stopping. (1 space).

iii. Oxford St, Bondi Junction - Northern Side of Oxford St outside 266 Oxford St extending
6.5m west of existing No Stopping. (1 space).
iv. Hollywood Ave, Bondi Junction - Western side of Hollywood Ave, adjacent to 241 Oxford
St extending 6.5m south of the previously approved spaces. (1 space).
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Charing Cross, 1 space:
i.

(c)
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Bronte Road Charring Cross - Western side of Bronte road outside 283 Bronte Road
extending 6.5m north of existing No Stopping sign and associated pedestrian crossing (1
space).

Bondi Beach, 4 spaces:
i.

Hall Street, Bondi Beach - Northern side of Hall Street outside 51–53 Hall St 6.5 metres
east of previously approved space driveways (1 space).

ii.

Hall St Bondi Beach - Northern Side of Hall St, outside 77-81 Hall St, extending 6.5m west
of pedestrian crossing (1 space).

iii. Campbell Parade Bondi Beach - Western side of Campbell Pde outside 180 Campbell Pde
replacing exiting P Ticket Spaces just prior to the Beach Road intersection. (2 spaces).
2.

Installs a disabled parking space outside the Bondi Junction Medical and Dental Centre on the
Southern Side of Spring St Bondi Junction (adjacent to 3A Bronte Rd) extending 6.5m west of the
current No Stopping at the intersection of Bronte Road.

WTC RECOMMENDATION (UNANIMOUS SUPPORT):
That the Council Officer's Proposal be adopted subject to Clause 1.(a) i. being amended to read as follows:
‘Spring St, Bondi Junction – Southern Side of Spring St outside 93 Spring St extending 11m east of the
existing ‘No Stopping Community Buses Excepted” (2 spaces).’
Voting members present for this item: Representative of the Member for Coogee, Member for Vaucluse,
NSW Police representative, RMS representative and Waverley Council representative (Chair).

TC/CV.02/18.10

Multiple Streets - 'P DISABILITY ONLY' Zones (A02/0273-02)

COUNCIL OFFICER’S PROPOSAL:
That Council:
1.

Installs 5.5 m of ‘P DISABILITY ONLY’ parking outside No. 1 Ethel Street, Vaucluse.

2.

Installs 5.5 m of ‘P DISABILITY ONLY’ parking outside No. 16A Clarke Street, Vaucluse.

3.

Installs 3.2 m wide ‘P Disability Only’ 90 degree angle parking space outside 38 Avoca Street, Bondi.

4.

Installs 5.5 m of ‘P DISABILITY ONLY’ parking on the southern side of Campbell Parade opposite No.
252, as shown in Figure 1.

5.

Removes the existing ‘P Disability Only’ zone outside No. 175 Blair Street, North Bondi.

6.

Removes the existing ‘P Disability Only’ zone outside No. 31 Tasman Street, Bondi.

WTC RECOMMENDATION (UNANIMOUS SUPPORT):
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That the Council Officer's Proposal be adopted.
Voting members present for this item: Representative of the Member for Coogee, Member for Vaucluse,
NSW Police representative, RMS representative and Waverley Council representative (Chair).

PART 2 – TRAFFIC ENGINEERING ADVICE
NOTE: The matters listed under this part of the agenda seek the advice of the WTC only and do not
propose that Council exercise its delegated functions at this point in time (though they may or may not
require it in the future).

TC/TEAC

STATE ELECTORATE OF COOGEE

Nil

TC/TEAV

STATE ELECTORATE OF VAUCLUSE

Nil

TC/TEACV ELECTORATES OF COOGEE AND VAUCLUSE
Nil

THE MEETING CLOSED AT 11.45 AM

.............................................................
SIGNED AND CONFIRMED
MAYOR
20 NOVEMBER 2018
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MAYORAL MINUTES
CM/5/18.11
Subject:

Mayoral Minutes

Author:

Mayor of Waverley, Cr John Wakefield

Mayoral minutes are permissible at Waverley Council meetings under the provisions of the Local
Government (General) Regulation 2005 and Council’s Code of Meeting Practice. Clause 243 of the
Regulation and clause 9.1 of the Code state:
If the mayor is the chairperson at a meeting of Council, the chairperson is, by minute signed by the
chairperson, entitled to put to the meeting without notice any matter or topic that is within the
jurisdiction of Council or of which Council has official knowledge.
Such a minute, when put to the meeting, takes precedence over all business on Council’s agenda for
the meeting. The chairperson (but only if the chairperson is the mayor) may move the adoption of the
minute without the motion being seconded.
A recommendation made in a minute of the chairperson (being the mayor) or in a report made by a
Council employee is, so far as adopted by Council, a resolution of Council.
As noted in Council’s Code of Meeting Practice, mayoral minutes should not be used to introduce, without
notice, matters that are routine, not urgent, or need research or a lot of consideration by councillors before
coming to a decision. These types of matters would be better placed on the agenda, with the usual period
of notice given to the councillors.
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OBITUARIES
CM/6/18.11
Subject:

Obituaries

Author:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

The Mayor will ask councillors for any obituaries.

Anne Symonds
Jeremy Spinak
Council will rise for a minute’s silence for the souls of people generally who have died in our Local
Government Area.
.
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REPORT
CM/7.1/18.11
Subject:

Petition - Garden Verge outside 101 Brighton Boulevard,
North Bondi

TRIM No:

A14/0604

Author:

Natalie Kirkup, Governance and Internal Ombudsman Officer

Director:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

RECOMMENDATION:
That the petition requesting that the garden verge outside 101 Brighton Boulevard, North Bondi not be
removed, be forwarded to the Executive Manager, Clean and Attractive for consideration.
1.

Executive Summary

Council has received a petition containing 268 signatures from residents of North Bondi requesting that the
garden verge outside 101 Brighton Boulevard, North Bondi, not be removed.
It is recommended that the petition be forwarded to the Executive Manager, Clean and attractive, for
consideration.
2.

Introduction/Background

Council accepts petitions from persons who have an interest in the Waverley Local Government Area as
residents, landowners, business people or in some other capacity. Petitions must concern matters that
Council is authorised to determine.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

There are no previous relevant Council resolutions on this matter.
4.

Discussion

The petition requests Council not to remove the garden verge outside 101 Brighton Boulevard, North
Bondi.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

There is no financial impact in Council receiving the petition.
6.

Conclusion

It is recommended that Council refers the petition to the Executive Manager, Clean and Attractive, for
consideration.
7.

Attachments

Nil.
CM/7.1/18.11
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REPORT
CM/7.2/18.11
Subject:

North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal

TRIM No:

A17/0484

Author:

Jason Lu, Junior Engineer
Adrian Collins, Senior Project Manager

Director:

Emily Scott, Director, Waverley Renewal

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Proceeds with like-for-like upgrade of the North Bondi civil and coastal infrastructure including:
(a)

Full reconstruction of North Bondi Stormwater Culvert.

(b)

Upgrades to North Bondi Toddlers’ Pool.

(c)

Upgrades to North Bondi Accessible Ramp to Toddlers’ Pool.

(d)

Reconstruction of seawall adjacent to the accessible ramp.

2.

Approves the project budget of $3,500,000 including a Q1 adjustment of $1,500,000 to cover the
funding required for this financial year, with the remainder to be included in the draft 2019–20
Capital Works budget.

1.

Executive Summary

The North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal project is a like-for-like upgrade of Council’s civil and coastal
infrastructure assets located at North Bondi, these assets include:





Full reconstruction of North Bondi Stormwater Culvert.
Upgrades to North Bondi Toddlers’ Pool.
Upgrades to North Bondi Accessible Ramp to Toddlers’ Pool.
Reconstruction of seawall adjacent to the accessible ramp.

These major assets are past or near the end of their asset lifecycle and are now not fit for purpose, which
presents potential risks to public safety.
Council requires additional funding to proceed with the design and reconstruction of these major assets.
The Q1 adjustment is provided for in the schedules to the Q1 Budget Review report in this agenda.

CM/7.2/18.11
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Introduction/Background

A structural investigation was undertaken on the North Bondi Stormwater Culvert in February 2018. Council
has been advised of the following:






The culvert has severe concrete cancer and corrosion.
There is an immediate need to restrict vehicle movement on top of the culvert (completed).
The culvert can only accommodate the current pedestrian loading for 18 months.
There will be a need to undertake a full replacement of culvert within 1 year.
A renewal of this structure will have the structural integrity of 20 tonnes.

Following this, visual inspections of other assets adjacent to the stormwater culvert were noted to be in
poor condition and had clear, visual evidence of concrete cancer.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Nil.
4.

Discussion

A Councillor workshop was held on 20 September 2018. Two options for the North Bondi Instructure
Renewal Project were presented to Councillors at this workshop. Option 1 includes retaining the side walls
of the culvert and Option 2 includes full reconstruction of the culvert. Councillors were in agreement to
proceed with Option 2.
Council officers also recommended that the following infrastructure assets be also included in the asset
renewal works for the North Bondi Stormwater Culvert. These are:
 North Bondi Toddlers’ Pool:
o
o
o
o

Reconstruction of new concrete pool edge.
Reconstruction of new concrete steps.
Repair works to the lower promenade.
Installation of new benches and handrails.

 North Bondi Accessible Ramp to Toddlers’ Pool:
o
o
o

Widening of the ramp.
Multiple landings for accessibility.
Facilitate access for beach wheelchairs.

 Seawall adjacent to the accessible ramp:
o
o

Reconstruction of new sea wall, including steps to the toddlers’ pool.
Installation of new handrails.

Councillors were in agreement in including these works in the project.
The existing functional artwork on the wall of the culvert, including the mosaic wall art and the Bondi mural
will be recommissioned. Please refer to Attachment 1 – North Bondi Asset Renewal Project site analysis and
photos. The site analysis will also include artwork within Biddigal Reserve which will be undertaken in
subsequent years.

CM/7.2/18.11
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Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Currently, there are insufficient funds to cover the price of the works preliminarily estimated by a quantity
surveyor.
The total anticipated funding required for North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal is $3,500,000. A Q1
adjustment of $1,500,000 has been requested to cover the funding required this financial year with the
remaining $2,000,000 to be included in the draft 2019/20 Capital Works budget. The Q1 adjustment is to be
funded from Bondi Promenade & Seawalls allowance in LTFP.
The proposed total budget for 2018/19 following endorsement of the Q1 budget is $1,925,707 as follows:
Funding Source
Section 94 Reserve
General Revenue
Coastal and retaining infrastructure reserve (SAMP)
Parks / Open Space Reserve (SAMP)
Carry Over 2017/18
Total

Amount
$237,919
$90,000
$1,500,000
$60,000
$37,788
$1,925,707

Council is currently in the process of engaging a Principal consultant to undertake the design
documentation package. Detailed design and documentation will commence after their engagement and
the RFT for construction will open in late February 2019. Construction to commence after Anzac Day in May
2019.
Residents, businesses and community notification will occur concurrently with the REF Public Exhibition for
these works.
6.

Conclusion

In order to rectify the abovementioned structural issues and to maintain Council assets to suitable service
level and condition, we recommend that Council approves the asset renewal works for the North Bondi
Civil Assets and endorses a Q1 adjustment of $1,500,000 with the remaining $2,000,000 included in the
draft Capital Works budget. The total project budget for 2018/19 proposed at Q1 is $1,925,707.
7.
1.

Attachments
North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Artwork ⇩ .

CM/7.2/18.11
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REPORT
CM/7.3/18.11
Subject:

Q1 Budget Review - September 2018

TRIM No:

A03/0346

Author:

Teena Su, Executive Manager, Financial Waverley

Director:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Notes that the Executive Manager, Financial Waverley, as the responsible accounting officer, advises
that the projected financial position of Council is satisfactory.

2.

Adopts the variations to the 2018–19 Operating and Capital budgets in accordance with Attachments
1, 2 and 3 to this report.

1.

Executive Summary

The September 2018 Quarterly Budget Review forecasts a budget surplus of $80k. This is unchanged from
the current budget projection. The Executive Manager, Financial Waverley, as the responsible accounting
officer, considers the projected financial position to be satisfactory
2.

Introduction/Background

As part of the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework for NSW Local Government, the Office of Local
Government has a set of minimum reporting requirements for Councils. These reporting requirements have
been put in place to assist Councils to facilitate progress reporting against the original and revised annual
budgets. Reporting is required at the end of each quarter.
Collectively, these documents are known as the Quarterly Budget Review Statement (QBRS). Quarterly
reports are required to be submitted to Council in accordance with the relevant legislation, clause 203 of
the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005. This requires that, at the end of each quarter, the
responsible accounting officer of the Council prepares and submits to Council a Budget Review Statement
that indicates the latest estimates of income and expenditure for the current financial year.
The QBRS must include, or be accompanied by:
 A report as to whether or not the responsible accounting officer believes that the Statement indicates
that the financial position of the Council is satisfactory, having regard to the original estimates of
income and expenditure.
 If that position is unsatisfactory, recommendations for remedial action.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Nil.
CM/7.3/18.11
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Discussion

The Q1 budget review has received a more rigorous examination than normal due to the new General
Manager wishing to learn more about the budget review and management process. Budget review
meetings involving the General Manager, Executive Manager Financial Waverley, Directors, and relevant
managers and executive managers have been held in relation to all capital projects and in key expenditure
areas. New project proposals have been examined, funding sources have been more precisely identified
and more stringent business case processes for new proposals are being introduced. While there are
management processes currently in place, steps are being taken to enhance the management control
environment in terms of financial management.
As a result of this work, the September 2018 Quarterly Budget Review forecasts a budget surplus of $80k.
This is unchanged from the current budget projection.
Table 1 below provides a comparison of Council’s forecast position between Current Budget (including
Carry Forward budget items) and Q1 Proposed Budget and actuals (including commitments) for the first
three months.
Table 1 - Q1 Proposed Budget
– ‘000

Original
Budget

Estimated Income
Operating Income
Capital Income

146,350
130,266
16,084

Estimated Expenses
Operating Expense
Capital Works Program
Other Capital Expense
Loan Repayment
Reserve Funds
Net Result - Surplus/(Deficit)
(Excluding depreciation)

Q1
Q1
Actual 30
Current
Q1 Proposed
No
Amendme
Changes September
Budget
Budget
te
nts
%
2018
148,009
1,105
149,114
0.7%
80,984
130,462
1,151
131,613
0.9%
79,102
1
17,548
(46)
17,501
(0.3%)
1,882
2

(145,768)
(112,821)
(30,371)
(2,164)
(412)

(164,501)
(114,358)
(41,873)
(7,858)
(412)

4,625
(499)
5,319
(194)

(159,875)
(114,857)
(36,554)
(8,052)
(412)

(2.8%)
0.4%
(12.7%)
2.5%
0.0%

(51,231)
(35,765)
(10,825)
(4,540)
(101)

(535)
47

16,571
80

(5,730)

10,841
80

(34.6%)
0%

(10,064)
19,689

3
4
5

6

Q1 Budget review summary
1. Operating income
Operating Income has increased by $1.2m to $131.6m, representing a 0.9% increase. With the actual of
$79.1m, it is tracking at 60.1% of the Q1 budget as at 30 September 2018.
The main contributors to the Q1 adjustments in the operating income are as follows:






$360k increase over budget in sale of Cemetery Right of Burial Certificates
$200k increase over budget in Hoarding & Construction Fees
$200k increase over budget in Road Opening permits
$150k increase over budget in Parking fees
$100k increase over budget in Temporary Truck Zone Permits.
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2. Capital income
Capital Income is decreased by $46k due to:
 $19k decrease on budget in Net gains from disposal of assets.
 $27k decrease on budget in Grants & Subsidies from RMS.
Overall, this represents a net increase of $1.0m or 0.7% in income on the current budget of $148.0m
resulting in a proposed Q1 budget of $149.0m for the year ending 30 June 2019.
3. Operating Expense
Operating Expenses have increased or are proposed to increase by $499k to $114.9m, representing a 0.4%
increase from the current year budget of $114.4m. Operating Expenses, including commitments, are
tracking at 31.0% of the Q1 proposed budget, as at 30 September 2018. The main contributor to the Q1
adjustments in the operating expense are as follows:
 Decrease in Employee costs of $857k due to vacant positions. Currently temp staff perform these
duties, hence a related increase in Temporary Staff.
 Decrease in Workers Compensation premium of $471k.
 Increase in Temporary Staff of $1.1m mainly offset by decrease in employment costs.
 A number of smaller project related adjustments.
 Increase in Contractors of $351k mainly due to:
o $86k increase in Cemetery contractors offset by increase in income from sale of Cemetery
Right of Burial Certificates
o $200k increase in works activities associated with the increase in income from Road Opening
Permits.
4. Capital Works Program
Capital Works Program has decreased by $5.32 million to $36.55 million after a reassessment of the project
work delivery schedule and other priorities.
It is proposed to reschedule or partially reschedule $8.73 million worth of funding to 2019/20 or a later
year from 16 projects basing on the project work schedules. This includes funding rescheduling for the
multi-years projects:















Bondi Junction Cycleway / Streetscape - $2.6m
Eastgate Awing Upgrade - $1m
Seven Ways Public Domain Upgrade - $1m
Bronte Beach Lifeguard Tower - $650k
Bondi Pavilion Conservation & Upgrade - $584k
Boot Factory Restoration - $400k
Barracluff Park + Playground - $350k
Campbell Parade Streetscape Upgrade - $335k
South Bronte (Community Centre) Toilet - $300k
Accelerated main road streetlighting upgrade - $300k
Upgrade Bondi Stormwater Harvesting System - $290k.
Stormwater quality improvement project - $242k
Council Accommodation & Services - $191k
Bondi Creative Lighting strategy - $113k
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It is also proposed to reschedule the South Bondi Park Upgrade and Biddigal Reserve Upgrade projects to a
later year following the completion of the Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Conservation Project. This is to
ensure good coordination of construction work throughout Bondi Park.
Some 16 projects are anticipated to be completed under budget with a saving of $1.3 million. The savings
are mainly from the Waverley Cemetery coast walk restoration project which came in under budget by
$600k, the Hugh Bamford Reserve fencing project, which expects a $70k saving, and other project
consolidations for Thomas Hogan and Marks Park. The savings are proposed to be reallocated to fund
projects that require additional funds.
There are 25 projects that require additional funding of $2.8m. Some of these are projects that have been
accelerated ahead of schedule, many have now been fully scoped and costed resulting in higher than
expected costs, and some are new proposed works. The figure includes project consolidations for Thomas
Hogan and Marks Park.
In Q1 review, nine new urgent or priority projects have been identified. Many of these relate to Council
resolutions. These projects require total funds of $2.36m. These projects include:
 Military Rd Pinch Points - $1.56m
 Coastal Path Improvements - Notts Ave - $192k
 2A Edmund Street Remediation Works - $132k
 Clarke Reserve Improvements - $130k
 Garloch Reserve, Planting Steep Slopes - $70k, and
 Other priority road projects to be funded within the reschedule of other projects within the Roads
program.
There are 10 projects (refer attachment 2) that officers propose not to proceed in 2018/19 with a value of
$456k, after priority reassessment (in light of emerging priorities) or unsuccessful grant funding
applications. These project funds are to be reallocated to the above new priority projects.
Table 2 below summarises changes to capital works program:
Table 2 - Capital Works Program No of Projects
Q1 Amendments '000
Project cost reduction
16
Project cost defer to 2019/20
16
Project cost increase
25
Transfer to Operational Budget
1
New Project
9
Project Not going ahead
10
Total
77

Amount
$'000
1,323
8,725
(2,843)
17
(2,359)
456
5,319

See Attachment 2 for further detail on the capital works program.
The revised capital works program is fully funded by a combination of grants, reserves and general funds, as
illustrates in table 3 below.
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Table 3 - Capital Works Program Funding Sources '000
Expenditure
Funding Sources:
Grants and Contribution
External Restricted Reserves
Internal Restricted Reserves
General Fund
Total Funding Sources

20 November 2018

Q1
Current
Q1
Proposed
Budget
Amendments
Budget
41,873
36,554
(5,319)
6,517
10,834
14,714
9,808
41,873

6,490
6,420
13,254
10,391
36,554

(28)
(4,414)
(1,461)
584
(5,319)

The actual expense, including commitments, is tracking at 28.95% of the Q1 proposed budget of $36.55m.
5. Other capital expense
Capital Expenses have increased by $194k. This is mainly due to costs associated with targeted vehicle
purchases as part of the General Manager’s commitment to ensure staff have the tools and equipment
required to do what is being asked of them. These relate to operational requirements for the cemeteries,
roads & footpath restoration, public place cleaning and building inspection activities. Broader issues
relating to the plant/fleet replacement program are being addressed by a project established by the
General Manager which is also taking into account recent Council resolutions.
6. Reserve funds utilisation
Reserve funds utilisation in the current year is reduced by $5.7m to $10.8m over the current budget mainly
due to the overall reduction in the Capital Works program. See Attachment 1 for further detail of the Q1
review.
Income and Expense Performance as at 30 September 2018
Graphs 1 and 2 below illustrate the income and expense performance for the first three months of the year
ended 30 September 2018 compared to the Q1 proposed annual budget for year ending 30 June 2018.
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Income performance as at 30 September 2018
99.9%
62,260
62,229

70,000
60,000

26.1%

50,000

38,888

40,000

20.3%

30,000

12.1%

31.4%

20,000

18,305
21.5%
8,186

10,150
10,000

3,974
1,247

3,719

1,757

15,617

0.0%

1,882

1,884 0

0
Rates & Annual
Charges

Investment
Income

User Charges Other Revenues

Grants
Grants
Net gains from
Subsidies &
Subsidies & the disposal of
Contributions - Contributions assets
Operational
Capital
FY2018-19 ACTUAL YTD September (incl. commitments)

Q1 Proposed Budget

Note that the Council Rates and Annual Charges, namely Domestic Waste Annual Charge, has achieved its
annual budget from an accounting perspective. It is accounting practice to recognise the income when the
Annual Rates Notices are issued to property owners in July. In terms of actual collection of funds, this is
ongoing throughout the year. The actual amount is also likely be adjusted throughout the year from either
subdivision or rate-categorisation adjustments.

Thousands

Expenses Performance as at 30 September 2018
(70,000)

(64,524)

(60,000)

29.6%

(50,000)

35.1%

(40,000)

50.2%

(30,000)

22.6%

(20,000)

(14,614)

(26,829)

(36,554)

(23,404)
24.6%

0.0%
(101) 0

(10,000)

56.4%

(9,406)

(11,745) (8,052)
(4,540)

(10,825)
(412)(101)

0
Employee Costs

Borrowing
Expenses

Q1 Proposed Budget

Materials &
Contracts

Other Operating Other Capital
Expenses
Purchases

Capital Works External Loans
Program
Principle
Repayment

FY2018-19 ACTUAL YTD September (incl. commitments)

See Attachment 3 for Directorates’ Q1 budget performance as at 30 September 2018
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20 November 2018

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Council is required under the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1993, Part 2, clause 9,
to, not later than two months after the end of each quarter, prepare and submit a reviewed budget
statement showing, by reference to the estimate of income and expenditure which is set out in the
operational plan, a revised estimate of the income and expenditure.
6.

Conclusion

The Executive Manager, Financial Waverley, as the responsible accounting officer, advises that the
projected financial position is satisfactory.
7.
1.
2.
3.

Attachments
Quarterly Budget Review Statement ⇩
Q1 Proposed Capital Works Program ⇩
Q1 Budget Statement by Directorates ⇩ .
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REPORT
CM/7.4/18.11
Subject:

Annual Report 2017-18

TRIM No:

A17/0625

Author:

Sneha Sabu, Co-ordinator, Corporate Planning and Reporting

Director:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council endorses the Annual Report 2017–18 attached to this report.
1.

Executive Summary

This report includes a copy of Council’s Annual Report 2017–18 for submission to the Minister of Local
Government by 30 November 2018.
2.

Introduction/Background

Section 428 of the Local Government Act 1993 requires that, within five months after the end of each
financial year, a council must prepare a report (its annual report) for that year. The annual report highlights
achievements in implementing the delivery program and the effectiveness of the principal activities
undertaken in achieving the objectives.
An annual report must be prepared in accordance with the guidelines under section 406 (which outlines the
requirements for Integrated Planning & Reporting) and must contain a copy of the council’s audited
financial statements prepared in accordance with the Local Government Code of Council Accounting
Practice and Financial Reporting published by the Office of Local Government. A copy of council’s annual
report must be posted on council’s website and provided to the Minister and such other persons and
bodies as the regulations may require by 30 November each year.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Nil.
4.

Discussion

The attached Annual Report 2017–18 provides an overview of Waverley Council’s performance over the
past financial year. The Annual Report forms an important component of the Integrated Planning and
Reporting (IP&R) Model as it ‘closes the loop’ in keeping the community informed of achievements in
implementing the Delivery Program and Operational Plan.
This is the last report based on Waverley Together 3, the previous iteration of the Community Strategic
Plan, Delivery Program 2013–18 and Operational Plan 2017–18. The audited Financial Statements can be
viewed as part of the business paper on audited Financial Statements. This will be published separately on
the Waverley Council website. The online version of the Annual Report will include links to the audited
Financial Statements.
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5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Part 4 of the Annual Report 2017–18 contains the audited Financial Statements for the financial year
ending 30 June 2018. The actions in the Operational Plan 2017–18 were included in the adopted budget
when the Plan was adopted by Council in June 2017. Funding to implement the Delivery Program over its
term is outlined in the Long Term Financial Plan.
The Annual Report 2017–18 covers the period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018 and must be submitted to the
Minister for Local Government by 30 November 2018.
6.

Conclusion

The Annual Report 2017–18 provides a snapshot of Waverley Council’s performance against the
deliverables detailed in the Delivery Program 2013–18.
7.
1.

Attachments
Waverley Council Annual Report 2017-18 (under separate cover) ⇨ .
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REPORT
CM/7.5/18.11
Subject:

Audited Financial Statements 2017-18

TRIM No:

A18/0184

Author:

Teena Su, Executive Manager, Financial Waverley

Director:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

In accordance with section 418 of the Local Government Act, Council receives and notes the
Auditor’s Report on the 2017–18 Annual Financial Statements (including General and Special
Purpose Financial Statements and Special Schedules).

2.

Refers any public submissions on the 2017–18 Annual Financial Statements (including General and
Special Purpose Financial Statements and Special Schedules) to Council’s Auditor, NSW Auditor
General.

3.

Adopts the audited 2017–18 Annual Financial Statements (including General and Special Purpose
Financial Statements and Special Schedules).

1.

Executive Summary

Council’s Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2018, comprising the General-Purpose
Financial Statements, Special Purpose Financial Statements and Special Schedules have been completed
and audited. The Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report (Attachment 1) are formally presented to the
public.
2.

Introduction/Background

At the Council meeting on 27 September 2018, Council resolved to refer to audit the Draft Annual Financial
Statements (including General and Special Purpose Financial Statements and Special Schedules) for the year
ending 30 June 2018.
On 31 October 2018 Council received a letter from the Auditor, NSW Auditor General confirming
completion of the audit.
As required by Section 418 of the Local Government Act 1993, public notice was given in the Wentworth
Courier in the week commencing 12 November 2018 advising that the 2017/18 Annual Financial
Statements would be presented to the public at this meeting. The document has been on public exhibition
at the Customer Services Centre, Council Chamber, Library, Bondi Pavilion and on Council’s website.
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3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or
Committee Meeting
and Date
Council
27 September 2018

Minute No.

CM/7.5/18.09

Decision

That:
1.

CM/7.5/18.11

Council, in relation to the financial statements required in
accordance with section 413(2)(c) of the Local Government
Act 1993, resolves that in its opinion the General Purpose
Financial Statements, Special Purpose Financial Statements
and Special Schedules for the year ended 30 June 2018:
(a)

Have been properly drawn up in accordance with the
provisions of the Local Government Act 1993, the
Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, the
Australian Accounting Standards and professional
pronouncements, and the Local Government Code of
Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting.

(b)

To the best of the Council’s knowledge and belief, the
statements present fairly the Council’s operating
result and financial position for the year and accords
with the Council’s accounting and other records.

(c)

Council is unaware of any matter that would render
the financial statements false or misleading in
anyway.

2.

The Statement by Councillors and Management for the
General Purpose Financial Statements and Special Purpose
Financial Statements, on page 3 of the Annual Financial
Statements, be signed by the Mayor, a Councillor, the
General Manager and the Responsible Accounting Officer.

3.

The Statement by Councillors and Management for the
Special Purpose Financial Statements, on page 2 of the
Special purpose Financial Statements, be signed by the
Mayor, a Councillor, the General Manager and the
Responsible Accounting Officer.

4.

The financial statements be referred to Council’s auditors
for audit.

5.

Arrangements be made to place copies of the audited
financial statements on public exhibition and the necessary
advertisements be published.

6.

A copy of the audited financial statements be forwarded to
the NSW Office of Local Government.

7.

The audited financial statements be presented at a meeting
of Council to be held in accordance with section 418 of the
Local Government Act 1993.
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20 November 2018

8.

Public notice of the meeting to be held on Tuesday, 20
November 2018, be published in newspapers in the week
commencing 12 November 2018, including the publication
of all documents required under section 418 of the Local
Government Act 1993.

9.

Council notes that, at the meeting to be held on Tuesday,
20 November 2018, Council will present its Audited
Financial Report and Auditor’s Report to the public.

Discussion

During the audit process, two amendments to the Draft Financial Statements were made which have
impacted on the draft financial results. A number of other more minor administrative amendments were
also made. The two amendments that had financial impacts are as following:
 $485k working in progress (WIP) Asset written off from two capital projects. Those projects were
feasibility or maintenance works which did not attribute to a build asset.
 $300k RMS Capital grant recognition correction to Balance Sheet Accrued Income opening balance.
These have resulted a reduction of $784k in both Operating Surplus and Net Assets (Equity) and flow-on
effect on other Notes in the Financial Statements.
The final results for the 2017/18 financial year and the accompanying Auditor’s Report show that Council’s
operating result for the year was a surplus of $17.113 million, and that the Council continues to maintain a
sound financial position as shown by the following summary of the Income Statement, Balance Sheet, Cash
& Cash Investments Balance.
Income Statement - $million

Total income from continuing operations

Audited
2017/18
Statements
$144.113m

Draft
2017/18
Statements
$144.413m

% Change
Better/
(Worse)
(0.21%)

Total expenses from continuing operations

$127.000m

$126.516m

(0.38%)

Operating surplus from continuing
operations

$17.113m

$17.897m

(4.38%)

Balance Sheet - $million

Total Assets

Audited
2017/18
Statements
$1,276.010m

Draft
2017/18
Statements
$1,276.794m

% Change
Better/
(Worse)
(0.02%)

Total Liabilities

$41.100m

$41.100m

0.00%

Net Assets

$1,234.910m

$1,235.694m

(0.06%)

Financial Overview -$million

Audited
2017/18
Statements

Draft
2017/18
Statements

% Change
Better/
(Worse)
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Operating Surplus

$17.113m

$17.897m

(4.38%)

Net Assets(Equity)

$1,234.910m

$1,235.694m

(0.06%)

Cash & Cash Investments

$171.783m

$171.782m

0.00%

Table below indicates that Council’s performance for the 2017/18 financial year has exceeded the Local
Government benchmark in all six financial indicators.
Financial Performance Indicators
Operating Performance Ratio
Own Source Operating Revenue Ratio
Unrestricted Current Ratio
Debt Service Cover Ratio
Rates, annual charges, interest and extra charges outstanding
percentage
Cash Expense Cover Ratio

2017/18
1.76%
86.46%
10.15%
23.78%
3.13%

Industry
Benchmark
> 0%
> 60%
> 1.5x
> 2x
5%

14.82 mths

> 3 mths

The auditor’s report on page 97 of the Attachment 1, provides detailed comments in relation to the
Council’s financial position.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

For the week commencing Monday 12 November 2018, an advertisement is being placed in the Wentworth
Courier advising that the Audited Financial Statements and the Auditor’s Report would be available for
viewing at the Customer Services Centre, Council Chamber, Library, Bondi Pavilion and Council’s website
and inviting residents to attend the Council meeting of Tuesday 20 November 2018.
Submissions, in accordance with Section 420 of the Local Government Act 1993, from members of the
public regarding any aspect of the Audited Financial Statements or Auditor’s report will be received up until
Tuesday 27 November 2018. All submissions will be considered by Council and referred to its auditor as
required by the Act.
6.

Conclusion

The Council’s Financial Statements have been finalised for the 2017/18 financial year. The Council is in a
sound financial position.
7.
1.

Attachments
Audited Annual Financial Statements 2017-18 (under separate cover) ⇨ .
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REPORT
CM/7.6/18.11
Subject:

Audit Committee's Annual Report to Council 2018

TRIM No:

A09/1105

Author:

Al Johnston, Governance and Internal Ombudsman Officer

Director:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receives and notes the Audit Committee’s Annual Report to Council 2018 attached to this
report.
1.

Executive Summary

Under Part 5 of the Audit Committee Charter the Waverley Council Audit Committee is required to report
to Council on its activities once each year.
The Committee’s 2018 report to Council, prepared by the Chairs of the Committee, covers the activities of
the Committee for the period September 2017 to October 2018.
It is recommended that Council receives and notes the report.
2.

Introduction/Background

Nil.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or
Committee
Meeting and Date
Council
16 October 2017

4.

Minute No.

Decision

CM/7.5/17.10 That Council receives and notes the Waverley Council Audit
Committee’s Report to Council 2017 from the Chairs of the
Committee attached to this report.

Discussion

Nil.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Financial impact statement
Funds are allocated in Council’s operational budget for the operation and support of an internal audit
function, including the Audit Committee. There have been no unbudgeted costs to Council in preparing this
report.
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Timeframe
The attached report covers the Committee’s activities from September 2017 to October 2018.
Consultation
The report to Council was endorsed by the Audit Committee at its meeting on 1 November 2018.
6.

Conclusion

It is recommended that the attached report from the Chairs of the Audit Committee about the Committee’s
activities from September 2017 to October 2018 be received and noted.
7.
1.

Attachments
Audit Committee Annual Report to Council 2018 ⇩ .
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REPORT
CM/7.7/18.11
Subject:

Investment Portfolio Report - October 2018

TRIM No:

A03/2211

Author:

Sid Ali, Revenue Co-ordinator
Teena Su, Executive Manager, Financial Waverley

Director:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

Recommendation:
That Council:
1.

Receives and notes the Investment Summary Report for October 2018 attached to this report.

2.

Notes that all investments have been made in accordance with the requirements of section 625 of
the Local Government Act 1993 and directions from the Minister for Local Government, including
Ministerial Investment Orders, and Council’s Investment Policy.

1.

Executive Summary

For the month of October 2018, Council’s Investment Portfolio generated $487,675 of interest.
The interest on investment budget for the 2018/19 financial year was adopted by Council at June 19, 2018
Council meeting and was set at $3,974,000.
The interest income for the year to date figure as at 31 October 2018 is tracking at 41.29% ($1,640,863) of
the Budget.
2.

Introduction/Background

Clause 212 of the Local Government (General) Regulation requires that Council be provided with a written
report setting out details of all money that the Council has invested under section 625 of the Local
Government Act 1993 (the Act) and certifying that these investments have been made in accordance with
the Act, regulations, Ministerial Investment Orders and Council’s Investment Policy.
The following table illustrates the monthly interest income received by Council and how this tracks against
the Budget:
Table 1. Monthly interest income received by Council.
Month
2018/19 Budget
Actual Monthly Actual YTD
($)
($)
($)

Tracking YTD Original
Budget %

July
August
September
October

9.33%
19.66%
29.02%
41.29%

CM/7.7/18.11

3,974,000
3,974,000
3,974,000
3,974,000

370,830
410,428
371,929
487,675

370,830
781,258
1,153,187
1,640,863
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3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or
Committee
Meeting and Date
Council
16 October 2018

4.

Minute No.

Decision

CM/7.1/18.10

That Council:
1.

Receives and notes the Investment Summary Report for
September 2018 attached to this report

2.

Notes that all investments have been made in accordance
with the requirements of section 625 of the Local
Government Act 1993 and directions from the Minister for
Local Government, including Ministerial Investment Orders
and Council’s Investment Policy.

Discussion

For the month of October 2018, Council’s cash investment portfolio generated interest earnings of
$487,675 or 12.27% of the Current Budget of $3,974,000.
Council’s investment portfolio posted a return of 2.81% pa for the month of October versus the Ausbond
Bank Bill Index benchmark return of 2.00% pa. Without marked-to-market influences, Council’s investment
portfolio yielded 2.89% pa for the month.
Over the last 12 months, Council’s investment portfolio has exceeded the Ausbond bank bill index
benchmark by 0.82% pa (2.71% vs 1.89% pa).
Portfolio Value
Council’s investment portfolio, as at 31 October 2018, has a current market value of $181,587,609 which
represents a gain of $1,456,902 on the $180,130,707 face value of the portfolio with the portfolio
generating a 2.81% average yield. The table below provides a summary by investment (asset) type.
Table 2. Portfolio value – Summary by investment (asset) type.
Asset Group

Face Value

Current value

$ Gain / (Loss)

Bonds
Cash
Floating Rate Note
Floating Rate Term
Deposits
Managed Funds
Term Deposit
Total

$
$
$
$

3,000,000
7,994,573
31,400,000
12,500,000

$
$
$
$

3,037,819
7,994,573
31,653,117
12,552,471

$
$
$
$

37,819
253,117
52,471

Curren
t Yield
3.50%
1.02%
3.25%
2.78%

$
$
$

6,736,134
118,500,000
180,130,707

$
6,736,134
$ 119,613,496
$ 181,587,609

$
$
$

1,113,496
1,456,902

2.57%
2.80%
2.81%

Analysis
Attached to this report is the Summary of Investment Portfolio for the period ending 31 October 2018.
These reports are prepared by Council’s independent financial advisor, Prudential Investment Services
Corp. Included in these report are tables showing that Council’s investment portfolio for the month of
October 2018 has exceeded the AusBond bank bill index by 0.81% pa (2.81% to 2.00%pa). The Portfolio
CM/7.7/18.11
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outperformed the stated benchmark measure ‘Rate of return on cash exceeds AusBond Bank Bill Index’ as
illustrated in the table below:
Table 3. Portfolio return.

Jul -18

Portfolio
Return %
2.98

Ausbond BB
Index %
2.26

Aug-18

3.05

1.99

1.06

Sep-18

2.75

1.94

0.81

Oct - 18

2.81

2.00

0.81

Average % return Over the last 12
months

2.71

1.89

0.82

Month

Variance %
0.72

Fossil Fuel Lending ADIs vs Non-Fossil Fuel Lending ADIs
As at the end of October 2018, 65.5% of Council’s portfolio was invested in non-fossil fuel lending ADIs,
while fossil fuel lending ADIs accounted for 30.8% of the portfolio. The remaining 3.7% is invested with
TCorp.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

This report has been prepared in consultation with Council’s independent financial advisor, Prudential
Investment Services Corp.
6.

Conclusion

Council’s investment portfolio has accounted a year to date total interest earning of $1,640,863 as at 31
October 2018, and it is on track to achieve the budgeted interest of $3,974,000.
7.
1.

Attachments
Investment Summary Report - October 18 ⇩ .
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REPORT
CM/7.8/18.11
Subject:

Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Conservation Project Concept Design Consultation

TRIM No:

A15/0272

Author:

Julie Peters, Engagement Officer, Project Waverley
Matt Henderson, Project Manager
Sharon Cassidy, Executive Manager, Project Waverley

Director:

Emily Scott, Director, Waverley Renewal

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Receives and notes the community engagement report and analysis relating to the Bondi Pavilion
Restoration and Conservation Project Concept Design consultation period of 7 September to 5
October 2018.

2.

Receives and notes the Amphitheatre and Outdoor Performance Report from architects Tonkin
Zulaikha Greer in response to Council resolution CM/5.4/18.09 to investigate options for the current
amphitheatre space.

3.

Endorses the Concept Design attached to this report, which includes the following revisions based on
community feedback:
(a)

A variation of the design of the Kiln Room, allowing for a second kiln.

(b)

Relocation of the Lifeguards Room to outside of the Bondi Pavilion.

(c)

Relocation of the Tourism Office to what was previously Tenancy 3.

(d)

One large tenancy on the Northern frontage.

(e)

Allowing for a designated loading/unloading zone in the southern courtyard for users of the
High Tide Room, Music Studios, Theatre, Art Gallery, and events.

4.

Approves progression to detail design and submission of an integrated development application.

5.

Notes that Council officers will report to December Council meeting with a timetable and costing for
early works that can be undertaken with heritage exemption.

1.

Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to present community feedback provided in the Bondi Pavilion Restoration
and Conservation Project consultation period of 7 September to 5 October 2018, and seek endorsement of
the revised Concept Design (Attachment 1) to allow the project to progress to development applications
(DA) documentation development.
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Council received 111 survey responses and 568 email submissions during the consultation period. Of the
email responses, 543 were a campaign email with the same wording in relation to providing a larger
commercial tenancy in the Concept Design.
Key findings from the consultation have guided revisions to the Concept Design, including:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

A variation of the design of the Kiln Room in the Pottery Studio, allowing for a second kiln.
Relocation of the Lifeguards Room to outside of the Bondi Pavilion.
Relocation of the Tourism Office to what was previously Tenancy 3.
One larger commercial tenancy on the Northern frontage.
Allowing for a designated loading/unloading zone in the southern courtyard for users of the High
Tide Room, Music Studios, Theatre, Art Gallery, and events.

Also included in this report, for consolidation purposes, is Council officers response to Council resolution
CM/5.4/18.09 to investigate options for the amphitheatre. Discussions outlined below are based on
findings from Attachment 2 – the architects Amphitheatre and Outdoor Performance Report. The Report
was presented to the Bondi Pavilion Stakeholder Committee on Thursday 8 November.
2.

Introduction/Background

The Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Conservation Project Concept Design consultation process was open for
community feedback between 7 September and 5 October 2018 following Council’s approval at the
Strategic Planning and Development Committee on Tuesday 4 September.
The consultation called for community feedback on the proposed ground floor and proposed first floor
concept designs. Feedback received throughout the consultation period led to modifications of the
proposed Concept Design as attached in Attachment 1 of this Report.
The concept design responds to the Revised Principal Design Consultant Brief, which was endorsed by
Council in June 2018. The brief was finalised based on:








3.

The Bondi Pavilion Stakeholder Committee recommendations.
The original architect’s Services Brief updated for the current project requirements.
Bondi Park, Beach and Pavilion Plan of Management 2014.
Bondi Pavilion Conservation Management Plan 2018.
Bondi Pavilion Asset Condition Assessment Report 2017.
Sustainability requirements.
the Strategic Planning and Development Committee resolution from the 5 June 2018 meeting
based on the BPSC Recommendations.
Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or
Committee
Meeting and Date
Council
27 September

Minute No.

CM/5.4/18.09

Decision

That Council, in regard to the Bondi Pavilion Restoration and
Conservation Project, undertakes the following actions:
1. Façade. Prepares a timetable and costing for works to the façade
that can be undertaken with heritage exemption.
2. Amphitheatre/outdoor performance space. Prepares concept
designs, costings and a heritage impact assessment for:
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(a) Retaining and renovating the amphitheatre in its current
location.
(b) Building a new amphitheatre in the central courtyard possibly
sunken and tiered, with a retractable floor at grade.
(c) Facilitating performances in the southern curtilage (Dolphin
Courtyard) area.
(d) Facilitating performances in the western curtilage adjacent to
the Gatehouse.
3. Prepares a draft report detailing the above with additional
information on the level of use of the current amphitheatre

Strategic Planning
and Development
Committee
4 September 2018

CM/7.8/18.11

PD/5.2/18.09

4. Convenes a meeting of the Bondi Pavilion Stakeholder Committee
to review this draft report for update by Council officers before
presentation to Council.
That Council:
1.

Endorses the Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Conservation
Project Concept Design attached to this report for the
purposes of public exhibition for a period of 28 days
commencing on 7 September 2018.

2.

Notes that, following the public exhibition period, a further
report will be prepared for Council summarising the
consultation process, key feedback and recommending
revisions to the Concept Design, as necessary.

3.

Receives and notes the following unanimous endorsements
from the Bondi Pavilion Stakeholder Committee in relation to
the Concept Design:
(a)

A narrower option to the flexible foyer area such that
increases the adjacent community space, is more
effective in blocking wind tunnels, and is somewhat
wider than the alternative option.

(b)

The preferred location for the community radio station
is on the southern wall.

(c)

The preferred location for the amenities, pottery
studio, and waste room is on the northern wall.

(d)

The preferred location of the Bondi Story room is at the
entry to the flexible/cultural space (off the atrium) and
the room size is consistent with the opposite entry
room to the gallery space.

(e)

Moving the male toilets adjacent to the tourism area to
the storage area to allow pedestrian flow through into
the Bondi Story room.
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4.

5.

(f)

Providing a dedicated server room approximately 10
m2.

(g)

The preferred location for the external stairs is at the
rear of the building.

(h)

The preferred location of the bar is in its current
position with the potential to serve customers directly
onto the balcony.

(i)

Supports the preferred option for the Ocean
Room/servery on the first floor.

(j)

Supports the general layout of the theatre seating, but
suggests consideration of a short aisle mid-centre for
the back three rows.

Notes that, after further consultation with the Bondi Pavilion
Stakeholder Committee and with a reference group
representing the Bondi Beach Precinct and the Friends of
Bondi Pavilion, the majority of these community members
support:
(a)

Positioning the fire stairs on the sides of the central
block of the Pavilion, as per the Concept Design
attached to this report.

(b)

Re-arranging the rooms adjacent to, and opposite, the
‘Tourism Centre’ on the ground floor such that:
The space marked ‘Acc WC’ is switched in
position with the ‘Server Room’.

(ii)

The new position of the ‘Server Room’ is
expanded to the west to encompass the room
marked ‘Store 5 m2’ resulting in a larger ‘Server
Room’.

(iii)

Switch the positions of the ‘Male WC’ and the
‘Female WC’ and expand the ‘Female WC’ to the
north to encompass the room marked ‘Store 9
m2’ resulting in a larger ‘Female WC’.

(iv)

Install a lockable door across the ‘Bondi Story
Room’ area between the Tourism Centre and the
new location of the server room, such that the
central toilet block area can be isolated for use of
festival patrons as needed.

As part of the broader public exhibition process, undertakes
consultation with:
(a)

CM/7.8/18.11
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tenancies in the Bondi Pavilion.

4.

(b)

Community groups that currently use the facilities of
the Pavilion.

(c)

Council staff currently located in the Pavilion.

Discussion

Consultation activities
Following Council’s endorsement of the Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Conservation Project Concept
Design to go out for community consultation, the following online and promotional activities took place
between 7 September and 5 October:
 Concept design documentation and an online survey available on Council’s Have Your Say website
on Friday 7 September. Documentation included:
o Diagram of the concept design with explanation
o Floor plans, both proposed and existing
o Fact sheet
o Bondi Pavilion Conservation Management Plan
o Survey questions
 Email Notification of the consultation sent to:
o Councillors
o All staff
o Bondi Pavilion Stakeholder Committee
o Precincts
o Tenants and community hirers
o Cultural Programs stakeholders
o General public
o Registrants to the Have Your Say website
 Media release sent to local media and posted on Council’s website
 Homepage banner placed on Council’s website linking to Have Your Say website
 Social media posts on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
 Video created inviting feedback, posted on all social media platforms
 Poster displays in all customer service points (Customer Service Centre, Library, Mill Hill, Chambers
and Bondi Pavilion), with hard copy surveys and fact sheets available.
The following face-to-face engagement activities took place within the consultation period:
 Information session for all Pavilion and affected staff
 Meeting with Lifeguard representatives
 Meetings with the Let’s Go Surfing, Surfish, Lush, the Bucket List and spoke with Marine Discovery,
Flickerfest and Between the Flags
 Public information session/have your say day held in the foyer of Bondi Pavilion on Saturday 22
September between 10am and 2pm
 Meeting with pottery stakeholders on Wednesday 2 October.
Consultation feedback
Across the consultation period, Council received 111 responses to Council’s survey. Of the completed
surveys there were 22 hard copy surveys and 89 surveys completed online.
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Council received 569 email submissions.
A table outlining the feedback and how Council is responding to each item is below the summary of
submissions.
Email submissions
Of the 569 email submissions received, 543 were an email campaign to save The Bucket List. The same
wording was received in each:
Dear Waverley Council,
Congratulations on bringing together the community aspects of the Bondi Pavilion. You’re almost
there!
I’ve reviewed the plans and I’m concerned there isn’t enough room for a restaurant like The Bucket
List on the ground floor. The Bucket List caters for large groups including families, mothers/parents
groups, summer crowds, community events and fundraisers, Bondi locals and beach goers. It’s open
365 days a year and I know there’s always room for me.
The Bucket List is a fantastic and vibrant part of the Bondi beach community and provides an
essential link between the beach, promenade and Pavilion.
Having sufficient space and facilities is crucial for a restaurant like The Bucket List to operate and
maintain this link and vibrancy. Providing a space with adequate room can be done without
compromising the community amenities.
I strongly urge you to revise these plans so that it includes a tenancy on the ground floor large enough
for a restaurant like The Bucket List.
Thanks,
The Bucket List
The Bucket List made an email submission detailing their proposal for a larger commercial tenancy.
Friends of Bondi Pavilion
The Friends of Bondi Pavilion made a submission via email, along with four other Friends of Bondi Pavilion
supportive emails. The key issues raised include:
1) No support for the creation of a grand entrance at the rear of the Pavilion. Flow on issues raised:
a. Loss of ability for smaller community events and studio users to access the Pavilion with
their vehicles to load and unload for such events
b. The removal of a 500 seat enclosed amphitheatre
c. The removal and or relocating of the great Aboriginal mosaic
d. The requirement for a road to be built to reach the North-Western corner of the Pavilion
e. The need to move the lift (which in turn adds an enormous cost to the project)
f. The potential ‘wind tunnel’ effect created by a straight-through path through the Pavilion,
exacerbated by the south facing façade of the Pavilion.
2) A need for inclusion of Indigenous heritage throughout the building
3) Do not support the divider in the Seagull Room
4) Keeping the proposed Servery on the first floor as a flexible space
5) No support for smaller pottery and artist studios
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6) A need for inclusion of surfing culture/history and marine ecosystem in the building
7) Do not support the size of the Waste Room
8) Do not support the location of the Tourism Office – would like it to be located in the proposed
Tenancy 3.
Support for surf and beach related activities in the Pavilion
Ten submissions were received requesting the inclusion of surf and beach related activities within the
Pavilion. There is a call for inclusion and connection of the beach, the sand and the surf as well as a surf
school. One submission refers to the Bondi Park, Beach and Pavilion Plan of Management (POM) when
requesting the inclusion of marine educational activities – p60 of the POM ‘Prioritise activities which are
intrinsic to the place and its cultural values or which draw value from being in a beachside location.’
Other email submissions
Of the 25 email submissions received not relating to the Bucket List, 14 have been outlined above. Other
feedback received through email submissions include:


















Lack of storage space for commercial tenancies
Lack of bin storage areas behind commercial tenancies
Suggested two smaller waste rooms to allow for easier access for commercial tenancies
Clear delivery area for commercial tenancies
Indoor or covered space at the rear of commercial tenancies to allow for more seating protected
from the weather
The inclusion of a composting facility for commercial tenancies
Clear way finding signage
Moving the storage room next to the stairs on the first floor to the right to improve circulation and
flow
The size and location of the proposed Pottery Studios (two emails received)
Official welcome place and place for Indigenous Ceremony, to meet and gather, to celebrate and
practice culture
A Totem pole for the Biddigal people
Ensuring doors are widened and easy to open where needed to enable people in wheelchairs can
enter all rooms of the Pavilion
Allow for adequate space in walkway/corridor areas to allow passing and turning space for people
who use wheelchairs, parents with prams and mobility scooters
Resolve the step to the first floor balcony to enable access to the beach views for all users.
Spaces for wheelchair users in various locations around the theatre
Assistive technology such as hearing loops be installed in theatres and meetings rooms
Ensure lift access to the first floor can accommodate double prams and larger wheelchairs.

Survey responses
Council received 111 survey results. Of the respondents, 77.5% agree with Council’s overall vision to
restore and conserve the heritage of Bondi Pavilion. Many of the comments were positive in this section.
Attachment 1 details the individual responses received.
Proposed ground floor feedback
Of the respondents, 43.2% (48 people) agreed with the ground floor configuration. Of these responses, 23
had no further comment.
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Of the respondents, 56.8% (63 people) do not agree with the proposed ground floor. Of these responses, 6
had no further comment.
Key feedback received in this question is outlined below. Please also see the table at the end of the
discussion for an outline of how the feedback has been dealt with.
 Pottery studios
20 respondents (22.2%) do not agree with the size and location of the Pottery Studios. In addition
to the online survey, Council received feedback from tutors about the proposed space, and a
meeting was held on Wednesday 2 October. Feedback included requests for more than one kiln,
and for one of the kilns to be of stoneware grade, as well as more storage.
 Amphitheatre
19 respondents (21%) want to keep the amphitheatre.
 Commercial space
Five respondents (5.5%) want to increase the number of restaurants, cafes and retail. A further
three respondents indicated keeping the ‘glass bubble’ specifically.
 Larger toilets and showers
Five respondents (5.5%) want to see more toilets, change rooms and showers.
 Loading areas and vehicle access
Three respondents (3.33%) identified the need to have vehicle access to the Southern Courtyard for
loading/unloading purposes for the High Tide Room, Music Studios, Art Gallery and Theatre, and
events users. Five email submissions were received on this.
 Grand Entrance
Three respondents (3.33%) oppose the opening up of the gatehouse at the rear of the Pavilion. Five
email submissions were received on this.
 Connection to the beach and surf culture
Three respondents (3.33%) would like to see more of a connection to the beach with surf and
beach activities in the Pavilion, including a surf school. Eight email submissions were received on
this.
 Modern seating and activation of the Foyer area
Two respondents refer to café style seating in the Foyer, and modernising the space.
Proposed first floor configuration
The question relating to the first floor configuration had a more positive response, with 64.9% (72 people)
of respondents agreeing with the proposed configuration. Of these responses, 46 had no further comment.
Of the 35.1% (39 respondents) who did not agree with the first floor configuration. Of these responses, 17
had no further comment.
Key feedback received in this question is outlined below. Please also see the table at the end of the
discussion for an outline of how the feedback has been dealt with.
 Theatre
Concern was raised about the location of the Workshop/Store Room and the Green Room/Change
Room and suggested flipping the two so the Green Room was accessible from stage.
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Four respondents (4.44%) raised concern about the number of toilet facilities in the Green Room
and suggested that additional toilets be added.
One respondent suggested blocking the door to the balcony inside the theatre to reduce sound
bleed.
One respondent suggested having removable seating in the back row to allow for sound set up.
One respondent requested more seating in the Theatre – at least 250 seats.
 Location of the bar
Three respondents (3.33%) raise the issue of the bar location blocking the view of the ocean and
suggest moving it to one side.
 Seagull Room
Three respondents (3.33%) do not want to see any change to the Seagull Room, including the
divider. Feedback on the divider is that it will destroy the integrity of the room.
 More restaurants
Two respondents want more restaurants upstairs.
 Sound management
Two respondents raised concern for the treatment of sound in the atrium, theatre and balcony.
One respondent highlights the need for balance amplified sound parameters between commercial
tenancies on the ground floor and the balcony.
One respondent raises major sound issues between the Gallery on the ground floor and the
Theatre and the need to address this issue.
 Dolphin Room
One respondent wants the Servery Room to be a flexible space. Five email submissions were
received on this.
Other feedback
The final question of the survey allowed for general comments on the project. Of feedback not already
covered in the discussion above, the following was received:
 Fourteen respondents had general positive comments
 Four respondents see the project as a waste of ratepayers money
 Four respondents want a more innovative concept
 Three respondents want the works to be done as soon as possible, the project has gone on for too
long.
Individual responses








How will the Tourist Office be staffed and funded?
$25 million seems like a lot. How much of that is debt?
Need to maximise free community space for youth. They need safe public spaces.
Important to have a successful signage plan.
Two to three bubbler/water stations located throughout the building.
Ensure safe rehousing of the homeless who live in and around the Pavilion.
Plenty of shade required in the courtyards.
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Better cultural programming and marketing so the Pavilion can reach its full potential.
Appoint an artistic director.
Make the existing commercial arrangements available for the community.
Have a staged approach to the works.

Below is a table outlining feedback received across survey and email submissions and Council’s response to
each.
Feedback received
Amphitheatre should stay where it is

The proposed Pottery Studio is too small
The Pottery Studio needs more than one
kiln
The Pottery Studio needs to be upgraded

The Pottery Studio should not be located
next to waste and amenities

Keep the glass bubble as part of Tenancy
1
Save the Bucket List

The inclusion of one larger commercial
tenancy

The rear entrance should be kept as it is,

CM/7.8/18.11

Council response
Retaining the amphitheatre as it is and where it is has
been identified as intrusive to the heritage of the
building. It is understood that if we retain the
amphitheatre the Development Application (DA) will
not be approved by the Heritage Office as per their
advice that any DA submission must comply with the
CMP, key to this is removal of intrusive elements.
Attachment 2 outlines the options explored by
architects Tonkin Zulaikha Greer for the
amphitheatre. Refer below for more detail discussion
on the amphitheatre.
A functional layout for the Pottery Studio will be
developed in the detail design.
Detailed design of the Kiln Room will include 2 kilns
and relevant storage, as is reflected in the updated
Concept Design in Attachment 1.
Recommendation for a meeting with key
stakeholders in the detailed design phase to discuss
storage needs, flooring, ventilation, lighting and
tools.
Note current location on the proposed plan was
preferred by the Bondi Pavilion Stakeholder Group, as
outlined in the Council Report PD/5.2/18.09 to the
Strategic Planning and Development Committee on
Tuesday 4 September:
(c) The preferred location for the amenities, pottery
studio, and waste room is on the northern wall.
As outlined in the Bondi Pavilion Conservation
Management Plan, the glass bubble is seen to be
intrusive to the heritage façade of the Pavilion.
The Bucket List is one of a number of tenants whose
lease is either expired or about to expire. This
restoration and conservation project prolongs
tenancies past what may have otherwise occurred.
Commercial tenancies will be put to tender at
completion of the project and existing tenants are
invited to re-apply for a commercial tenancy.
The option of having one larger tenancy has been
explored, along with the business case for the
viability of one larger tenancy along the frontage and
is reflected in the updated Concept Design in
Attachment 1.
By opening the rear of the Pavilion, it is envisaged the
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not opened up

The Waste Room is too large

Suggested two smaller waste rooms to
allow for easier access for commercial
tenancies
Indoor or covered space at the rear of
commercial tenancies to allow for more
seating protected from the weather
Clear delivery area for commercial
tenancies
The Tourism Office should be located in
the proposed Tenancy 3

Outdoor seating and shading consistent
across the whole frontage of the Pavilion
Protecting the Aboriginal mosaic

A need for inclusion of Indigenous
heritage throughout the building
The inclusion of a one-stop Indigenous
Shop (where pamphlets and information
is displayed)
Official welcome place and place for
Indigenous Ceremony, to meet and
gather, to celebrate and practice culture
A Totem pole for the Biddigal people
Larger toilets and showers

Consideration of sound in the Foyer and
to balance amplified sound parameters
between commercial tenancies and the
balcony area
The inclusion of café style communal
tables and chairs in the Foyer
A sensory garden for children in one of
the courtyards
Waterpark/water feature for children in
the courtyard

CM/7.8/18.11

rear courtyards will see more activation and use.
Access to the courtyards will be given to vehicles for
loading/unloading purposes.
The proposed road to reach the North-Western
corner of the Pavilion was identified in the Bondi
Park, Beach and Pavilion Plan of Management. Both
its location and grading were addressed.
The design of the Waste Room has been carefully
considered to balance the needs of users, such as
commercial tenancies and patrons, with the
frequency of garbage collection. The size allows for
future proofing.
There is not sufficient space for two smaller waste
rooms.
There will be seating at the rear of tenancies. This will
be considered in detail design.
Commercial deliveries is already a detailed design
consideration.
The location of the tourism centre/box office is
proposed to be relocated to allow a larger
commercial tenancy – which is reflected in the
updated Concept Design in Attachment 1.
Consistent seating and shading is already a detailed
design consideration.
The Aboriginal mosaic is an important part of the
history of Bondi. It will be raised in detailed design as
to how to relocate the mosaic.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.

Added to the list of detailed design considerations.

Added to the list of detailed design considerations.
The number of amenities is increased across the
proposed plan. In addition, Council has commenced a
project for additional amenities in Bondi Park.
Sound will be addressed in detailed design.

Added to the list of detailed design considerations.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.
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Plenty of shade required in the
courtyards
Two to three bubblers/water filling
stations throughout the Pavilion
Connection to the beach, surf activities
and surf culture throughout the Pavilion
The inclusion of marine ecology
throughout the building, and space for
the Marine Discovery Centre
Needs to be loading areas for High Tide
Room, Theatre, Art Gallery, Seagull Room
and Music Studios
Clear way finding signage
Ensuring doors are widened and easy to
open where needed to enable people in
wheelchairs can enter all rooms of the
Pavilion
Allow for adequate space in
walkway/corridor areas to allow passing
and turning space for people who use
wheelchairs, parents with prams and
mobility scooters
Resolve the step to the first floor balcony
to enable access to the beach views for
all users
Ensure lift access to the first floor can
accommodate double prams and larger
wheelchairs
Seagull Room divider

Storage and heating for the Seagull Room
Moving the storage room next to the
stairs on the first floor to the right to
improve circulation and flow
Moving the bar to one side to open up
views of the ocean

20 November 2018

Shade in courtyards is already a detailed design
consideration.
Bubblers is already a detailed design consideration.
The Bondi Story Room will consider the connection
between the beach and the Pavilion and surfing
culture.
The inclusion of marine ecology will be considered as
part of the Bondi Story Room.
Staff propose a designated loading/unloading zone in
the southern courtyard for users of the High Tide
Room/Music Studios/Theatre/Art Gallery and events.
Clear wayfinding signage is already a detailed design
consideration.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.

Adequate space in walkways and corridor areas is
already a detailed design consideration.

Added to the list of detailed design considerations.

The proposed concept design already includes a lift
large enough to accommodate wheel chairs and
double prams.
Consideration in detailed design given to enclosing
the room dividers in the Seagull Room so they are not
intrusive when not being used.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.

Note the current location of the bar on the proposed
plan was preferred by the Bondi Pavilion Stakeholder
Group, as outlined in the Council Report
PD/5.2/18.09 to the Strategic Planning and
Development Committee on Tuesday 4 September:
(h) The preferred location of the bar is in its current
position with the potential to serve customers directly
onto the balcony.

Making the Servery Room to be a flexible
space
Flipping the Workshop/Store Room and
the Green Room/Change Room so the
Green Room is accessible from the stage
CM/7.8/18.11
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area
Not enough toilet facilities in the Green
Room
Removable seats in the back row of the
Theatre to allow for sound setup

in Attachment 1.
Detailed design of the theatre space will include
consideration of the layout of each area.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.

Sound proofing of Theatre to ensure Art
Gallery space isn’t affected during louder
performances
Blocking the door to the balcony inside
the theatre to reduce sound bleed
Murals on the walls of the Theatre should
be retained and made visible
Spaces for wheelchair users in various
locations around the theatre
Assistive technology such as hearing
loops be installed in theatres and
meetings rooms

Sound proofing the theatre is already a detailed
design consideration.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.
Added to the list of detailed design considerations.
Wheelchair seating in the theatre is already a
detailed design consideration.
Assistive technology is already a detailed design
consideration.

Detailed design considerations
Below summarises the feedback received to be addressed in detailed design. The following is noted for
consideration:
 It is recommended a further meeting with pottery stakeholders is part of the detailed design
process to discuss storage needs, flooring, ventilation, lighting and tools
 Inclusion of a waterpark/water feature for children in the courtyard
 The inclusion of café style communal tables and chairs in the Foyer
 Ensure consideration is given to the retention of the Aboriginal mosaic
 The inclusion of a one-stop Indigenous Shop (where pamphlets and information is displayed)
 Official welcome place and place for Indigenous Ceremony, to meet and gather, to celebrate and
practice culture
 A Totem pole for the Biddigal people
 Using sandstone blocks for seating in the courtyard, along with native grass, trees and plants
 The inclusion of a sensory garden for children in one of the courtyards
 Suggestion that the ‘Bondi Story Room’ is threaded throughout the building, including reference to
the surfing culture and marine ecology of Bondi
 Installation of heating in the Seagull Room
 Installation of storage in the Seagull Room for regular hirers
 Enclosing the room dividers in the Seagull Room so they are not intrusive when not being used
 Blocking the door to the balcony inside the theatre to reduce sound bleed
 Murals on the walls of the Theatre should be retained and made visible
 Resolve the step to the first floor balcony to enable access to the beach views for all users.
Amphitheatre
Throughout the consultation, 19 respondents (21%) to Council’s survey want to keep the amphitheatre. It
was also identified by the Friends of Bondi Pavilion and four other email submissions to be retained in its
current location.
During the consultation period, Council resolution CM/5.4/18.09 raised actions to be undertaken by Council
in regard to the Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Conservation Project. In response to clause 2 of the
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resolution, Council commissioned architects Tonkin Zulaikha Greer to draft a report (Attachment 2) based
on:
(a) Retaining and renovating the amphitheatre in its current location.
(b) Building a new amphitheatre in the central courtyard possibly sunken and tiered, with a
retractable floor at grade.
(c) Facilitating performances in the southern curtilage (Dolphin Courtyard) area.
(d) Facilitating performances in the western curtilage adjacent to the Gatehouse.
The Report was presented to the Bondi Pavilion Stakeholder Committee on Thursday 8 November. The
Committee were presented with the TZG report and then discussed the issues with attempting to retain the
amphitheatre in its current location (based on heritage advice detailed below) as well as the alternative
options that could be pursued to offset the loss of the amphitheatre in its current form. These discussions
were inconclusive.
The Report received by TZG refers to the Bondi Pavilion Conservation Management Plan (CMP) and the
Bondi Park, Beach and Pavilion Plan of Management in addressing the amphitheatre in its current location.
The courtyard is graded as being of ‘high’ significance, whilst the amphitheatre is graded as being ‘intrusive’
in the CMP. The CMP contains policies aimed at conserving the heritage values of the Pavilion. With respect
to the courtyard, the most relevant policies are as follows:
Policy No.
Policy 8

Policy 36

Policy 49
Policy 61
Policy 87

Policy
The focus of conservation management for the Bondi Pavilion should aim to achieve the
objectives of the Bondi Pavilion Purpose Statement (Section 6.4) and the key ideas that form
the basis of management included in the Bondi Park, Beach and Pavilion Plan of
Management (2014).
Retain and conserve the original form and fabric of the courtyard spaces within the Bondi
Pavilion complex. Any future development within these courtyards must respect and not
obscure their original form and fabric.
Retain, conserve and enhance the spatial character and significant fabric of the Bondi
Pavilion.
Remove those elements considered to be intrusive to the Bondi Pavilion’s contribution to
the place, which are identified in Section 5.5 of this CMP.
Upgrade and enhance entry to the Bondi Pavilion from the west.

Policy 8 of the CMP refers back to the Bondi Park, Beach and Pavilion Plan of Management which identifies
the purpose of the building and how it should be achieved. The following section has been extracted from
the Plan of Management (the relevant items are in bold):
Located in a unique setting, Bondi Pavilion overlooks spectacular Bondi Beach and is a much loved, heritage
building. It has an important purpose:
 As a landmark building, contributing to the unique heritage character of Bondi;
 As the centre of community life, accommodating a vibrant mix of cultural, community and
commercial use; and
 Providing a grand entrance from the street to Bondi Beach.
This purpose should be achieved by making sure the Pavilion is sensitively looked after and well used. As
the centrepiece it should be:
 Attractive and inviting with welcoming entrances front and rear, good internal signage and
tourism information that is accessible;
 A lively, active hub with beautiful courtyards for shade and shelter, spaces for performances, a
well-designed and engaging foyer with activities throughout that entertain;
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 Delivering a vibrant cultural and community life including interesting theatre, cultural
happenings, great cafes and appropriately located programs.
 Well maintained, clean and functional with improved spaces for hire and good amenities to service
people visiting the building, Park or Beach;
 Environmentally efficient, as much as possible;
 Financially sustainable so that it can meet community expectations, providing a good balance of
community and commercial activities.
The basis for management of the place is embodied in seven key ideas, which were formulated in
consultation with the community. The key ideas aim to:
1. Reinforce Bondi’s unique character.
2. Increase green space and improve parking.
3. Restore the connection from street to sand.
4. Restore the Pavilion as gateway to the beach.
5. Create new facilities and shade.
6. Provide places for play and respite.
7. Respect Bondi’s heritage.
Outlined below is a summary of each option explored in the TZG Report.
Option one – retaining and renovating the amphitheatre in its current location.
The Report found that although this cost effective, the negative outcomes would be:
 Blocking pedestrian throughway between Gatehouse and Pavilion.
 Sightlines worse than existing poor status.
 No flexible seating arrangement.
 Preventing bigger events and concerts connecting eastern and western courtyards.
 Maintaining ‘status quo’ of courtyards underutilised non flexible spaces.
Cost: $136,000
Officer recommendation is to not proceed with this option. As outlined in the Report, this option has
negative heritage impacts. The Conservation Management Plan identifies the amphitheatre as intrusive and
recommendations the removal of intrusive elements. The Heritage Office has advised that any DA
submission must comply with the CMP, key to this is removal of intrusive elements.
Option 2 – new tiered amphitheatre with retractable floor
The Report finds this option allows for:
 Good sight lines
 Improved pedestrian throughway and levelled access to the Pavilion
 Flexibility in seating numbers
 Quick setting up of seating
 New functions within courtyards.
Cost: $ 6,711,500 (excl GST)
The negative project impacts of this option is the cost. When considering this cost against the actual use of
the amphitheatre in its current form, a total of 19 days annually, it is not recommended to proceed.
Option 2a – temporary demountable seating structure
Although this was outside the scope of the report, it provides an additional option for the space. The
Report finds this option allows for:
 Good sight lines
 Flexibility in seating numbers
 Quick setting up of seating
 New functions within courtyards.
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Cost: Variable pending on seat numbers: $ 371,100 (excl GST) to purchase, or $60/seat per week for rental
($25,000 per week for rental).
The option could be rented as required, or purchased by Council. The purchase of the structure would
require external storage.
Performances in curtilage area
The Report addresses the options available to Council for performance areas in the curtilage area. Option C,
a stage structure on the southern side of the Pavilion could potentially be added to the scope to be built as
a permanent structure. All other stage areas would be temporary structures, but show opportunities for
event spaces.
Façade
Clause 1 of Council resolution CM/5.4/18.09 required Council to:
1. Façade. Prepares a timetable and costing for works to the façade that can be undertaken with
heritage exemption.
Council Officers will report to December Council meeting with a timetable and costing for early works that
can be undertaken with heritage exemption.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

The Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Conservation Project design phase is fully funded and allocated in the
Capital Works budget for 2018–2019.
6.

Conclusion

It is proposed Council endorses the Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Conservation Project Concept Design as
attached (Attachment 1). Following Council’s approval, project staff will begin developing DA
documentation.
7.
1.
2.

Attachments
Updated Proposed Floorplans ⇩
Amphitheatre Report ⇩ .
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REPORT
CM/7.9/18.11
Subject:

Child Care Feasibility Study

TRIM No:

A09/0290-02

Author:

Annette Trubenbach, Executive Manager, Caring Waverley
Christine Egri, Manager Children’s Services

Director:

Rachel Jenkin, Acting Director, Waverley Life

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Treats the attachment to this report as confidential in accordance with section 11(3) of the Local
Government Act 1993, as it relates to a matter specified in section 10A(2)(c) of the Local Government
Act 1993. The attachment contains information that would, if disclosed, confer a commercial
advantage on a person with whom the Council is conducting (or proposes to conduct) business.

2.

Acknowledges the importance of Council’s early education services in supporting active workforce
participation, community connections and social and economic engagement in the region.

3.

Continues its leadership position in the provision of children’s services as a ‘gap provider’ of quality
education and care, particularly for 0-2s, families on low to moderate incomes and children with
additional needs.

4.

Continues to enhance building performance, operational efficiency and educational outcomes in
existing Council operated and supported services.

5.

Engages a consultant to provide a comprehensive update and analysis of current and projected cost
of care, including internal contributions, building maintenance, asset renewal and accommodation
options.

6.

Notes the Community Tenancy Review would be submitted to Council in mid-2019 and will seek
opportunities for further ‘community hubs’ which can be designed around co-located complimentary
services (e.g. Family Day Care, centre based care, playgroups, occasional care, family support),
continuing to support flexible, adaptable and cost efficient provision through Council’s Family Day
Care Scheme.

1.

Executive Summary

In April 2018, Council requested that officers prepare a feasibility study for the construction of a new child
care centre in Waverley.
This feasibility study examines current and anticipated early childhood supply/demand issues, cost of
services, opportunities/constraints for growth or service enhancements as well as potential business
models. Council’s role in relation to children’s services is to support equity and choice for families and
contribute to strong, viable, high quality services that work collaboratively to meet diverse local needs.
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Factors impacting on provision include:
On the demand side:
 Waverley’s baby boom 2003-11 has resulted in substantial growth of babies and young children.
Population projections to 2036 however indicate fairly stable numbers (approx. +100) rather than
significant increases of this preschool cohort.
 Council’s combined waitlist for its four Early Education Centres, while still substantial at around 500
has decreased significantly. The centres remain popular based on their excellent reputation for
quality, integrated family support services, value for money and commitment to children with
additional needs.
On the supply side:
 Waverley has seen a significant growth of (mostly commercial) child care providers contributing
over 500 new places since 2013. Additional places are foreshadowed in pre-Gateway planning
proposals but cannot be relied upon at this stage.
 Recent changes to planning legislation now facilitate faster approvals and much bigger centres for
child care developers. Some established providers have raised concerns that places are becoming
harder to fill with capacity in some centres and for some age groups.
 Supply of 0-2 places still appears to be outstripped by demand.
Key recommendations detailed in the report include:
1. Council continue to lead early education and care with a focus on quality and innovation, service
enhancements, gap provision, special needs, nursery places (0-2 years), and holistic family support
options.
2. Commit to quality improvements to achieve operational efficiency and enhanced educational
outcomes of current services.
3. Prioritise strategic property review including 2018-19 review of community tenancies to optimise
service provision and asset performance.
4. Prioritise planning of ‘community hubs’ - co-locating complimentary services (e.g. FDC, centre
based care, playgroups, occasional care, family support) and consider partnerships.
2.

Introduction/Background

Council has undertaken several children’s services reviews and feasibility studies over recent years. The
2009 study resulted in the development of the Mill Hill Early Education Centre on the old Family Day Care
site. A follow up report in 2011 provided a detailed analysis of capacity, constraints and opportunities to
guide strategic directions for Council’s provision of family support and early education services. Some of
that work informed Council’s improvements to community lease arrangements with the subsequent
adoption of the Community Tenancy Policy. This policy created a framework around Council subsidies for
community based and Council supported services including community based child care in Council buildings
e.g. Kindamindi, Bondi Beach Cottage and Grace Child Care Centre.
The National Quality Framework introduced around that time also resulted in significant changes, including
higher standards for education and care as well as increased staff:child ratios. A recent motion requested
that feasibility work be undertaken to inform Council of options for the development of additional places.
With recent planning information now available and feedback from providers indicating some vacancies in
the area it is a good time for analysis and strategy development. In this context, a broader review of
previous Council endorsed strategies with targeted consultations would be useful following extensive
amalgamation planning and WCSP input from stakeholders – this includes opportunities for consolidation
and increased provision in community based/Council supported services.
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Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or Committee
Meeting and Date
Council Meeting
17 April 2018

Minute No.

Decision

CM/5.1/18.04

That Council prepares a feasibility study for the construction of a
new child care facility in Waverley. The study should analyse land
acquisition, if required, and construction costs; any loan
requirements and servicing; future demand and competitive
supply issues; staffing; possible locations; child age and centre
size recommendations; regulatory issues; and other issues staff
believe important for Councillors’ consideration.
That Council:
1.
Expand Council’s Family Day Care (FDC) scheme in the
coming 12 months to include additional places, based on cost
recovery and within current accommodation limits.
2.
Request further investigation of the provision of an
additional long day care centre as a part of the development of
the Investment Strategy, and investigate different business
models, partnerships and options, such as an extra floor on the
Gardiner Childcare Centre and the Toy Library.
3.
Request further investigation of actions to increase Family
Day Care.
That Council:
1.
Council confirm its commitment to the provision of child
care places, and undertake necessary actions to resource an
increase in the supply of child care in Waverley.
2.
To further this undertaking, a report be prepared that:
a. Establishes estimate of current outstanding demand for child
care places using internal wait list and existing research
b. Analyses and models the cost of the provision of a child care
place
c. Details supply fulfilment models, potential of Council lands and
facilities to be used for child care and the estimated costs
associated with each
d. Details sources of potential funding, including grants, loans
and capital works allocation
e. Considers the implication of the Long Term Financial Plan and
the Investment Strategy of recommended actions.

Finance, Ethics &
Strategic Planning
Committee Meeting
9 April 2013

F-1304.5

Council Meeting
17 July 2012

1207.6.1

4.

Discussion

4.1 Community profile - Families and Children
Overall, Waverley has seen modest population growth of 1% per annum over the five years to 2016, an
increase of 3,400 to a total of 72,100 (Estimated Resident Population or ERP). At the 2016 census, couple
and single parent families with children had increased by 7% (+601) since 2011. Couple families with
children aged 15 and under comprised the largest cohort at 16% of total households with children.
Depending on information sources, this report will refer to 0-4s and 0-5s depending on context. For
planning provisions in early childhood centres, the 0-5 year cohort is usually the most relevant age group
with 5 year olds often spending the last year in a preschool program within centre based care.
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Following the 2003-2011 baby boom, Waverley’s 0-4 year olds numbered 4,154 in 2016 (6.2% of the total
population), slightly lower than the number and proportion of this age group in 2011. This represents a 3%
decrease in numbers. By comparison, the primary schoolers (5-11 year olds) increased by 21%.
As shown in Figure 1 below, between 2011 and 2016, the proportion of 0-5s has decreased slightly in
Waverley, Woollahra and Randwick.
Figure 1. Comparison of 0-5 year old populations in Waverley, Randwick & Woollahra
2016 census
Number

Number

Waverley

0-5 year
olds
4,898

Total
population
66,813

Randwick

9,133

Woollahra

2011
% of total
population
0-5s

% of total
population
0-5s

7.3%

7.8%

140,659

6.5%

7.0%

3,329

54,239

6.1%

6.8%

-

-

7.7%

8.1%

Greater Sydney

Source: ABS, Selected LGAs by Age and Sex, 2016, Place of usual residence

Based on population projections to 2036, Figure 2 below shows that Waverley will not have to plan for
another baby boom. The rate of annual population growth decreases from 1% in 2011-2016 to 0.2% in
2031-2036. While the cohort of teenagers over the period 2016-2036, is projected to increase by 29% and
40% respectively, that is not the case for 0-4s as is illustrated in Figure 3. While projected numbers of all
age groups from birth to age 19 are expected to be higher in 2036 compared to 2011, actual population
figures however are below the 2011 and 2016 projections.

Figure 2. Waverley LGA - Population and Household Projections 2011-2036 (projected peaks highlighted)
AGE GROUPS:
WAVERLEY LGA
0-4

2011

2016

2021

2026

2031

2036

4,650

5,100

5,300

5,100

4,900

4,800

5-9

3,050

3,950

4,250

4,300

4,200

4,000

10-14

2,550

2,950

3,650

3,800

3,850

3,800

15-19

2,500

2,650

2,950

3,500

3,650

3,700

Source: Department Planning and Environment, 2017. New South Wales State and Local Government Area Population and
Household Projections, and Implied Dwelling Requirements
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Figure 3. Projections of 0-19 year old cohorts 2016 – 2026

Source: Department Planning and Environment, 2017. New South Wales State and Local Government Area Population and
Household Projections, and Implied Dwelling Requirements

4.2

Demand & supply
 Demand for child care places
For planning purposes in relation to early childhood education and care, the age group 0-5 is usually taken
to gauge demand and supply. Most early education and care centres have a pre-school room, preparing 4-5
year olds for school. Depending on circumstances, families choose different options to meet their needs.
Some of the demand is for independent family day carers as well as informal options which are difficult to
quantify. The figure below summarises types of care available to Waverley families.
Figure 4. Types of care

Centre based

Family
Grandparents

Friends

Types
of
Care

Out of home
care

Family Day
Care scheme

Independent
Family Day
Care

Au pairs

Formal centre based care represents only one of many options. Centre based long day care is usually a
popular choice for families who need long days and year round access (which pre-schools don’t provide). In
addition to centre based care, a mix of options is available to help meet demand, including family day care
(usually for younger age groups); in home care (supported by funding) and informal care (usually provided
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by grandparents, nannies or shared care with friends). While the pressures of Waverley’s baby boom have
somewhat abated, demand for children’s services, in particular for babies and toddlers, remains strong. At
the same time, some providers have reported vacancies, mostly in the older age groups.
A particular feature of Waverley’s profile is the demand created by workers from outside the LGA who
either work here or travel through Bondi Junction’s transport hub on their way to work (see further details
below).
 Numbers and proportions of 0-5s
In 2016, 4,898 children were in the 0-5 years age group that may require care, slightly less compared to
2011. The proportion of this age group in 2016 (7.3%) was also lower compared to 2011 (7.8%).
The biggest number of 0-5s in 2016 was found in North Bondi (842) and Bondi Bach (674). The proportion
of children aged 0-5 years varies across the LGA (as presented in Figure 5 below), with the highest
proportion recorded in Vaucluse (11% with the total number (321) less than half that of Bondi Beach),
followed by Queens Park, North Bondi and Rose Bay.
Figure 5. Proportion of children aged 0-5 by suburb
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%

% of children aged 0-5

2.0%
0.0%

 Estimating demand for centre based care
Demand for formal centre based education and care is driven by several factors. These include personal
and locational preferences and networks, daily fee, value for money, philosophy/service offering, quality
assessments and centre reputation/word of mouth.
Across Australia (2015),
o 35% of 0-2 year olds attended formal early education and care services
o 62% of 3 year olds
o 89% of 4 year olds.
However, not every child attends formal care and of those attending, a large proportion attends part time
only, so using accurate benchmarks to estimate demand can be difficult.
Labour Force participation
Child care is critically important in supporting people’s access to employment and training. Waverley has a
relatively high labour force participation rate and low unemployment compared to Greater Sydney. 2,965
couple families out of a total 5,120 with children under 15 had both parents working in Waverley.
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Nearly a quarter of couple families (23.5%) have both parent working full time, compared to 22.8% for
Greater Sydney. 34.3% have one parent working full time, the other part time, compared to 28.8% for
Greater Sydney. In couple families, the working hours of the part time partner usually increase with the age
of the youngest child. While these figures refer to children under 15, not just 0-5s, for the purpose of this
report it is assumed that proportions may be similar or slightly lower for parents with younger children.
77% of single parents with children under 15 work either full time (43%) or part time (34%). This compares
to 30% and 25% respectively for Greater Sydney.
Workers from outside the LGA
In addition, there is demand for child care places from non-residents, many contributing to Waverley’s local
workforce and economy. Bondi Junction is the destination for many people working in the busy
commercial, retail and transport hub, while others pass through on their way to work.
The 2016 census figures show that 16,077 people (12,171 in 2011) working in Waverley live outside the LGA
(roughly two thirds or 66.3% of all workers in Waverley, compared to 64% in 2011). In Bondi Junction, more
than 80% of workers live outside the LGA, with Randwick, Sydney, Woollahra and the Inner West heading
up the list. It is difficult to estimate how many of these workers have children and how much demand for
care non Waverley residents may create. Approximately 35% of families using Council’s Bondi Junction
centres live outside the Waverley LGA. Because of their location, these centres are more likely than other
services in the LGA to attract families from outside Waverley LGA.
Waitlist
With families usually included on several wait lists across the LGA at the same time, it can be difficult to
assess actual demand based on wait list figures. The combined waitlist for Council’s four EECs has reduced
over recent years by nearly 50%, currently including approximately 500 families, indicating that demand
has levelled off.
 Supply of places: Comparison over time – what’s changed between 2013 & 2018
In 2013, we reported that a total of 1,496 centre based places were available in the Waverley LGA based on
figures provided by the licensing body, Department of Education and Community (DEC). Unfortunately, the
licensing body no longer provides this information.
In order to report on changes, Caring Waverley has conducted a comprehensive online search, audit and
follow up interviews. This research shows that within a period of five years, there has been a significant
increase of 536 places (or 11.4%) to a total number of 2,032 in the Waverley LGA.
The audit shows that in 2018, there are 42 education and care services operating in the Waverley LGA
offering 2,032 places, including Waverley’s own centres which offer 230 places. Figure 6 below compares
number of children and number of places in 2013 with corresponding data for 2018.
Figure 6. Waverley LGA, proportion of places to number of 0-5 year olds: 2013 and 2018
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Figure 7 provides more detail and examples of recent growth with many new centres in the Waverley LGA
operating in the area for under five years. Two of the centres in the LGA are state funded preschools, the
other 40 are long day care centres.
Figure 7. Centre based Child Care Providers, Waverley LGA 2018 – Recent increases
Who

Where

When

Greenwood
Bronte

Wallace St
Bronte (Bowling
Club)
97 Grafton St
Bondi Junction
23 McPherson St
Waverley
255 Old South
Head Rd,
Bondi Beach

2015

469 Old South
Head Rd
Rose Bay

Little Zac’s
Academy
Little Feet
Active Kids

Active Kids

How many
places
83

2016

115

2015

60

2016

94

2013

12 additional
to total of 40

Ages

Type

6 weeks preschool

LDC
For profit - chain

6 weeks preschool
6 weeks preschool
6 weeks to
preschool

LDC
For profit - chain
LDC
For profit - chain
LDC
For profit – chain
(15 locations in
Sydney)
LDC

6 weeks preschool

 Analysis of supply of education and care services in the Waverley LGA
Through its four long day care services, Waverley Council operates 10% of the centres in the LGA equating
to 11% of all available centre based places. This makes Council the largest supplier of education and care in
the LGA followed by Goodstart, Active Kids, Moriah College and Kesser Torah College. In addition, Council
supports three community based centres providing a mix of places in Council buildings.
The chart in Figure 9 shows the distribution of places in Council operated and supported early education
and care services. 230 places are delivered through Council’s Early Education and Care (EEC) centres, 117
places are provided via educators registered with Council’s Family Day Care (FDC) scheme and 87 places are
provided by Council supported independent community based centres.
Figure 9. Provision of Waverley Council’s education and care

Prior to 2012 the maximum size for a service in NSW was 90 places, since the removal of this cap there are
now four services above 90 places, two of which have opened in the last two years. 14 of the 42 centres do
not provide places for under 2 year olds, seven of these only provide care for 3-5year olds. The highest fees
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in the LGA are $178 per day. Taking Council’s provision out of the equation, the median fees are $150 per
day for 0-2 year olds, $133 for 2-3 year olds and $130 for 3-5 year olds. The average childcare fee across all
centres in the Waverley LGA was $132 (2017/18).
Figure 10. Education and Care Centres, Waverley LGA, 2018
Suburb
Bondi

# centres

# places
9

Average Fee Range No of children aged 0 to 5 years
340
$95 - $166
595

Bondi Beach
Bondi Junction

2
14

136
761

$115 - $126
$110 - $160

652
559

Bronte
Dover Heights

3
3

106
156

$111 - $145
$124 - $126

497
293

North Bondi
Queens Park

2
1

51
24

$130 -$131
$110

774
296

Rose Bay
Tamarama

4
0

264
0

$126 - $159
NA

360
101

Vaucluse
Waverley

1
3

21
173

NA
$168

320
293

TOTAL
42
2,032
Source: ACECQA register, My Child website, 2018

4,740

4.3 Family Day Care (FDC)
Family Day Care provides another interim or longer term solution to managing unmet demand or
oversupply. Waverley’s FDC model is an affordable and flexible early education service that is able to match
the current demands for child care as well as address any future fluctuations. An expanding service does
not require an increased foot print or significant staff increases. The model supports early childhood
educators with a minimum qualification Certificate 3 in early childhood who are registered to provide early
education and care in their approved home. Educators complete annual registration with Waverley FDC
Coordination Unit and parents are able to access the child care subsidy from the federal government. The
annual registration with Waverley FDC Coordination Unit is calculated as a percentage of the daily child
care fee.
Waverley Family Day Care educators can provide education and care for up to four children aged 0-5 years
old, in a home environment offering long day care, part time, occasional care. FDC can also provide up to a
total of seven places that include before and after school hours care and vacation care. Waverley FDC
Coordination Unit provides advice, resources and support. FDC staff carry out registrations of educators
who are not employed as Council staff as they are considered independent small business operators.
4.4 Occupancy rates and the importance of quality ratings
Council officers commissioned an independent researcher to determine if the Waverley LGA experiences an
over or under supply of places. Occupancy rates of local providers were documented and asked to offer
their feedback on the reasons for any mismatch in supply and demand. Quality ratings were also recorded.
Working towards, meeting and exceeding quality standards are key indicators of quality and the research
discovered that a high proportion of services in the LGA were working towards meeting standards (as
opposed to meeting or exceeding standards).
Earlier research into this issue and more recent feedback from providers has indicated the following:
 There appears to be a mismatch in demand and supply in age groups (places for 0-2 year olds are
generally full).
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 There is a correlation between quality rating and reported occupancy levels (services working
towards the National Quality Standards reported higher vacancy rates).
 Waverley LGA has a higher percentage of services (38%) working towards the National Quality
Standard than in the rest of NSW (19%).
 Occupancy ranged from 50% to 100%.
Sharing information about vacancies is a sensitive issue for many providers and this has come out clearly in
the research. Only 18 services out of a total of 42 shared their occupancy rates. Six services had a 100%
occupancy rate. Just over half of this sample (55%) reported occupancy rates between 91 and 100%.
Sample responses by individual centre directors include:
 “There are too many child care centres and family home carers that have opened in the Eastern
Suburbs over the last three years and as a result many centres are not working to capacity”.
 “50% of my 60 places are vacant”.
 “10% of my 100 licensed places are vacant”.

Figure 11 provides an overview of some occupancy rates recorded as part of Council’s recent research into
child care services provision.
Figure 11. Occupancy rates, child care centres in Waverley LGA, July 2018
% Occupancy Number of services % of services
100%

6

33%

91-99%

4

22%

81- 90%

1

6%

71-80%

3

17%

61-70%

3

17%

50-60%

1

6%

As mentioned, the sample size is quite small, with 18 out of 42 services responding to this question.
By way of summarising issues identified by providers, comments included the following:
 Services feel that too many centres have opened up and some of the smaller for-profit centres with
low occupancy are quite vocal about this. There are a large number of very small centres in the LGA
(22 centres have under 40 places, with 16 of these under 30 places). Many of these centres have
had the same director/owner for decades.
 In the last few years supply has caught up with demand. Whereas for many years the more
established centres have large waiting lists this is no longer the case, except for babies. There
appears to still be (at least anecdotally) an undersupply of places for 0-2 year olds in the LGA.
Waiting lists varied from 370 at the top to 0 at the bottom.
 All services with baby places who participated in the phone interviews have no vacancies for baby
places apart from a few odd Mondays or Fridays.
 Mondays and Fridays are the hardest days to fill (to avoid public holidays and to spend time with
family).
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 It takes longer to fill places. Previously centres were full from the start of the year, now this can
happen as late as March – families are keeping their options open for longer.
 A number of services report enrolling children from the larger, newer centres. When this occurs,
families commented that frequent staff turnover and use of casual / inexperienced staff in some of
the larger centres are the reasons. Preference appears to be moving to a smaller centre when a
place becomes available.
 Expectations of some of the newer parent companies were varied, some saying their occupancy
rate (62% in one case) was tracking as planned. Others are hoping to improve on 88% occupancy
but say this will be difficult with Fridays and Mondays as unpopular days.
Figure 12. Distribution of centre based services and number of 0-5 year olds by suburb, Waverley LGA,
2018
The map below summarises key features of the provision of centre based places in the Waverley LGA,
providing details in relation to the number of centres, the size of the cohort, average fees and quality
ratings for each suburb.
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The map indicates an uneven supply of places across the LGA. However, demand/supply is not just a
numbers game and the choices families make are influenced by a range of factors. Quality plays a big part
in this – 13 of 42 centres (or 30%) rated as ‘exceeding quality’ by the national quality framework. The
recent audit, provider interviews as well as anecdotal feedback from both providers and families indicate
some under supply and some over supply exists. Geographic spread and supply of places for 0-2 year olds
could be improved.
4.5 Families and income
The median weekly family income in 2016 was considerably higher for Waverley ($2,917) compared to
Greater Sydney ($1,988). However, approximately 11% of families with children under 15 years in the
Waverley LGA earned less than $65,000 per annum. This is less than half the proportion for Greater Sydney
(24%) but remains an important population group to consider in relation to the provision of accessible,
affordable quality care. The highest proportion (15%) of low income families lived in Bondi Junction,
followed by Bondi Beach and Bondi. Cost of care is also an important factor for families in our local
workforce who reside outside the LGA.
Figure 13. Families with children under 15 earning less than $65,000 annually, ABS Census 2016
Area

Waverley LGA
Bondi
Bondi Beach
Bondi Junction
Bronte
Dover Heights
North Bondi
Queens Park
Rose Bay
Tamarama
Vaucluse
Waverley

Families with
children under 15
5,893
723
750
638
707
413
1014
356
1006
133
1028
394

Families with children
%
under 15 earning less
than 65,000 yearly
637
84
103
98
57
34
97
19
110
8
135
31

11%
12%
14%
15%
8%
8%
10%
5%
11%
6%
13%
8%

4.6 Cost of provision
The average cost of providing care and education in Council’s centres based on 2017 figures is
approximately $24,000 per child per year. Income for the centres is derived primarily from fees and
charges.
 It is clear that over the last five years, several adjustments and funding reforms have resulted in
reductions and funding is unlikely to be restored to the comparatively higher levels of the past.
 Council currently receive some State funding but it is uncertain if this contribution continues after
June 2019. It is anticipated that Council can expect funding of around $9,000 of per centre under
the Stronger Pathways program.
 Family Day Care lost its operational grant funding of $200,000 in 2015 and is 100% reliant on fee
income.
 Capital funding which Council was lucky enough to attract for the Mill Hill EEC project is unlikely to
become available again in this area which is understood not to be critically under supplied.
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4.7 Cost of development
Council’s most recent development experience dates back to 2012 when we opened the Mill Hill EEC, a 52
place centre on the old Family Day Care site. Overall size, age group distribution, layout of the centre and
staffing has proven to be the most efficient formula of all four Council run centres, so this would provide a
good benchmark.
Project estimate which included development, design, demolition, site remediation, construction and fit
out was slightly over $4.8 million. Funding sources included a federal grant from the Department of
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations of $1.65 million, $1.97 million from the Investment
Strategy Reserve and an internal $1.2 million loan. The cost per child (52 places) was $92,307.
The site had particular challenges and relocation requirements which added significantly to the cost of
construction. A development within a multi storey building or adding a storey to an existing service will
obviously be much lower on a square metre basis.
4.8 Current estimates & development options
Estimated construction costs (provided by a quantity surveyor in August 2018) for child care service range
between $2,500 and $3,000 per square metre. For Mill Hill EEC, the GFA was 640 square metres for 52
children on a site of 720 square metres. Taking this as a base line, current construction estimates on ‘virgin
land’ would therefore range between $1.6 million – $1.92 million. This figure excludes preliminaries, design
and consultancies, consultation with community, fit out, etc.
Clearly, virgin land is unlikely to be an option for Waverley. Previous investigations and extensive searches
for both additional child care and affordable housing provision have shown the scarcity of suitable land
parcels that would support the kind of development required. However, Council owns a large range of
facilities and assets. A high level strategic property investment group with cross Council representation
would be best placed to make a series of short, medium and long term recommendations. There are a
number of planning initiatives that may offer multiple outcomes that can be achieved through this year’s
Community Tenancy Review, Council’s accommodation study and investment planning. Options may
include site consolidation, change of use, building modifications, relocation/co-location of services and
property divestment to acquire more suitable stock. Some of these options in relation to Council’s buildings
and facilities providing early education and care are attached [confidential attachment].
Another option could be to lease flexible space and there may also be opportunities for partnerships or
joint planning when discussing service delivery changes that locally based charities and community
organisations are considering as part of strategic development.
4.9 Council’s LTFP
The LTFP capital works program 2018/19 to 2028/29 outlined all infrastructure renewal works arising from
Council’s Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP 5) and capital enhancements, Environmental Action Plan
(EAP 4) and other strategic plans. The development of a new child care centre is included in this program in
addition to other major capital projects, e.g. Bondi Pavilion upgrade; Council accommodation and services;
a new sub-depot within Waverley LGA; structural works on the Bondi Promenade and sea walls, etc. The
financial projection of future capital works will depend on the nature, timing and funding of specific
projects and checked against accurate design estimates at the time of build. In 2022/23, the LTFP includes
an allocation of $500,000 followed by an allocation of $5 million between 2023/25.
The proposed funding model for the build was based on the assumption that grant funding of $2 million
was going to be available which would require a new loan of $3 million. The model also assumed an
estimated annual rental return of $250,000 Council would receive from a new lease to a child care
operator.
Both figures appear overly optimistic in the current climate and would need to be confirmed after careful
financial analysis. Assuming worst case scenario of a $5 million loan that may be required for this project,
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full cost recovery at an interest rate of 6% fixed for a 30 year term would require an annual repayment of
around $360,000 per year. Loan repayments across Council centres and an additional 50 place centre
would be about $5 per child per day.
This would be on top of annual fee increases in Council’s centres usually tied to CPI and, more recently,
prompted by legislative increases in staff ratios. A detailed financial and cost/benefit analysis to test the
proposed funding model is outside the scope of this report. Officers recommend that a consultant be
engaged to provide a comprehensive update and analysis of current and projected cost of care, including
internal contributions, building maintenance and asset renewal. Given local fee averages and depending on
the cost of care in the future, cost recovery should be possible but may also limit Council’s ability to provide
affordable care for low to moderate income families (currently approximately 11% of families).

Key findings for delivery of Council services
Finding

Implication for Council services

Waverley Council is the largest provider of
education and care in the LGA.

Waverley is positioned to positively impact on several
elements of education and care in the LGA, especially
quality provision. Any changes to education and care
provision by Council services will have a large impact on
education and care in the LGA.

The number of children aged 0 to 5 has
remained stable and population growth over
the next 10 years is expected to be low.

The demand for education and care will probably not
grow substantially in the next decade.

More than 80% of workers in Bondi Junction
and two thirds of workers in the Waverley
LGA overall come from outside the area.

The demand for care, particularly around employment
and transport hubs is also generated by working parents
dropping children off locally on their way to work.

A large proportion of Waverley’s parents
with young children work with either one or
both parents working full time. 77% of single
parents work full time.

Council needs to ensure that the area caters for a range
of flexible early education and care options – expensive.

Family incomes are higher compared to
Greater Sydney but 11% of families with
children under 15 earn low incomes under
$65,000.

Fees may not be the key determinant for families
choosing care, but some provision to ensure low income
families can access education and care can be made.

Supply has grown in the last few years,
especially of larger services.

This has increased competition. Planning legislation
facilitate fast approvals of child care development – some
centres have reported some vacancies in some age
groups.

There are significantly more education and
care services for 3-5 year olds than for 0-2
year olds.

Care for babies will continue to be in higher demand than
care for pre-schoolers.
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Finding

Implication for Council services

Fees are high across the LGA.

High fees, particularly for babies, may become a barrier
for some families.

30% of services are rated as high quality, but
a higher proportion of services in the LGA
are low quality.

Council services will continue to be in demand where
quality is a consideration.

5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation
 Financial impact - Further investigations into options for facility improvements, site consolidation
and service delivery models would require the commissioning of expert consultants to obtain
financial, property and design advice and would need to be undertaken after the completion of the
Community Tenancy Review and other important planning initiatives.
 Timeframe - the timeframe for this could coincide with the allocation of funds in the LTFP (2022).
 Consultation - as part of the research into provision, Council officers as well as local providers and
peak bodies were consulted.

6.

Conclusion

This report provides an overview of current and projected demographics, current supply and anticipated
demand, as well as opportunities and options for the way forward in early education and care services.
The 2013 report estimated a deficit of 295 places. With a slight decrease of the 0-5 year age group in 2016
and an increase of 500+ places, supply of centre based places (2,032 in 2018) appears to be adequate.
Population projections have also indicated that by 2036 the preschool population will have remained fairly
stable.
However, this report has highlighted several areas where small to medium scale enhancements may deliver
significant benefits to Council and the Waverley community.
Suggested way forward on identified key issues
Land is scarce and prohibitively expensive
 Explore site consolidation across Council property portfolio
 Explore partnerships with other community organisations
 Explore VPAs
 Review community tenancies.
Child care needs change over time
 Flexible, adaptable use rather than stand-alone facility
 Co-location of complementary services
 Enhance / add to existing services/facilities (e.g. more baby places)
 Short to medium term lease space to operate service
 Optimise provision by FDC – flexible, affordable model of fast expansion/reduction.
Existing buildings may need investment to improve quality, optimise staffing and achieve operational
efficiencies
 Requires strategic overview of opportunities and cost and centre specific responses.
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Federal/State grants are likely to decrease for this area – current funding opportunities offered in preschool
services only
 Not preferred by families as preschools open only during school terms on shorter daily hours
 May require greater Council commitment over time
 Might mean higher fees.
Uneven provision across suburbs, ages and needs
 Focus on role of gap provider as Waverley meets benchmark for provision (special needs, babies,
low to moderate income families – currently 11%).
Key recommendations detailed in the report include:
 Council continue to lead early education and care with a focus on quality and innovation, service
enhancements, gap provision, special needs, nursery places (0-2 years), and holistic family support
options.
 Commit to quality improvements to achieve operational efficiency and enhanced educational
outcomes of current services.
 Prioritise strategic property review including 2018-19 review of community tenancies to optimise
service provision and asset performance.
 Prioritise planning of ‘community hubs’ - co-locating complimentary services (e.g. FDC, centre
based care, playgroups, occasional care, family support).
7.
1.
2.

Attachments
List of services - Child Care Feasibility Report Nov 2018 (confidential)
History - Child Care Feasibility Report Nov 2018 ⇩ .
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REPORT
CM/7.10/18.11
Subject:

Outdoor Cinema at Bondi Pavilion 2019-2020 - Licence
Agreement

TRIM No:

A18/0327

Author:

Shaun Munro, Acting Manager, Outdoor and Flagship Events

Director:

Rachel Jenkin, Acting Director, Waverley Life

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to negotiate and enter into a
license agreement on behalf of Council with Fairfax Events for the delivery of Event Management Services
for the Outdoor Cinema Event in 2019 in the Bondi Pavilion courtyard, with an option for a second year in
2020 at the discretion of Council.
1.

Executive Summary

In July 2018 Council resolved to commence negotiations regarding future contractual and/or procurement
arrangements for the delivery of an Outdoor Cinema event. The event has been held in the Bondi Beach
Parks area for the past fourteen years. Council further resolved in July 2018 that the event be held in the
Bondi Pavilion internal courtyard area. Details of the revenue to Council and elements that will be covered
in a Licence Agreement are noted within this report.
An open RFQ process was established by Council Officers to invite applications from event management
companies for the delivery of the event at the Bondi Pavilion in 2019 with an option for a second year in
2020 at the discretion of Council.
2.

Introduction/Background

Bondi Beach has been the venue for an outdoor cinema for over fourteen years. This includes seven years
inside the Bondi Pavilion and then seven years in the Dolphin Court because of increasing numbers
attending. The event is a well-established and much loved event for local residents of all ages.
The cinema shows movies over a six week period starting at the end of January and running to early March.
The previous license allowed for 42 screenings per season.
Event management services for the Outdoor Cinema event for the previous three years has been delivered
by Fairfax Events under a three year license agreement (2016-2018). The license expired at the conclusion
of the event in February 2018.
It was resolved by Council in July 2018 that officers establish an open RFQ process for this event and then
enter into a new license agreement for the successful event management company to deliver the event in
2019 with an option for a second year in 2020 at the discretion of Council.
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Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or
Committee
Meeting and Date
Council
17 July 2018

Minute No.

Decision

CM/7.9/18.07 That Council:
1.

Notes the program of high impact events scheduled for the
period 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019 and the current approval
process, as set out in Attachment 1 to this report.

2.

Notes that all scheduled high impact events are required to
comply with Council’s existing Events Policy and Event
Management Guidelines.

3.

Commences negotiations with the relevant event organisers
regarding future contractual and/or procurement
arrangements for the delivery of the following events from
2019 onwards in accordance with the next steps outlined in
Attachment 1 to this report:

4.

4.

(a)

City2Surf.

(b)

Sculptures by the Sea.

(c)

Bowl-A-Rama.

(d)

Open Air Cinema, to be held within the Bondi Pavilion
internal courtyard area.

(e)

Flickerfest.

(f)

Bondi Winter Magic.

(g)

Latin American Festival. Consideration be given to
making this festival a more wide-ranging, multicultural
event.

Notes that all contractual/procurement arrangements will be
brought back to Council for final approval.

Discussion

A report to Council in July 2018 recommended going to tender for an outdoor cinema in Bondi Beach Park
for a three year period. Council resolved to amend the location of the event to be within the Bondi Pavilion
courtyard.
Following discussions with the Acting Director Waverley Life and the General Manager it was decided to
establish an RFQ process for one year with an option to extend by one year. This decision was made based
on the existing timeline for the Bondi Pavilion Restoration and Upgrade project which would make delivery
of the event in 2021 challenging.
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Requests for Quote (RFQ) for the Outdoor Cinema event were called on 9 October 2018 and closed on
23 October 2018.
A single expression of interest was received from Fairfax Events.
Council Officers determined the application was of merit and suitable to undertake the services under the
RFQ. The panel agreed that Fairfax events had extensive experience undertaking this and other similar
projects, provided an extensive program and met all requirements of the RFQ.
A licence agreement will be developed which will include the following elements:












Occupation period.
Maximum occupancy.
Conditions of use.
Fees payable and reimbursement of Council costs and expenses.
Event Management and Delivery Planning.
Stakeholder communications.
WHS, Safety and Security.
Insurance and indemnity.
Public and other user access to the Bondi Pavilion.
Pedestrian / not event attendee site access.
Other event delivery details.

Further consideration has been given to the event footprint within the Pavilion courtyards and particular
attention will be required to accommodate existing Bondi Pavilion classes and users of other spaces during
the operation of the Outdoor Cinema. During this time the Bondi Pavilion Theatre will support
development of new work, encourage day time usage and carry out routine maintenance. Use of the Beach
View, Seagull and High Tide rooms may be impacted by non-complimentary sound during the evenings.
The licence holder will be required to comply with all requirements set out in the Events Policy and Event
Management Guidelines.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Financial impact statement
The licence fee for the Outdoor Cinema event in 2019 is $48,799.
This is comparable to the previous year’s licence fee, however will be allocated to the Bondi Pavilion budget
instead of Outdoor Events due to the change in location approved by Council.
Timeframe
The Outdoor Cinema event in 2019 will be hosted at the Bondi Pavilion in the internal courtyard area Friday
25 January to Sunday 3 March 2019.
To ensure event planning timelines can be met finalisation of the licence agreement will commence
immediately following Council endorsement.
Consultation
The tenancies within Bondi Pavilion were all notified of the revised location prior to the EOI being released.
We will continue to work with all relevant stakeholders to ensure impact from this event is minimised.
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Conclusion

The EOI Evaluation Panel recommends Council enter into a licence agreement with Fairfax Events for the
provision of Event Management Services for Outdoor Cinema event for 2019 with the option of 2020 at the
discretion of Council.
7.

Attachments

Nil.
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REPORT
CM/7.11/18.11
Subject:

Waverley Local Planning Panel - Expert Membership

TRIM No:

A13/0229

Author:

Beth Matlawski, Acting Manager, Development Assessment

Director:

Sam McGuinness, Acting Director, Waverley Futures

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council appoints the following three additional expert panel members to the Waverley Local Planning
Panel:
1.

Graham Brown.

2.

Jocelyn Jackson.

3.

Richard Thorp.

1.

Executive Summary

On 1 March 2018, Independent Hearing and Assessment Panels (to be known as Local Planning Panels)
became mandatory for all councils in the Greater Sydney Region (including Wollongong Council) and
relevant legislation was implemented to facilitate this outcome.
Council has adjusted the operation of the former Waverley Development Assessment Panel to align with
the requirements of the Minister.
Each panel is required to comprise 4 members as well as alternate members. The Minister has appointed
The Hon. Paul Stein as the Chair and The Hon. Angus Talbot and Ms Annelise Tour as alternate Chairs for
the Waverley panel. Six experts were also appointed by the Council in February 2018 including 3
community representatives.
Given that Local Panels are mandated and many of the current expert members sit on other panels within
the Greater Sydney Region, the already appointed members have reduced availability to sit on the
Waverley Local Planning Panel.
The purpose of this report is to recommend that 3 extra expert Panel members, Graeme Brown, Jocelyn
Jackson and Richard Thorp, be appointed to the Panel as alternative members to be rotated for future
Waverley Planning Panel meetings in 2019. This will assist with ensuring each meeting provides for the
necessary 4 panellists (having regard to existing member availabilities).
2.

Introduction/Background

An IHAP is a panel of independent consultants who have expertise in areas such as planning, architecture,
heritage, the environment, urban design, law and who in conjunction with a community representative
provide an independent assessment and determination of particular development applications.
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Importantly they also provide the opportunity for applicants and objectors to present their cases to an
independent body and, in doing so, result in an increased sense of involvement in the outcomes of the
assessment process.
Waverley has had an Independent Hearing and Assessment Panel (known as the WDAP) since 2013 and
operations have altered slightly to align with new legislation which mandated IHAP panels for all Council’s
in NSW from 1st March 2018. From 22 June 2018 the Minister for Planning also required that the Panel be
named the Waverley Local Planning Panel (instead of the Waverley Development Assessment Panel).
Council has adjusted the operation of the Panel to align with the requirements by the Minister, including
renaming the Panel, and the appointment of 6 expert members and 3 community representatives to be
rotated each month.
Given that the Panels are mandated and many of the current expert members sit on other panels within
the Greater Sydney area, the resultant effect has reduced their availability to sit monthly on the Waverley
Local Planning Panel. Additionally, it may be the case that additional bi-monthly meetings may be required
in 2019 depending on the number of Development Applications required to be determined (having regard
to determination criteria set in the guidelines).
The purpose of this report is to recommend 3 extra expert Panel members to be added to the existing
Waverley pool of candidates that will be rotated for each monthly meeting.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Nil.
4.

Discussion

The Chair and alternate Chairs of the Panel have already been appointed by the Minister including The Hon.
Paul Stein as the Chair and The Hon. Angus Talbot and Ms Annelise Tour as alternate Chairs.
To accompany the chair, each meeting requires three Panel members which include two expert members
and 1 community representative.
The Pool of experts currently consist of:







Michael Harrison (architect)
Peter Brennan (planner)
Gabrielle Morrish (urban design/architect)
Jan Murrell (planner, former Commissioner, Land and Environment Court of NSW)
Ian Stapleton (architect – heritage)
Annelise Tuor (planner, architect, former Commissioner, Land and Environment Court of NSW)

To ensure adequate expert members are available, it is recommended that the pool of experts be increased
from 6 to 9 persons to ensure that there are sufficient members for each meeting.
The Minister has already vetted the pool of expert members which the Council can appoint to sit as an
alternative member of the panel. The list of additional approved experts has been reviewed by the Director
Waverley Futures, Executive Manager Building Waverley and other senior planning staff. The table below
lists the members recommended for appointment as experts for the panel and includes a summary of their
experience in the field of architecture, heritage, planning and urban design. Those individuals
recommended are aware they are being recommended for appointment.
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Graham Brown

 Former Commissioner in the Land & Environment Court (appointment
concluded on 30 June 2018)
 Over twenty years as a Commissioner and Acting Senior Commissioner
with the Land and Environment Court of New South Wales
 Accredited mediator under the National Mediator Accreditation System
 Former Chief Town Planner / Divisional Manager / Director Planning
Services at Baulkham Hills Shire Council.
 Master of Business (Local Government Management)
 Bachelor of Applied Science (Environmental Planning)
 Graduate Diploma in Environmental Studies

Jocelyn Jackson

 40 years’ experience in architectural firms
 Former member of the Waverley Independent Hearing and Assessment
Panel – 2005-2013
 Bachelor of Architecture – University of Sydney (Hons 1) – University
Medal
 Graduate Diploma in professional art studies
 GBCA Green Star Accredited Professional
 Australian Institute of Architects Fellow
 2004-2007 Redfern Waterloo Authority Ministerial Advisory Committee
 NSW board of Architects APE and LEP examiner
 2016 – Inner West Council Architectural Design Excellence Panel member
 Involvement in major projects and master planning across Sydney
 2017 – Awarded the RAIA Marion Mahoney Griffin Prize
 2008 AIA Heritage Award – Canberra Glassworks
 50 years architectural experience
 Bachelor of Architecture (University of Melbourne)
 Order of Australia for services to architecture (2015)
 The Centennial Medal (2000)
 President of the Architects Accreditation Council of Australia
 President of the NSW Architects Registration Board (2005 – 2017)
 NSW Planning Assessment Commission (2008-2014)
 Sydney West Central Planning Panel (current member)
 Australian Parliament House Project Architect 1979-1990
 Ben Chifley Building Canberra – Project Architect

Richard Thorp

5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

The Panel members are paid from the budget set for the operational of the Panel, therefore there are no
financial impacts that would result by endorsing these additional expert members.
6.

Conclusion

The Minister has already vetted the pool of expert members which the Council can appoint to sit as an
alternative member of the panel. The suggested members outlined above are considered to offer suitable
skills and experience to add to the decision making of the Waverley Local Planning Panel and are
recommended for endorsement by the Council.
7.

Attachments

Nil.
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REPORT
CM/7.12/18.11
Subject:

Fees and Charges - New Fee for Planning Proposals Exhibition

TRIM No:

A18/0511

Author:

Tim Sneesby, Manager, Strategic Planning

Director:

Sam McGuinness, Acting Director, Waverley Futures

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council publicly exhibits the proposed amendments to the Rezoning: Local Environment Plans section
of the Pricing Policy, Fees and Charges 2018–19, as set out in Attachment 1 to this report, for a period of 28
days, in accordance with section 610F of the Local Government Act 1993.
1.

Executive Summary

This report proposes changes to the description of the Rezoning: Local Environment Plans section
contained on pages 26–27 of the Pricing Policy, Fees and Charges 2018–19.
The current wording in the Fees and Charges Policy refers to specific items and does not allow Council to
charge a fee for the referral of Planning Proposals (PPs) to the Waverley Local Planning Panel (WLPP). This
report therefore recommends inserting new fee categories—$11,275 for complex PPs and $2,200 for more
simple PPs—so that Council can recoup the cost of referring Planning Proposals to the WLPP. There is no
recommended change to any other relevant planning fees.
The report further recommends that the proposed changes be placed on public exhibition for a period of 28
days in accordance with section 610F of the Local Government Act 1993.
2.

Introduction/Background

The Department of Planning and Environment released a Ministerial Direction under section 9.1 of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 requiring councils to send particular planning proposals
to Local Planning Panels from the 1 June 2018. Minor LEP amendments, such as corrections, transitional or
machinery changes (i.e. housekeeping LEPs) are not required to be reported to the WLPP.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or
Committee Meeting
and Date
Council
19 June 2018

Minute No.

CM/7.1/18.06

Decision

That Council:
1.

CM/7.12/18.11

Receives and notes the submissions and proposed
amendments made in relation to the Integrated Planning
and Reporting documents, as set out in Attachment 1 to
this report.
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2.

Adopts the Community Strategic Plan 2018–2029,
Delivery Program 2018–2021 and Operational Plan 2018–
19, including the Statement of Revenue Policy, set out in
Attachments 2, 3 and 4 to this report.

3.

Adopts the Rating Structure for 2018–19 contained on
page 65 of the Operational Plan 2018–19 in Attachment 4
to this report, together with the marked up changes to
the proposed Pricing Policy, Fees and Charges 2018–19 as
in Attachment 5 in accordance with sections 497, 516,
518, 529 (2)(d), 534, 535 and 548(3) of the Local
Government Act, which propose the following rates and
charges for every parcel of rateable land within the
Waverley Local Government Area for the period of 1 July
2018 to 30 June 2019:
(a)

That an ordinary rate of zero point one one two
eight four cents (0.11284) in the dollar subject to a
minimum rate in accordance with section 548(3) of
the Act, per assessment on all rateable land
categorised Residential in accordance with section
516 of the Act and sub categorised Ordinary in
accordance with section 529(2)(b) of the Act for the
period 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019.

(b)

That an ordinary rate of zero point five three zero
nine three cents (0.53093) in the dollar on all
rateable land categorised Business in accordance
with section 518 of the Act and sub categorised
Ordinary in accordance with section 529(2)(d) of
the Act for the period 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019.

(c)

That an ordinary rate of zero point eight six four
eight zero cents (0.86480) in the dollar on all
rateable land categorised Business in accordance
with section 518 of the Act and sub categorised
Bondi Junction in accordance with section 529(2)(d)
of the Act for the period 1 July 2018 to 30 June
2019.

(d)

That in accordance with section 496 of the Local
Government Act, the charge for the Domestic
Waste Management Service is set at $548.00 per
service per annum for the period 1 July 2018 to 30
June 2019.

Discussion

We are now required to report all (non-minor) Planning Proposals lodged by applicants to the WLPP. For
large and complex PPs, like the War Memorial Hospital, these require a separate day for the WLPP and
hence Council has to pay the Panel the daily fee of $11,275. Where PPs are relatively small-scale or simpler,
they will be referred to the WLPP on the same day as development applications, and applicants will be
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required to pay a fee of $2,200 to cover the partial costs of the WLPP. The proposed fee changes are set
out in Attachment 1.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Incorporating this update will ensure that the cost for assessing PPs is recompensed, paid by applicants and
not covered by consolidated revenue.
The proposed fees will be publicly exhibited for 28 days, and a report will come back to Council in early
2019 to consider any submissions and to adopt the fees.
6.

Conclusion

Given that Council is now required to report all (non-minor) Planning Proposals lodged by applicants to the
WLPP, this report proposes to implement an additional fee of $11,275 for complex Planning Proposals (PPs)
and $2,200 for simpler PPs to cover the cost of their referral to the Waverley Local Planning Panel (WLPP).
Council endorsement for these changes is required to place these on public exhibition for 28 days.
7.
1.

Attachments
Additional PP fees for WLPP ⇩ .
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REPORT
CM/7.13/18.11
Subject:

Voluntary Planning Agreement - 362-374 Oxford Street,
Bondi Junction

TRIM No:

DA-89/2016

Author:

Gabrielle Coleman, Strategic Planner

Director:

George Bramis, Acting Director, Waverley Futures

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Endorses the draft Planning Agreement attached to this report applying to land at 362-374 Oxford
Street, Bondi Junction. The draft Planning Agreement offers a total monetary contribution of $2,026,
313 with $1,823,681.70 going towards Council’s Complete Streets Program and $202,631.30 going
towards Waverley’s Affordable Housing Program in accordance with Council’s Planning Agreement
Policy 2014.

2.

Authorises the Mayor and General Manager to sign and execute the agreement and affix the Council
seal to the documentation.

1.

Executive Summary

This report seeks the endorsement of Council to execute the attached draft Planning Agreement associated
with approved development application (DA-89/2016) at 362-374 Oxford Street, Bondi Junction. The
application was approved by the Sydney Central Planning Panel on 24 August 2017 for the demolition of
existing buildings, construction of a fourteen storey mixed use building including residential units, serviced
apartments, retail, basement parking and offer to enter into a planning agreement. The application was
approved with a floor space exceedance of 675sqm (total floor space ratio of 5.74:1), 15% over the
permissible floor space ratio of 5:1.
The draft planning agreement associated with the development application was placed on public exhibition
in accordance with Section 7.5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The draft Planning
Agreement offers a total monetary contribution of $2,026,313 with $1,823,681.70 (90%) going towards
Council’s Complete Streets Program and $202,631.30 (10%) going towards Waverley’s Affordable Housing
Program in accordance with Council’s Planning Agreement Policy 2014.
2.

Introduction/Background

A draft Planning Agreement was negotiated in accordance with the valuation and costing methodology
outlined in the Waverley Planning Agreement Policy 2014. The draft Planning Agreement offers a total
monetary contribution of $2,026,313 with $1,823,681.70 (90%) going towards Council’s Complete Streets
Program and $202,631.30 (10%) going towards Waverley’s Affordable Housing Program in accordance with
Council’s Planning Agreement Policy 2014.
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Relevant Council Resolutions

4.
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Planning Agreement’s monetary contribution to a public purpose
Section 7.4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 requires that the monetary
contribution from a planning agreement be allocated to a public purpose. The draft Planning Agreement
offers a total monetary contribution of $2,026,313 with $1,823,681.70 (10%) going towards Council’s
Complete Streets Program and $202,631.30 going towards Waverley’s Affordable Housing Program in
accordance with Council’s Planning Agreement Policy 2014.
Depending on the timing of receipt of funds within a 5 year period, works within Bondi Junction may be
spent on streetscape public domain improvements such as additional street tree planting, additional
seating and bike racks along streets. Works will be undertaken in accordance with the objectives and
actions as outlined in the Bondi Junction Complete Streets.
Public exhibition of the draft Planning Agreement
The Planning Agreement was drafted in accordance with Section 7.5 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, which requires an agreement to be exhibited for a period of 28 days. The draft
Planning Agreement and Explanatory Note were exhibited from Wednesday 10 October 2018 to
Wednesday 7 November 2018 and included:

Notice in the Wentworth Courier;

Advertising on Council’s Have Your Say website; and

Exhibition in Council’s Customer Service Centre and Library.
Submissions
Two submissions were received during the exhibition period.
The submissions stated that the draft planning agreement will lead to further overdevelopment in Bondi
Junction and is unsatisfactory. This is a development application matter, rather than one related to the
planning agreement. Nonetheless, the development application was approved on its merits by independent
experts in planning, urban design and architecture on the Sydney Central Planning Panel.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Once the planning agreement has been executed, the applicant will be required to pay a monetary
contribution of $2,026,313 before the issue of an occupation certificate. As detailed above, this will
contribute to the improvement and regeneration of Bondi Junction and Waverley’s Affordable Housing
Program.
6.

Conclusion

The draft Planning Agreement has been placed on exhibition in accordance with Section 7.5 of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, where two submissions were received. It is
recommended that Council endorse the attached draft Planning Agreement for execution.

7.
1.
2.

Attachments
Explanatory Note - 362-374 Oxford Street Bondi Junction ⇩
Draft Voluntary Planning Agreement - 362-374 Oxford Street Bondi Junction ⇩ .
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REPORT
CM/7.14/18.11
Subject:

Dockless Share Bikes - Further Legal Advice and New
Operator Deployment

TRIM No:

A17/0445

Author:

Carolyn New, Sustainable Transport Officer

Director:

Sam McGuinness, Acting Director, Waverley Futures

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council notes that:
1.

Council has received further legal advice from Malcom Craig QC on dockless shared bikes.

2.

Lime has recently deployed approximately 400 e-bikes in the Waverley local government area under
its dockless share bike business model.

3.

Some of sites for the initial deployment were poor, but Council is working closely with Lime to ensure
improved redeployment.

4.

To date, Lime has been very responsive to Council’s requests to relocate its bikes.

5.

Lime has communicated its intent to work within the parameters of the recently-proclaimed
Impounding (Shared Bicycles and Other Devices) Bill 2018, including regulations.

6.

The General Manager has instructed staff to take a firm enforcement approach under the statutory
powers available to Council where Shared Bike operators are not proactively dealing with safety,
nuisance and accessibility issues arising from the placement, vandalism or abandonment of shared
bikes.

1.

Executive Summary

Lime deployed approximately 400 e-bikes in the Waverley local government area over the period from
Thursday 8 November to Saturday 10 November. This report to Council seeks to respond to any issues
related to this recent deployment and our legal options, in particular noting further legal advice received 7
November.
2.

Introduction/Background

Nil.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or Committee
Meeting and Date
Strategic Planning and
Development Committee
6 November 2018
CM/7.14/18.11

Minute No.
PD/5.5/18.11

Decision
That Council notes that:
1.

Several dockless share bike operators have officially
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ceased operations in Waverley, and that their
remaining bicycle have been impounded.

4.

2.

Council has received legal advice on a range of
related issues including impounding, clean up
notices, Protection of the Environment Operations
Act, planning approvals and development
applications.

3.

The NSW Parliament has passed a bill that gives
local councils additional power to move or impound
shared bicycles and other share/hire devices that
have been left in a public place, and authorises the
regulations to prescribe a code of practice for
sharing services that imposes enforceable
obligations or restrictions on operators of sharing
services.

4.

Council officers continue to work with current and
potential future operators, neighbouring councils
and the State Government to review and implement
the Inner Sydney Bike Share Guidelines and seek
best practice, processes and outcomes.

Discussion

Lime e-bike Deployment
Lime deployed approximately 400 e-bikes in the Waverley LGA over the period from Thursday 8 November
to Saturday 10 November. Lime is an international operator in the bike share, e-bike share and e-scooter
markets. While Lime had previously consulted with Waverley Council with regards to barred parking
locations, this was at a very high level and had been subject to more detailed information which was not
available. The actual deployment included a number of highly unsuitable sites, such as on pedestrian
refuges and pedestrian holding area at signalised pedestrian crossings.
Lime has recognised that they had made mistakes in their deployment and have been very responsive to
specific issues that have been clearly communicated to them. Council staff have subsequently met with
Lime and agreed to continue advice of any further issues directly through a high priority council contact to
ensure quick response. Council staff have also agreed to review and add to our list of barred parking
locations which can be implemented through Lime’s App.
Lime have stated their intention to abide by the Inner Sydney Shared Bike Guidelines and conditions and
timings specified in the Impounding Amendment (Shared Bicycles and Other Devices) Act 2018. They also
note that the e-bikes will need to be serviced every 1 to 2 days to replace the batteries. Unlike previous
operators they have recruited a large workforce to operationally support the on-going movement, battery
replacement and maintenance check for these e-bikes. It is also far more likely these e-bikes will be ridden
up the Waverley hills, hopefully reducing the ‘bottom of the hill’ collection of bikes previously experienced
with the standard share bikes. As such they should provide a much more effective addition to transport
options within our Waverley area.
Lime is also providing Council staff with access to their Data Portal so we can monitor their usage and
retrieve data for reporting on the operator’s performance and inform our bicycle route planning. They will
also separately provide more complex data analyses as requested by Council.
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Legal advice
Legal advice, dated 7 November, 2018 has been received from Malcom Craig QC in response to Council’s:
 Further questions directed at the provisions of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act
1997 and
 Request for consideration of possible amendments to that Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997, the Local Government Act 1993 and the Roads Act 1993 that may assist in the
management and control of share bikes
This advice confirms the advice received from Wilshire Webb Staunton Beattie that there are no further
avenues to Council under existing legislation other than the Impounding Act 1993.
While consideration has been given to the prospect of amendments to the Local Government Act and the
Roads Act, this has been limited due to the recent amendment to the Impounding Act 1993 which seemed
to go some way to addressing the issues of concern to Council.
Our current advice is that the Impounding Amendment (Shared Bicycles and Other Devices) Act 2018 is the
most promising form of control of the kind sought by Council. Unfortunately, the provisions of this Act are
not yet operative and the content of any new regulation giving effect to the provisions is not yet known.
While there could be scope to amend the Local Government Act, constraints within the legislation in terms
of requirement to take preliminary steps and appeal rights could militate against such amendments.
Limited consideration has also been given to framing a new provision under the Roads Act, enabling Council
to grant conditional approval for use of the roads footways under our authority for the ‘parking’ of bikes
and apply sanctions upon the identified share bike operator for incorrectly located bikes.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Nil
6.

Conclusion

The launch of dockless e-bike by Lime has the potential to add value to the existing transport options within
Waverley. Council has no approval role or function under current legislation regarding share bicycles. While
the initial deployment raised a number of serious issues, the operator has been very responsive in
responding to those issues. Waverley Council staff are working closely with the operator to manage any
future issues.
The Amendment to the Impounding Act which was recently passed by the NSW Parliament potentially gives
much greater powers to Council to impound and penalise operators where there is improper use of shared
devices in public places and authorise a code of practice. The provisions of this Act are not as yet operative
and the content of any new regulation giving effect to the provisions is not yet known.
7.
1.

Attachments
Impounding Amendment Shared Bicycles and Other Devices Bill 2018 ⇩ .
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REPORT
CM/7.15/18.11
Subject:

Bondi Rescue - Season 14

TRIM No:

A18/0714

Author:

Rachel Jenkin, Acting Director, Waverley Life
Scott Field, Executive Manager Safe Waverley

Director:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Agrees in principle to the request from Cordell Jigsaw Zapruder (CJZ) to film Season 14 of Bondi
Rescue during the 2018–19 summer season.

2.

Authorises the General Manager to negotiate and enter into contract on behalf of Council with CJZ
for the filming of Season 14 of Bondi Rescue on the following terms:
(a)

CJZ will pay Council a fee of $115,000 plus 5% of net profits for the series.

(b)

Filming will last for a total of 10 weeks.

And subject to finalisation of the agreement between CJZ and Council’s lifeguards for an additional
payment to Council’s lifeguards for promotional services.
3.

Notes the request from CJZ is to film only one season of Bondi Rescue during the 2018–19 summer
and that any further filming proposals must be approved by Council.

4.

Authorises the General Manager to apply income from the contract arrangement to activities that
broadly improve public safety, lifeguard services or risk management in relation to Waverley’s
beaches and coastal parks.

1.

Executive Summary

In late 2005, Council agreed to the filming of the first series of Bondi Rescue in the 2005-06 summer season.
In the years since a total of thirteen seasons of Bondi Rescue have been filmed.
The most recent agreement between Cordell Jigsaw Zapruder (CJZ) and Council was executed in December
2017 and included agreement to film during the 2017-18 summer season only.
In August 2018, CJZ formally requested permission from Council to film over the 2018-19 summer period.
CJZ is proposing to pay Council a Licence Fee of $115,000 plus 5% of net profits for the series to film for a
period of 10 weeks.
Following discussions with the Lifeguard Leadership Team and CJZ, an additional schedule has been added
to the previous filming agreement (used for season 13) which provides further detail on the protocols to be
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adhered to by both Council and the production crew to ensure impact on operations is minimised. All
Lifeguards have been formally consulted on the proposed season 14 and the majority are in support.
This report recommends that the General Manager be authorised to finalise negotiations and enter into an
agreement with CJZ for the filming of Bondi Rescue Season 14.
2.

Introduction/Background

Bondi Rescue is filmed and produced by Cordell Jigsaw Zapruder (CJZ) and is a factual television programme
which follows the daily routines of Waverley Council’s professional lifeguards on patrol at Bondi Beach. In
Australia, Bondi Rescue is shown on Channel Ten and it has also been broadcast internationally in over 100
countries.
In late 2005, Council agreed to the filming of the first series of Bondi Rescue in the 2005-06 season. In the
years since a total of twelve seasons of Bondi Rescue have been filmed.
The most recent agreement between Cordell Jigsaw Zapruder (CJZ) and Council was executed in December
2017 and included agreement to film during the 2017-18 summer season only.
The most recent season of Bondi Rescue (Season 13) was filmed during the 2017-18 summer period and
aired on Channel Ten from mid-March 2018.
In August 2018, CJZ formally requested permission from Council to film over the 2018-19 summer period.
CJZ is proposing to pay Council a Licence Fee of $115,000 plus 5% of net profits for the series to film for a
period of 10 weeks.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or Committee
Meeting & Date
Council
12 December 2017

Minute No.

Decision

CM/7.6/17.12

That Council:
1. Agrees in principle to the request from Cordell Jigsaw
Zapruder (CJZ) to film Season 13 of Bondi Rescue during
the 2017-18 summer.
2. Authorises the General Manager to enter into contract
on behalf of Council with CJZ for the filming of Season 13
of Bondi Rescue on the following terms:
(a) CJZ will pay Council a fee of $115,000 plus 5% of net
profits for the series.
(b) Filming will last for a total of 9 weeks with an option to
extend if required, with an additional fee payable to
Council.
And subject to an agreement between CJZ and Council’s
Lifeguard’s for an additional payment to Council’s
Lifeguards for promotional services.

CHESP
3 September 2013

CM/7.15/18.11

C-1309.4

3. Notes the request from CJZ is to film only one season of
Bondi Rescue during the 2017-18 summer and that any
further filming proposals must be approved by Council.
That Council receive and note this report.
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C-1110.2

That Council:
1. Receive and note the report from the Director, Public
Works and Services regarding the screening of Bondi
Rescue and the request to enter into a further Access
& Filming Agreement.
2. Approves the request to film a seventh series of Bondi
Rescue.
3. Authorise the General Manager and the Director,
Public Works and Services to finalise and execute the
Access and Filming Agreement.

CHESP
4 August 2009

Council
19 May 2009

C-0908.7

That Council:

0905.6.1

1. Receive and note the report from the General Manager
regarding the screening of Bondi Rescue 4 and the request
to film a fifth series.
2. Approve the request to film a fifth series of Bondi
Rescue
That Council:
1. Acknowledges the success of television series
Bondi Rescue in promoting surf safety messages to
a wide audience.
2. Congratulates the Waverley Council Lifeguard
Service, Cordell Jigsaw Productions and other
Council staff on their professionalism and hard
work in making the show a success.
3. Acknowledge and congratulate Waverley
Lifeguards on the meritorious awards they have
recently received.

CHESP
2 December 2008

C-1812.7

That Council:
1. Receive and note the report of the General Manager
about a request from Cordell Jigsaw Productions Pty Ltd to
include an options clause for series 5 in the Access and
Filming Agreement for Series 4.
2. Agree in Principle to the inclusion of an options clause
for Series 5 in the Access and Filming Agreement for Series
4.
3. Authorise the Mayor and General Manager to finalise
and execute the Access and Filming Agreement.

Council
7 October 2008

0810.12.4

That Council:
1.
Receive and note the report from the General
Manager regarding the screening of Bondi Rescue 3 and
the request to film a fourth series.
2.
Approve the request to film a fourth series of Bondi
Rescue.
3.
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0805.6.1

finalise and execute the Access and Filming Agreement.
That Council:
1. Acknowledges the success of television series
Bondi Rescue in promoting surf safety messages to
a wide audience
2. Congratulates the Waverley Council Lifeguard
Service, Cordell Jigsaw and other Council staff on
their professionalism and hard work in making the
show a success.
3. Supports the Waverley Council Lifeguard Service in
their efforts to increase disabled access to Bondi
Beach and surf with specially designed
wheelchairs.

CHESP
3 July 2007

C-0707.5

That Council:
1. Receive and note the report from the Director, Public
Works & Services regarding the screening of Bondi Rescue
2 and the request to film a third series

FESP
5 September 2006

F-0609.5

That Council:
1. Receive and note this report
2. Notes the General Manager in consultation with the
Mayor will exercise delegation with regard to assessing and
determining this application. Council is requested to
provide comment prior to the General Manager providing
a formal response to the proposal

4.

Discussion

Outlined below are a list of factors for consideration relating to the proposed filming of Bondi Rescue –
Season 14.
Operational impact
The Access and Filming Agreement includes a section on ‘Obligations of Production Company’ which clearly
sets out a list of conditions which must be complied with to minimise the impact on Council Lifeguards and
the operation of Lifeguard Services.
Following discussions between Council management, the Lifeguard Leadership Team and CJZ regarding
impacts on lifeguard operations in previous seasons, an additional schedule has been added to the Access
and Filming Agreement which provides further detail on the protocols to be adhered to by both Council and
the production crew to ensure impact on operations is minimised.
These conditions include:
-

A formal induction process for all production crew (including returning crew members).
A daily meeting between the Senior Producer and the duty Lifeguard Team Leader or Lifeguard
Coordinator every morning before filming begins. This meeting will provide an opportunity to review
weather and surf conditions, staffing or equipment issues and advise of any special events or activities
which may impact the day.
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During periods of limited rescue activity, the production company undertakes to engage the Lifeguard
Leadership team in discussion about alternative story ideas and concepts, which may include greater
emphasis on professional training and education, community training events, etc.

In addition to the above, all employees of CJZ must “comply with all directions from Council
Representatives, Council’s Site Representative, Lifeguard Coordinator or Lifeguard Team Leader, including
oral and written requests to cease filming, for any reason”.
Furthermore, “while the off-duty lifeguards are employed by CJZ [for additional filming or driving], they
remain under the ultimate direction of the senior lifeguard on duty” and in any situation where they are
required to assist with a critical incident that takes priority over any filming role.
As with Season 13, the proposed filming period for Season 14 is reduced compared to previous seasons (10
weeks) which will further limit the impact on daily operations. In previous seasons filming has taken up to
16 weeks.
It should also be noted that footage which has been recorded as part of the filming of Bondi Rescue has
previously proven useful for investigating and debriefing on incidents and rescues that have occurred.
Feedback from lifeguards
In addition to initial discussions between the Lifeguard Leadership Team and CJZ, a formal consultation
process has taken place with all Council Lifeguards requesting feedback about the proposed filming of
Bondi Rescue Season 14. A total of 27 Lifeguards provided feedback with 23 in support of the filming of
Season 14. 2 were against and 2 were undecided.
Key feedback points provided by the Lifeguards include:
 The series improves safety awareness of people who come to Bondi
 The series also helps to promote Bondi and its local businesses, provides income to Council and
reflects positively on the lifeguard service
 The series leads to people attempting to stop lifeguards for photo opportunities and overzealous
fans which can impact on service provision
 The film crew can impact on operational effectiveness if not managed properly
Lifeguard suggestions for improvement:
 Experienced lifeguards to support newer staff before and during filming
 Lifeguard mural or photograph on the promenade to allow the public to take photos away from the
Lifeguard Tower
 Improved communication between the film crew and lifeguards
Senior staff have taken the feedback from Lifeguards seriously, particularly where the series has the
potential to negatively impact on safety or service performance. The feedback provided by the Lifeguards
and in particular the Lifeguard Leadership Team has been used to assist in drafting the additional protocols
which will be included in the Filming and Access Agreement to ensure impact on operations is minimised.
Public awareness of beach safety
A research project was completed in 2016 by Nicola Warton and Associate Professor Rob Brander from the
School of Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences at the University of New South Wales. The study
included video content analysis of Seasons 1-8 of Bondi Rescue and an online survey of 1852 respondents
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in Australia and internationally. The report titled ‘Improving tourist beach safety awareness: The benefits of
watching Bondi Rescue’ has since been published in the journal Tourism Management.
Key findings from the research show that:
 78% of respondents felt that watching the show improved their beach safety knowledge
significantly
 Bondi Rescue is particularly effective for improving beach safety awareness of international viewers
who are infrequent beachgoers who might not otherwise receive any beach safety information
 17% of respondents believed the show had taught them rescue skills and techniques that they have
been able to apply in real life situations
 While just under half the survey respondents did not know what a rip current was before watching
the show, almost all of them understood what a rip current was after watching the show
 Watching the show has had a range of positive impacts on survey respondents’ beach behaviour
and safety awareness, including the importance of swimming near lifeguards
Content approval – Communications and engagement
Council appoints a representative from its Communications team to liaise with Producers “to view and
approve content of the rough cut, fine cut and final version of each program” who will advise CJZ if they feel
certain footage is inappropriate. The material is then removed or edited and resubmitted to Council for
approval.
The Bondi Rescue approval process creates additional workload for the Communications and Engagement
team in the review of episodes, however the workload is manageable and a number of processes have
been developed over the years to ensure this runs smoothly.
The Communications and Engagement team is also responsible for handling any media and publicity
requests that result from Bondi Rescue. Bondi Rescue positively promotes the lifeguard service and the
media coverage generated by the show is usually highly positive. Regardless of the 2018-19 season going
ahead, it is felt that the publicity and media opportunities for the Lifeguards will continue for the
foreseeable future.
Financial
CJZ would like to film for a period of 10 weeks and is proposing to pay Council a Licence Fee of $115,000 for
the filming of the 2018-19 season plus 5% of net profits for the series. This income has not been included in
the 2018-19 budget and is therefore additional revenue for Council. It has traditionally been used to fund
initiatives that improve beach safety and/or lifeguard services.
In total since Bondi Rescue began filming in 2005, Council has received approximately $1.3 million in
Licence Fees and $300,000 as a share of net profits.
As with previous seasons of Bondi Rescue CJZ is proposing to make a further payment directly to the
Lifeguards for Promotional Services. Promotional Services “may include but are not limited to promotional
appearances for Channel Ten or CJZ connected to the Series such as for charity fundraisers, contributions to
the Series website, press interviews…” For Season 14, this payment will be $160,000 to be divided between
Council’s 40 Lifeguards. This payment is divided based on the employment status of the Lifeguards and is
paid to all Lifeguards regardless of whether or not they appear on Bondi Rescue. The Promotional Services
agreement has yet to be finalised by CJZ and the Lifeguards and it is therefore recommended that Council’s
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Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Financial impact
CJZ is proposing to pay Council a Licence Fee of $115,000 for the filming of the 2018-19 season plus 5% of
net profits for the series.
This income has not been included in the 2018-19 budget and is therefore additional revenue for Council. It
is recommended that the General Manager be authorised to apply the income to activities that broadly
improve public safety, lifeguard services or risk management in relation to Waverley’s beaches and coastal
parks.
Timeframe
Should Council approve filming of the 2018-19 season, the licence would commence on 15 December 2018
and conclude on 20 April 2019.
The principal photography (filming) would take place from 15 December 2018 to 24 February 2019 (a total
of 10 weeks).
Consultation
Internal consultation has taken place with key stakeholders including the Lifeguard Leadership Team and
Communications teams.
All lifeguards have been formally consulted on the proposed season 14 and the majority are in support.
6.

Conclusion

In August 2018, CJZ formally requested permission from Council to film over the 2018-19 summer period.
CJZ is proposing to pay Council a Licence Fee of $115,000 plus 5% of net profits for the series to film for a
period of 10 weeks.
Following discussions with the Lifeguard Leadership Team and CJZ, an additional schedule has been added
to the previous filming agreement (used for season 13) which provides further detail on the protocols to be
adhered to by both Council and the production crew to ensure impact on operations is minimised.
All Lifeguards have been formally consulted on the proposed season 14 and the majority are in support.
This report recommends that the General Manager be authorised to finalise negotiations with CJZ for the
filming of Bondi Rescue Season 14.
7.
Attachments
Nil .
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REPORT
CM/7.16/18.11
Subject:

Military Road, Dover Heights - Speed and Crash Data

TRIM No:

A03/0042-04

Author:

Sam Samadian, Traffic Engineer

Director:

Emily Scott, Director, Waverley Renewal

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Having regard to the low recorded vehicle speed and crash data, takes no action to change traffic
conditions in Military Road between Hunter Street and Raleigh Street.

2.

Carries out further speed and volume assessments along other locations of Military Road in mid2019.

1.

Executive Summary

A Council notice of motion requested that Council officers investigate vehicle speeds and crashes in Military
Road. Tube counts have been carried out at two locations near the intersection of Hunter Street and
Raleigh Street, Dover Heights. Following an analysis of the results which revealed low speeds and crashes, it
is recommended no action be taken to change the traffic conditions in the street.
2.

Introduction/Background

There has been community concern expressed at the speed of vehicles travelling along Military Road.
Council installed two traffic counters on Military Road at Hunter and Raleigh Streets over a seven-day
period from 26 May to 1 June 2018.
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Figure 1. Aerial image of Military Road, Counter Locations.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Meeting and Date
Council
17 July 2018

4.

Minute No.
CM/8.4/18.07

Decision
That Council:
1.

Is advised that there was an investigation of vehicle speeds
along Military Road by Council.

2.

Officers prepare a report for Council consideration that
identifies the results of the investigation and whether actions
are required to minimise vehicle speeds and improve vehicle
safety along Military Road. The report is to consider:
(a)

Previous vehicle crash data along Military Road.

(b)

Installing traffic calming measures.

(c)

Reducing the maximum speed from 50 km/h to 40
km/h.

Discussion

Traffic counts
Concerns have been raised by a resident regarding incidences of vehicles speeding along Military Road,
between Raleigh Street and Hunter Street, Dover Heights. Military road is a two lane, two-way local road
with a posted speed limit of 50km/h.
Traffic speed, classification and volume counts have subsequently been undertaken to determine the
extent of the matter. The survey results are summarised in the following table and include data from a
survey carried out in May 2018 and are included in the table for comparison. The results identify that the
85th percentile speeds along Military Road, are relatively low, typically within tolerance of the 50 km/h
speed limit. The speed of traffic does not justify the need for additional traffic calming devices to be placed
along Military Road.

Table 1. Military Road, Speed and traffic data.
Crash history
Crash data was obtained from Transport for NSW for the relevant sections of military Road between Hunter
Street and Raleigh Street to develop the recorded crash history profile of the site. The data used for this
assessment comprises of the 5-year period from 2013-2017, the most recent data at the time of request.
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A check of recorded crash data from the RMS revealed a total of six (6) crashes with no fatalities, only one
serious injury crash was involved speeding by a scooter travelling southbound on a bend. The incident was
due to the scooter swerving off the Military Road Carriageway into a parked vehicle. It is possible that the
road geometry around the bend of Military Road in the southern direction was contributor to the crash. As
per Australian Road Rules, crashes are only recorded if:
 Any person is injured or killed;
 The drivers involved do not exchange particulars; or
 When a vehicle involved in crash is required to be towed away
 Crash data was provided in the following severity categories:
 Fatal – a crash in which at least one person was killed;
 Serious Injury – a crash involving at least one person identified in a police report and matched to a
health record indicating a history stay due to injuries sustained in a crash, or is identified as an
iCare (Lifetime Care) participant AND no one was killed in the crash;
 Moderate Injury – a crash involving at least one person identified in a police report who is matched
to a health record that indicates that they were treated at an emergency department but were not
admitted for a hospital stay, or is matched to a CTP claim indicating a moderate or higher injury
AND no one was killed or seriously injured;
 Minor Injury/Other injury – a crash involving at least one person identified as an injury in a police
report who is not matched to a health record that indicates the level of injury severity, or is
matched to a minor injury CTP claim AND no one was killed, seriously injured, or moderately
injured; and
 Non-casualty (tow away) – a crash in which no one was killed or injured, but at least one motor
vehicle was towed away.
Crash data was mapped using GIS software. A crash severity and type maps from the results are shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Crash severity and type map.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Nil.
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Conclusion

It is considered appropriate that the speed data be forwarded to NSW Highway Patrol for appropriate
action.
7.

Attachments

Nil.
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REPORT
CM/7.17/18.11
Subject:

Schedule of Meeting Dates for Council and its Standing
Committees 2019

TRIM No:

A04/1869

Author:

Natalie Kirkup, Governance and Internal Ombudsman Officer

Director:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council adopts the Schedule of Meeting Dates for Council and its Standing Committees 2019 attached
to this report.
1.

Executive Summary

The proposed schedule of meeting dates for Council, the Operations and Community Services Committee
and the Strategic Planning and Development Committee for 2019 is attached to this report for Council’s
consideration.
The dates proposed in the schedule take into account the public holidays, religious holy days and key local
government conferences throughout the year.
It is recommended that the schedule attached to this report be adopted.
2.

Introduction/Background

Section 365 of the Local Government Act requires the elected council to meet at least 10 times each year,
each time in a different month.
Council has a standard meeting schedule. With the exception of January, when there are no meetings,
Council’s Operations and Community Services Committee and the Strategic Planning and Development
Committee generally meet on the first Tuesday of each month, and Council generally meets on the third
Tuesday of each month.
Due to public holidays, religious holy days or key local government conferences falling on or near Council or
Committee meeting days, it is proposed to change the standard meeting schedule. These changes are
detailed in section 4 of this report.
A similar schedule of meeting dates for Council’s advisory committees is being developed and will be
submitted to Council in December for Council’s information.
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3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Meeting and Date
Council Meeting
21 November 2017

4.

20 November 2018

Minute No.
CM/7.5/17.11

Decision
That Council adopts the Schedule of Meeting Dates for Council,
the Operations and Community Services Committee and the
Strategic Planning and Development Committee 2018 as
attached to this report.

Discussion

The proposed changes to the standard meeting schedule in 2019 are as follows:
1.

The month of October has several religious holy days, a public holiday and a local government
conference. Religious holy days fall on Tuesday 1, Wednesday 9, Monday 14, Tuesday 15, Monday
21 and Tuesday 22 October. The public holiday is on Monday 7 October and the Local Government
NSW Annual Conference is scheduled to be held from 13 to 16 October.
Consequently the number of days available for meetings is limited. It is proposed not to hold the
Committee meetings in October and move the Council meeting forward from Tuesday 15 October to
Thursday 10 October, the day after Yom Kippur. The proposal will place the Council meeting
approximately 3 and a half weeks from both the September Council meeting on 17 September and
the November Committee meetings on 5 November.

2.

The December Council meeting is proposed to be moved forward one week from Tuesday 17
December to Tuesday 10 December to give officers an additional week to action any resolutions
before the closure of Council for the holiday period.

3.

It is also proposed to hold the Operations and Community Services Committee meeting and the
Strategic Planning and Development Committee meeting on Tuesday 3 December to provide officers
with another meeting option to lessen the workload for the November and December Council
meetings.

5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

There are no unbudgeted costs to Council in holding the Council and Committee meetings proposed in this
report.
6.

Conclusion

This report presents the proposed 2019 schedule of meeting dates for Council, Operations and Community
Services Committee and the Strategic Planning and Development Committee for Council’s adoption.
7.
1.

Attachments
Schedule of Meeting Dates for Council and its Standing Committees 2019 ⇩ .
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SCHEDULE OF MEETING DATES FOR COUNCIL AND ITS STANDING COMMITTEES 2019
JAN
Operations
and
Community
Services
Committee
Strategic
Planning and
Development
Committee
Council
(*Mayoral
Election)
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FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

5

5

2

7

4

2

6

5

5

2

7

4

2

6

19

19

16

21

18

16

20

OCT

NOV

DEC

3

5

3

3

5

3

19

10

17
10
*26
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REPORT
CM/7.18/18.11
Subject:

Minutes - Multicultural Advisory Committee Meeting - 16
August 2018

TRIM No:

A15/0509

Author:

Rebecca Rodwell, Manager, Community Planning and Partnerships

Director:

Rachel Jenkin, Acting Director, Waverley Life

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receives and notes the minutes of the Multicultural Advisory Committee meeting held on 16
August 2018.
1.

Executive Summary

Attached to this report are the minutes of the Multicultural Advisory Committee meeting held on 16 August
2018.
2.

Introduction/Background

In June 2018, Council adopted new Terms of Reference for the Multicultural Advisory Committee (MAC),
which aims to provide a forum to:





Foster ongoing dialogue, discussion and advocacy in relation to multicultural Waverley.
Contribute creative and innovative ideas in support of Council’s access and inclusion strategies.
Provide feedback and advice on community issues and concerns.
Participate in and source funding for activities and events that promote community harmony and
social cohesion.
 Develop networks, build relationships and establish community partnerships.
 Provide input to enhance inclusion and accessibility of Waverley’s infrastructure, facilities, events,
services, programs, systems and information for a culturally diverse community.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or Committee
Meeting and Date
Council
27 September 2018

CM/7.18/18.11

Minute No.

Decision

CM/7.11/18.09 That Council:
1.

Receives and notes the minutes of the Multicultural
Advisory Committee meeting held on 14 June 2018.

2.

Notes that the minutes are available on Council’s website.

3.

Sets February 2019 as the month in which to hold the
Walk for Respect.
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Council
21 August 2018

Operations and
Community Services
Committee
5 June 2018
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CM/9.1/18.08

OC/5.2/18.06

That Waverley Council recognises and supports our multicultural
society and as such:
1.

Condemns Senator Fraser Anning’s inflammatory and
racist maiden speech and writes to him expressing this
condemnation.

2.

Rejects in the strongest terms Senator Anning’s reference
to the ‘final solution,’ understanding the extreme distress,
anguish and fear such a statement elicits, especially within
the Jewish community.

3.

Rejects in the strongest terms Senator Anning’s reference
to the discredited White Australia policy of the past by
calling for ending all further Muslim immigration,
understanding the reasons given by Senator Anning are
untrue, vexatious, distressing and alienating of hard
working and committed Australians of the Muslim faith.

4.

Believes all tiers of Australian government should be
providing enlightened leadership that supports and
enhances an inclusive and dynamic multicultural society
that does not tolerate the prejudice evident in Senator
Anning’s speech.

5.

Congratulates the Prime Minister, Leader of the
Opposition and the Leader of the Australian Greens for
joining together in condemning Senator Anning’s speech.

6.

Reaffirms that the Waverley LGA is an open, strong,
inclusive, resilient and fair multicultural community.

7.

Notes the existing motion for Waverley’s Walk for
Respect, an event in support of multiculturalism and our
various culturally and linguistically diverse communities,
and aims to hold the event in November 2018.

8.

Writes to the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, NSW
Jewish Board of Deputies and the Australian Federation of
Islamic Councils (also known as Muslims Australia)
condemning Senator Anning’s sentiment and supporting
our Jewish and Muslim communities.

9.

Issues a media release stating Waverley‘s support for our
culturally diverse community and multiculturalism and
their important contribution to our society.

That Council adopts the Terms of Reference for the Waverley
Multicultural Advisory Committee (MAC) attached to this report
and acknowledges the work of the former Chair, Cr Goltsman.
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Discussion

The Multicultural Advisory Committee Terms of Reference note that:
 Committee agenda and minutes are public documents and are published on Council's website.
 Committee minutes are reported to Council or Council Committee for information, and may include
recommendations for Council's consideration.
Recent meetings of the MAC were held on:
 16 August 2018.
 4 October 2018.
Minutes of the meeting held on 16 August 2018 are attached to this report for Council’s information. The
minutes will be available to the public via Council’s website.
The minutes of the October meeting will be available to Council following their adoption by the MAC.
MAC Motion – Senator Anning’s Maiden Speech
The committee discussed Senator Anning’s speech, and passed a motion requesting that Council deplore
the inflammatory and racist terms he used. Cr Masselos raised an urgency motion at the 21 August Council
meeting to address this. Officers drafted letters in response to Cr Masselos’ motion, which were sent to
Senator Anning, and the others identified in the motion.
Walk for Respect
Council Officers will prepare a report for Council’s December meeting with details about the proposed
event and estimated project costs as this event is not included in the 2018/19 budget.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

The operation and administration of the Multicultural Advisory Committee, which requires the
commitment of Councillor, volunteer and staff resources, are usually covered in Council’s operational
budget.
Delivery of specific projects or events that may require additional budget (e.g. Walk for Respect) would
require Council endorsement.
The next meeting of the Multicultural Advisory Committee is scheduled for 15 November 2018.
6.

Conclusion

Recent meetings of the Multicultural Advisory Committee were held on 16 August 2018 and 4 October
2018. Minutes of the meeting held on 16 August 2018 are attached to this report.
This report also highlights Council’s response to Senator Anning’s maiden speech as part of a recent
motion.
7.
1.

Attachments
Multicultural Advisory Committee Minutes - 16 August 2018 ⇩ .
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Multicultural Advisory Committee (MAC)
Minutes for 16th August 2018
6pm-8pm
The Mill Hill Community Centre
Room 1, Level 1,
31- 33 Spring St, Bondi Junction 2022.
1. Welcome & Acknowledgment to Country
Cr Paula Masselos acknowledged the Biddigal and Gadigal people who traditionally occupied the
Sydney Coast and welcomed everyone to the meeting.
2. Introduction and Apologies
Present
Councillors
Cr Paula Masselos (Chair)

Councillor

Deputy Mayor WY Kanak

Councillor

Council Staff
Jo Harney

Community Development Officer – Diversity

Katherine Harastis

Community Project Officer

Community Member
Rozy Dorizas

Resident

Emma Zlatkis

Resident

Tito Schoel

Resident

Amir Salem

Australian Egyptian Forum

Jana Rezkova

City East College (CEC)

Roisin Trainor

Irish Support Agency

Ashely Johnston

Irish Support Agency

Rayila Maimaiti

Sydney Women’s Court Advocacy Service

Apologies
Cr Angela Burrill, Cr Sally Betts, Cr Tony Kay, Cr George Copeland, Aunty Rhonda Dixon Grovenor,
Trish Jenkings, Robert Farrotto, Margaret Teed (CEC alternate), Rebecca Rodwell
3. Acceptance of previous minutes
Moved: Emma Zlatkis
Carried
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4. Business Arising
 CALD community portal
A student had started an update of Council’s multicultural directory but this project could not be
completed within her placement hours. A suggestion was made to estimate the number of hours it
would take to update relevant information in accessible and contemporary formats to have an idea
of scope and costs. Jo to provide updates to the MAC.
 Surf Safety
Discussion around Council’s ‘Stay Safe at the Beach’ brochure which has surf safety messages
translated into 15 different languages. The brochure was distributed to 12 English Language Schools
and backpacker hostels and our networks. Amir has promoted the Stay Safe at the Beach brochure
to Multicultural NSW. The brochure is on Council’s website.
Water safety is an ongoing issue in Waverley. There is a South East Sydney Water safety group with
Bayside and Randwick Council as members. Members discussed ideas of promoting surf safety
strategies and messages via different media channels including TV.
Suggested Actions:
 Find out more about the South East Sydney Water Safety group.
 Connect with Safe Waverley on surf safety strategies including SLSNSW stats and potential
resources/funding for surf safety project.
 Distribute surf safety brochures to agencies or Councils in Western Sydney such as
Blacktown, Parramatta, Fairfield.
 Walk for Respect update
Preliminary costings and route option has been researched. A budget has not been allocated by
Council for the walk. The estimated costings are between $15,000- $20,000. Timeframe is for the
Walk to be held in February 2019. A report would need to be prepared for Council to consider a
request for budget allocation for the Walk.
Recent events such as the speech from Senator Fraser Anning advocating for a return to the White
Australia policy and making discriminatory/racist references about calling for a “final solution”. The
language he used was extremely inflammatory and creates a climate of fear. Cr Masselos will put a
motion asking Council to condemn Senator Anning’s speech. Tito will share the contact details of Dr
Tim Soutphommasane, former Race Discrimination Commissioner so that he may be presenting on
this topic to the MAC.
Motion: For Council to deplore the opening statement made in Parliament by Senator Anning
Moved: Tito
Seconded: Emma
Carried
 Backpacker/migrant worker rights
Information is available online from the Fair Work Ombudsman to assist students and temporary
visa holders. MAC would be interested in inviting a guest presenter from Fair Work Australia to
provide employees and employers in Waverley with relevant information.
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 Calendar of events
Calendar of events of relevance to Waverley’s community has been developed and will be updated
to include other potential items of interest eg Invictus Games. MAC members discussed possibility
of developing an outdoor screen/theatre space in Bondi Junction Oxford St Mall. This could tie in
with the new Night Time Activation Strategy and Sustainable Destination Strategy. Suggestion is to
follow up with relevant officers for possible inclusion in future project scope (eg Shaping Waverley)
5. Introduction of new members
New members were invited to introduce themselves to the committee.
 Tito Schoel is a local resident employed by Blacktown Council who feels passionate about
multiculturalism.
 Rayila Maimaiti works at Waverley Court at the Sydney Women’s Court Advocacy Service and
with Welfare Rights. Previously worked at Settlement Services International.
 Aunty Rhonda Dixon Grovenor – Local Aboriginal Elder. Not present at this meeting.
MAC members are considered volunteers of Council who will complete the WHS online training,
adhere to Councils Code of Conduct and follow the MAC Terms of Reference which have been
distributed.
6. Section 20 D of the Racial Discrimination Act 1977
MAC suggested to invite Stepan Kerkyasharian AM to present on the importance of this issue and
if/how section 20 D of the Racial Discrimination Act 1977 could be strengthened to ensure people
can be prosecuted for racial vilification.
Action: Paula will contact Stepan to follow up on this idea.
7. Community Outreach
MAC members discussed how to connect better with the community around topics such as social
inclusion and community resilience and to understand community needs and aspirations as well as
Council’s role relating to cultural diversity themes. Groups that the MAC would like to work with
include Jewish, Brazilian, Greek, Russian, Aboriginal, Youth, Multicultural with the aim to engage
people through their community leaders. Suggestions included the Harwood engagement method.
Cr Masselos has recently moved a motion to engage with young people through a youth summit
which could be connected to MAC aims.
8. Traineeships for people from a migrant or refugee background
Various suggestions were discussed with HR including connecting with the Asylum Seekers Centre
employment pathways program and/or City East College (CEC) to engage work experience students.
HR is aiming for a coordinated approach to taking on trainees, work experience, students.
MAC members suggested other programs to look into include Refugee Talent, Welcoming City
Program, Refugee Employment Support Program (Western Sydney).
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9. Local Council Access and Equity
MAC members would like to know more about Council’s Integrated Planning & Reporting processes
and how multicultural strategies or actions are represented and embedded into Council’s practices.
The Equal Employment Opportunity plan and Cultural Diversity Policy are two key documents.
Council’s Reconciliation Action Plan is being updated.
There will be a new social sustainability framework developed and implemented progressively over
the next three years to provide an overarching strategy for Council. The Cultural Diversity policy is
one example of a policy that could sit under that framework. Cr Masselos suggested to invite staff to
discuss the strategy. There was also a discussion about the importance of the Human Rights Charter
and Jo will report back to the MAC if other councils have endorsed one.
Suggested Action:
 Circulate the Cultural Diversity Policy for feedback and discussion at the next meeting.
10. Social Inclusion, Community Resilience and Local Government
Cr Masselos will discuss this project potential further with Rachel Jenkins (Acting Director, Waverley
Life) to see how it can progress. Develop relationships with potential partners or funding bodies,
ACU, Centre for Social Impact, UNSW, UTS, Multicultural NSW, Scanlon Foundation - mapping social
cohesion project through Monash University.
This proposed project could help develop clear definitions of what we mean by social inclusion and
community cohesion in a civil society context. Professor Andrew Markus could be a resource to use
to develop and define this project.
Suggested Action:
Cr Masselos to talk to Linda Scott - President of Local Government NSW about the potential for a
regional approach.
11. Other business/correspondence
Aunty Rhonda sent feedback to the meeting via text message. Suggestions included integrating
indigenous programs in Waverley’s market style events and incorporating Welcome to Country at
citizenship ceremonies at Council.
12. Information share
 Jo spoke about the Inner and Eastern Sydney Migrant Interagency (IESMI) which is
conducting an Employment EXPO at Randwick TAFE in November for migrants and refugees.
Waverley is contributing to the project.
 Amir reported that the Alexandria Cosmopolitan City project which is a series of
events/lectures developed by Ethnic Communities Council, Jewish, Armenian, Greek and
Egyptian groups will be held in May 2019 in various locations. Amir is requesting for the
exhibition and cultural event around this to be held in the Waverley Library.
 Rayila - every Thursday there will be a duty solicitor at Waverley Local court (Women's safe
room) to give advice for women experiencing domestic and family violence on Family Law/
AVO matters.
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 Ashley and Roisin – CPR for children will be held on Sunday through the Irish Support
Agency. In October there will be workshops for 2nd and 3rd generation Irish people to learn
more about Irish culture and language.
 Emma – will report at the next meeting about Limmud Former Soviet Union (FSU)
KangaRusski, a social club that looks after community needs and interests in Sydney’s East,
and Shalom College. Emma also raised the idea to ask the organisers of the Bondi Cinema
Club which showcases one film a month at the Bondi Pavilion, to showcase films with a
multicultural focus.
13. Meetings in 2018
Next meeting will be 4th October
Meeting closed 8.05pm
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REPORT
CM/7.19/18.11
Subject:

Tender Evaluation - North Bondi Civil Infrastructure
Renewal - Principal Consultant

TRIM No:

SF18/4455

Author:

Jason Lu, Junior Engineer
Adrian Collins, Senior Project Manager

Director:

Emily Scott, Director, Waverley Renewal

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Treats the Tender Evaluation Matrix attached to this report as confidential in accordance with
section 11(3) of the Local Government Act 1993, as it relates to a matter specified in section 10A(2)(c)
of the Local Government Act 1993. The Matrix contains information that would, if disclosed, confer a
commercial advantage on a person with whom the Council is conducting (or proposes to conduct)
business.

2.

Under clause 178(1)(a) of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, accepts Cardno
(NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd as the preferred tenderer for the supply of principal consultant design services for
the North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal project for the sum of $[TO BE INSERTED BY COUNCIL
AT THE MEETING].

3.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into the contract on behalf of
Council with Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd.

4.

Notifies unsuccessful tenderers of the decision in accordance with clause 179 of the Local
Government (General) Regulation 2005.

1.

Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s approval for the appointment of Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd
as the Principal Consultant for supply of design services for the North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal
project as recommended by the Tender Evaluation Committee (TEC).
2.

Introduction/Background

The North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal project is a like-for-like upgrade of Council’s civil and coastal
infrastructure assets located at North Bondi, these assets include:





North Bondi Stormwater Culvert.
North Bondi Toddlers’ Pool.
North Bondi Accessible Ramp to Toddler’s Pool.
Seawall adjacent to the accessible ramp.
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These major assets are past or near the end of their asset lifecycle and are now not fit for purpose, which
presents potential risks to public safety.
The scope of the principal consultant design services of the North Bondi Infrastructure Renewal project is to
document the detailed design for the project.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Nil
4.

Discussion

Invitation to tender
A Tender Evaluation Panel was established to evaluate the tenders. The Panel consisted of:
 Sharon Cassidy – Executive Manager, Project Waverley
 Adrian Collins – Senior Project Manager, Project Waverley
 Robert Sabato – Senior Project Manager, Project Waverley
An RFT Evaluation & Probity Plan was developed and approved by the Evaluation Panel on 27 September
2018.
Tenders for North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal – Principal Consultant were called on 1 October 2018.
Tenders closed on 12:00pm 30 October 2018.
The Evaluation Panel used the RFT Evaluation & Probity Plan to determine which tenders offered the best
value for money in the provision of North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal – Principal Consultant to
Council.
Tenders Received
The following tenders were received:
Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd
Jones Nicholson Pty Ltd
Northrop Consulting Engineers Pty Ltd
Late Tenders
Nil.
Non-conforming Tenders
Nil.
Alternative Tenders
The following alternative tenders were received:
Nil.
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Three tenders met the mandatory requirements and proceeded to a detailed evaluation. The conforming
tenders are listed below:
CONFORMING TENDERS EVALUATED
Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd
Jones Nicholson Pty Ltd
Northrop Consulting Engineers Pty Ltd
Tender Evaluation
Conforming tenders were evaluated in accordance with Council’s Purchasing Procedures and RFT
Evaluation & Probity Plan, the Tendering Guidelines for NSW Local Government 2009 issued by the Office of
Local Government and the provision of the Local Government Act 1993 and Local Government (General)
Regulation 2005.
The Evaluation Panel agreed on the following weightings to be used against the advertised selection criteria
Advertised Evaluation Criteria
Project understanding and methodology
Skills and qualifications of the Principal Consultant and
experience with similar projects
Skills and qualifications of the Consultant team and
experience with similar projects
Program
Lump sum fee

Weighting
15%
20%
20%
15%
30%

Tenders were given a score on each of the evaluation criteria, resulting in a total score out of 100. Tenders
were ranked in accordance with their scores. Final scores and rankings are shown in the confidential
Tender Evaluation Matrix attached to this report.
Evaluation Panel’s Recommendation
Following evaluation of the tenders the Evaluation Panel recommends that the services/product offered by
Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd provides the best value to Council. Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd showed that they
have a very good understanding of the project itself, how it should be delivered for Council, relevant
experience and compliance to the delivery program. Overall, they scored the highest in the tender
evaluation.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Financial impact statement
The budget for North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal – Principal Consultant is from C0423.
The preferred tenderer’s price is included in the confidential Tender Evaluation Matrix attached to this
report.
The total anticipated funding required for North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal – Principal Consultant is
$240,000.00.
The total budget allocation for the North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal is currently $425,707.00.
Following the endorsement of the Q1 budget amendment, the total program budget for 2018/19 will be
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$1,925,707. Further funding is to be included in the 2019/20 capital works budget for the remainder of the
project.
There are sufficient funds to cover the price tendered by the recommended tenderer.
Timeframe
The expected timeframe for the consultant’s work will be 18 months.
Consultation
Internal stakeholders including Open Space Planning and Cultural Programs were consulted in the Request
for Tender.
6.

Conclusion

The Tender Evaluation Panel recommends Council enter into contract with Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd as
the Principal Consultant for North Bondi Civil Infrastructure Renewal.
7.
1.

Attachments
Tender Evaluation Matrix (confidential) .
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REPORT
CM/7.20/18.11
Subject:

Tender Evaluation - Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and
Fixtures Supply Services

TRIM No:

SF18/3321

Author:

Andrew Chau, Senior Landscape Architect

Director:

Emily Scott, Director, Waverley Renewal

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Treats the Tender Evaluation Matrix attached to this report as confidential in accordance with
section 11(3) of the Local Government Act 1993, as it relates to a matter specified in section 10A(2)(c)
of the Local Government Act 1993. The Matrix contains information that would, if disclosed, confer a
commercial advantage on a person with whom the Council is conducting (or proposes to conduct)
business.

2.

Under clause 178(1)(a) of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, accepts various
companies as preferred tenderers for the supply of Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and Fixtures
Supply Services, Categories 1-5 and 7-8.

3.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into contract on behalf of
Council with Austral Masonary Holdings, trading as Urbanstone for the supply of items under
Category 1 - Paving for a duration of five years, with options to extend for an additional 2 x 12 month
periods.

4.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into contract on behalf of
Council with Tom Stoddart PTY LTD, trading as Town and Park, for the supply of items under Category
2 - Seating for a duration of five years, with options to extend for an additional 2 x 12 month periods.

5.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into contract on behalf of
Council with Agwill Pty Ltd, trading as Civiq for the supply of items under Category 3 - Bicycle Racks
for a duration of five years, with options to extend for an additional 2 x 12 month periods.

6.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into contract on behalf of
Council with EP Draffin Manufacturing Pty Ltd for the supply of items under Category 4 - Bins for a
duration of five years, with options to extend for an additional 2 x 12 month periods.

7.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into contract on behalf of
Council with The Trustee for TR Family Trust, t/a Unisite Group, for the supply of items under
Category 5 - Bollards for a duration of five years, with options to extend for an additional 2 x 12
month periods.

8.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to negotiate with other suppliers for
the supply of Category 6 items, Recycled Plastic Furniture, for which there were no conforming bids.
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9.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into contract on behalf of
Council with EP Draffin Manufacturing Pty Ltd for the supply of items under Category 7 Drinking
Fountains for a duration of five years, with options to extend for an additional 2 x 12 month periods.

10.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into contract on behalf of
Council with Cunneen and Company Pty Ltd for the supply of items under Category 8 Signage for a
duration of five years, with options to extend for an additional 2 x 12 month periods.

11.

Notifies unsuccessful tenderers of the decision in accordance with clause 179 of the Local
Government (General) Regulation 2005.

1.

Executive Summary

Council carries out an estimated $30 million in capital works in each financial year. These works cover the
general maintenance and improvement of public facilities including parks, reserves, roads, buildings, and
storm water. The tender for Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and Fixtures Supply Services was divided into
eight categories, with a total of six suppliers recommended.
2.

Introduction/Background

The eight categories called for under the request for tender were:









Category 1 – Paving.
Category 2 – Seating.
Category 3 – Bicycle Racks.
Category 4 – Bins.
Category 5 – Bollards.
Category 6 – Plastic Furniture.
Category 7 – Drinking Fountains.
Category 8 – Signage.

The Public Domain Pavers, Furniture and Fixture Supply Contract is a long-term improvement program to
create a unified suite of paving and furniture in Waverley Council.
The nominated Goods of the successful contractors will be specified in the publicly available Council Public
Domain Technical Manual (PDTM). Since the development and public release of the PDTM in 2015, Council
has directly procured over $2,000,000 of public domain furniture, and over $350,000 of pavers. These
values do not include the procurement of specified Goods in capital works projects designed by internal
and external design teams and delivered by private contractors.
The average annual spend over the last four years of capital works projects in the public domain is just over
$3,400,000, and the anticipated spend of the current financial year capital works program for open space
and public domain projects is over $12,000,000.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Nil.
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Discussion

Invitation to tender
A Tender Evaluation Panel was established to evaluate the tenders. The Panel consisted of:





Andrew Chau - Senior Landscape Architect.
Bianca Simpson - Open Space Planning Manager.
Nikolaos Zervos - Assets Manager.
Rodney Crook – Tendering and Contracts Officer (Chair).

An RFT Evaluation and Probity Plan was developed and approved by the Evaluation Panel between the 13
and 20 September 2018.
Tenders for Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and Fixtures Supply Services were called on 4 September 2018.
Advertisements for the Tender were placed in the Local Government Tenders section of the Sydney
Morning Herald, Wentworth Courier and Council’s online tendering portal Tenders Online on 4 September
2018.
Tenders closed on 27 September 2018 at 2 pm.
The Evaluation Panel used the RFT Evaluation and Probity Plan to determine which tenders offered the best
value for money in the provision of Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and Fixtures Supply Services to Council.
Tenders received
The following tenders were received via Tenders Online:

















Moodie Outdoor Products Pty Ltd.
Cora Bile Rack Pty Ltd.
TRJ Engineering (The Trustee for TRJ Trust).
Street Furniture Australia Pty Ltd.
Tom Stoddart Pty Ltd, trading as Town and Park.
Northern Fencing Specialists Pty Ltd.
Austral Masonary Holdings, trading as Urbanstone.
Cunneen Signs.
Agwill Pty Ltd, trading as CIVIQ.
Urban Fountains and Furniture Pty Ltd.
Pebblecrete Insitu Pty Ltd.
Claude Outdoor Pty Ltd.
HUB Australasia Pty Ltd.
Unisite Group.
Emerdyn Pty Ltd.
EP Draffin Manufacturing Pty Ltd.

The following tenders were received via email:
 Commercial Systems Australia Pty Ltd.
 Insign Graphics Pty Ltd.
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Late Tenders
There were no late tenders received.
Non-conforming Tenders
The following non-conforming tenders were received:
 The tender submitted by Cora Bike Rack Pty Ltd was deemed to be non-conforming due to the fact
they did submit either returnable schedule for Volume 4 (Commercial) or 5 (Technical) and was not
considered further.
 The tender submitted by Moodie Outdoor Products Pty Ltd was deemed to be non-conforming due
to the fact they did submit either returnable schedule for Volume 4 or 5 and was not considered
further.
 The tender submitted by Northern Fencing Specialists Pty Ltd was deemed to be non-conforming
due to the fact they did submit a price schedule and was not considered further.
 The tender submitted by Street Furniture Australia Pty Ltd was deemed to be non-conforming due
to the fact they did not submit a returnable schedule for Volume 4 and was not considered further.
 The tender submitted by TRJ Engineering was deemed to be non-conforming due to the fact they
did submit either a risk plan or Volume 4 and was not considered further.
 The tender submitted by Commercial Systems Australia Pty Ltd was deemed to be non-conforming
due to its tender not submitted in the correct manner via Tenders Online.
 The tender submitted by Insign Graphics Pty Ltd was deemed to be non-conforming due to its
tender not submitted in the correct manner via Tenders Online.
Alternative tenders
There were no alternative tenders received:
11 tenders met the mandatory requirements and proceeded to a detailed evaluation. The conforming
tenders are listed below:
CONFORMING TENDERS EVALUATED
Agwill Pty Ltd, trading as CIVIQ
Cunneen Signs
Claude Outdoor Pty Ltd
Emerdyn Pty Ltd
E.P. Draffin Manufacturing Pty Ltd
HUB Australasia Pty Ltd
Pebblecrete Insitu Pty Ltd
Tom Stoddart Pty Ltd
Urban Fountains and Furniture Pty Ltd
The Trustee for TR family Trust, trading as Unisite Group
Austral Masonary Holdings, trading as Urbanstone
Tender evaluation
Conforming tenders were evaluated in accordance with Council’s Purchasing Procedures and RFT
Evaluation and Probity Plan, the Tendering Guidelines for NSW Local Government 2009 issued by the Office
of Local Government, and the provisions of the Local Government Act 1993 and Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005.
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The Evaluation Panel agreed on the following criteria to be used against the advertised selection criteria:
Advertised Evaluation Criteria
Company/supplier demonstrated capacity and
experience
Company/supplier demonstrated sustainability and
ethics
Demonstrated fitness for purpose and design
Demonstrated nominated product offering against
performance specification
Product warranties
Product lead times
Work, Health and Safety
Financial and Commercial trading integrity including
insurances
The lump sum price
Tenders were given a score on each of the evaluation criteria, resulting in a total score out of 100. Tenders
were ranked in accordance with the price offered using the ‘basket of goods’ approach, which provided a
value for money ranking. Final scores and rankings are shown in the confidential Tender Evaluation Matrix
attached to this report.
Clarifications were sought from many of the conforming tenderers, most common area being for missing
information such as warranties and product schedules
Evaluation panel’s recommendation
Following evaluation of the tenders the Evaluation Panel recommends that the services/product offered by
the seven tenderers listed below provide the best value to Council.
The panel’s recommendations for each category are summarised below:
1. Category 1 – Paving, recommended tenderer is Austral Masonary Holdings, trading as Urbanstone,
due to superior product design and being fit for purpose for the contract. There were two bids for
this category;
2. Category 2 – Seating, recommended tenderer is Tom Stoddart Pty Ltd, trading as Town and Park,
which is a strong Australian owned company with good experience in fabrication industry and
products which matched the specification requirement. There were three tenders for this category;
3. Category 3 – Bicycle Racks, recommended tenderer is Agwill Pty Ltd, trading as Civiq, from five
tenderers, due to being a Sydney based company with established history in producing drinking
fountains from design, to fabrication and using local products. Very price competitive.
4. Category 4 – Bins, recommended tenderer is E.P. Draffin Manufacturing Pty Ltd, competitively
priced, whilst it is also well established and great experience with fabrication. The company also
meets the design specification well. Five tenderers bid for this category.
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5. Category 5 – Bollards, recommended tenderer is The Trustee for TR Family Trust, trading as Unisite
Group, whose demonstrated product meets the specifications with high quality stainless steel
bollards, whilst it is a large, well established company. Three tenderers bid for this category.
6. Category 7 – Drinking Fountains, recommended tenderer is EP Draffin Manufacturing Pty Ltd, which
has a long company history and experience, owned and operated in Australia. Supports local jobs
and has its own fabrication facilities, whilst Product meets specified requirements and aligns with
specified design aesthetics. Five tenderers bid for this category.
7. Category 8 – Signage, recommended tenderer is Cunneen & Company Pty Ltd, who is a wellestablished company, with extensive experience in fabrication, short lead times and overall sound
value for money offer. Two tenderers bid for this category.
There were no conforming bids for Category 6 items. It is recommended that the General Manager, or
delegated representative, to negotiate with other suppliers for these items.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Financial impact statement
The budget for Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and Fixtures Supply Services is drawn from approved
Capital Work projects and from the Strategic Asset Maintenance Program.
The preferred tenderers’ prices are included in the confidential Tender Evaluation Matrix attached to this
report.
The total anticipated funding required for Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and Fixtures Supply Services is
$10 million
The total budget allocation for the Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and Fixtures Supply Services is currently
project specific. There is no independent budget allocated for the supply of pavers, furniture, and fixtures.
Timeframe
Over five years on and from January 2019, with extension options of two x 12 months at Council’s
discretion.
Consultation
There was no public consultation undertaken for this project, the initiation of the project was from internal
stakeholder consultation, and the requirement for an easier process for procuring pavers, furniture, and
fixtures for capital works projects, and ongoing maintenance of the public domain.
6.

Conclusion

The Tender Evaluation Panel recommends that Council enters into contracts with the following suppliers
for Public Domain Furniture, Pavers and Fixtures Supply Services.






Category 1 – Paving: Austral Masonary Holdings, t/a Urbanstone.
Category 2 – Seating: Tom Stoddart Pty Ltd, t/a Town and Park.
Category 3 – Bicycle Racks: Agwill Pty Ltd, t/a Civiq.
Category 4 – Bins: EP Draffin Manufacturing.
Category 5 – Bollards: The Trustee for TR Family Trust, t/a Unisite Group.
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 Category 7 – Drinking Fountains: E.P. Draffin Manufacturing.
 Category 8 – Signage: Cunneen and Company Pty Ltd.
7.
1.

Attachments
Tender Evaluation Matrix (confidential) .
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REPORT
CM/7.21/18.11
Subject:

Tender Evaluation - LED Lighting Upgrades - Council
Buildings

TRIM No:

SF18/3625

Author:

Peter Thrift, Coodinator, Sustainable Energy

Director:

Sam McGuinness, Acting Director, Waverley Futures

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

Treats the Tender Evaluation Matrix attached to this report as confidential in accordance with
section 11(3) of the Local Government Act 1993, as it relates to a matter specified in section
10A(2)(d)(i) of the Local Government Act 1993. The Matrix contains commercial information of a
confidential nature that would, if disclosed prejudice the commercial position of the person who
supplied it.

2.

Reallocates $300,000 from the 2019/20 Main Road Street Lighting Upgrades project budget (CO705)
and $31,605 from the 2018/19 Sustainable Waverley operational budget to the Facilities Sustainable
Energy Upgrades budget (C0034), thereby enabling Council to deliver the full scope of this project.

3.

Under clause 178(1)(a) of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, accepts LOWA Lighting as
the preferred tenderer for the supply and installation of LED lighting at Council buildings for the sum
of $[TO BE INSERTED BY COUNCIL AT THE MEETING].

4.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into a contract on behalf of
Council with LOWA Lighting for the supply and installation of LED lighting at Council buildings.

5.

Notifies unsuccessful tenderers of the decision in accordance with clause 179 of the Local
Government (General) Regulation 2005.

1.

Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s approval to accept LOWA Lighting as the preferred tenderer
for the supply and installation of LED lighting at Council buildings, and enter into a contract with LOWA
Lighting to facilitate the delivery of services outlined in the tender. If Council does not wish to make a
budget adjustment to provide for the full scope of work, an alternative recommendation allowing for the
scope to be reduced to align with the original budget provision will be provided.
2.

Introduction/Background

The Environmental Action Plan 2018-2030 outlines ambitious targets for Council to reduce our greenhouse
gas emissions. Improving energy efficiency of Council buildings is a cost effective way to reduce our
emissions and achieves reduced emissions into the future. Council’s 2018-19 capital works budget has
allocated $571,500 to deliver the Facilities Energy & Water Saving Action Plan (FEWSAP). The scope of this
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project is to implement energy efficiency upgrades at Council buildings to reduce operating costs and
contribute to Council’s CO2 emission reduction targets. Buildings included in this project are listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Waverley Library
Mill Hill Community Centre
Alexandria Integrated Facility
Waverley Early Education Centre
Customer Service Centre
Margaret Whitlam Recreation Centre

Upgrading existing fluorescent lighting to LED is a key component of this project. In April 2018 Council
appointed lighting consultants Webb Australia to provide Council with specifications for suitable LED
lighting replacements at each of the above sites, prepare a new lighting design for Waverley Library, and
provide up to date supply and install cost estimates for the proposed fittings and design.
The Local Government Act requires Council to call tenders for any purchase of goods or services for
contracts that have a total contract value of above $150,000. Tenders were called as an avenue that
provided Council with an opportunity to test the market, and recommend a company or companies that
could provide Council with the best value for money for the services.
Using the specifications and designs provided by Webb Australia Council, Council ran a tender for the
supply and installation of LED lighting at the sites identified above, including removal and recycling of
obsolete fittings, and the generation of Energy Saving Certificates (ESC’s) under the NSW Government
rebate Scheme. These new lighting specifications will also be used to upgrade all lighting across Council
buildings and assets as they require replacement or where upgrades are occurring.
As part of the Request for Tender, tenderers were required to provide:
 Technical data sheets for each proposed fitting to demonstrate conformance with the
specifications provided for all 43 LED fitting types requested;
 Evidence of previous experience delivering similar projects, along with project referees;
 A project methodology illustrating how the project would be delivered;
 Estimated electricity consumption and cost savings resulting from the project.
3.

Relevant Council Resolutions

Council or Committee Meeting
and Date
Council meeting, 18.06.2018

Minute No.
CM/7.4/18.06

Decision
That Council:
1.
Adopts the Environmental Action Plan
2018-2030 attached to this report.
2.

4.

Notes the inclusion of the Environmental
Action Plan 2018-2030 as part of Council’s
resourcing strategy for the purposes of
integrated planning and reporting.

Discussion

Invitation to tender
A Tender Evaluation Panel was established to evaluate the tenders. The Panel consisted of:


Bart McGuffin
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Tobias Kuchta
Sam McGuinness
Peter Thrift (Chairman)
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Facilities Coordinator
Executive Manager, Sustainable Waverley
Coordinator, Sustainable Energy

A Tender Evaluation Plan and Probity Plan were developed and approved by the Evaluation Panel on 15
October 2018. Tenders for the supply and installation of LED lighting were called on 16 October 2018.
Advertisements for the Tender were placed in the Local Government Tenders section of the Sydney
Morning Herald on 16 October 2018.
Tenders closed on 5 November 2018 at 5pm. The electronic tender box was unlocked on 7 November 2018.
The Evaluation Panel used the RFT Evaluation & Probity Plan to determine which tenders offered the best
value for money in the provision of lighting upgrades to Council.
Tenders Received
The following tenders were received:





LOWA Lighting
CBD Mechanical Electrical
Tagteam Australia
Cherry Energy Solutions

Late Tenders
Nil
Non-conforming Tenders
Cherry Energy Solutions provided a non-conforming tender due to the absence of financial statements
which were identified as Mandatory Criteria. C2 Schedule of Prices was also non-confirming as prices were
not included in this document, but rather referenced an attachment (which itself was incomplete).
Alternative Tenders
No alternative tenders were received.
Three tenders met the mandatory requirements and proceeded to a detailed evaluation. The conforming
tenders are listed below:
CONFORMING TENDERS EVALUATED
LOWA Lighting
CBD Mechanical Electrical
Tagteam Australia
Tender Evaluation
Conforming tenders were evaluated in accordance with Council’s Purchasing Procedures, the RFT
Evaluation & Probity Plan, and the Tendering Guidelines for NSW Local Government 2009 issued by the
Office of Local Government, and the provisions of the Local Government Act 1993 and Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005.
The Evaluation Panel agreed on the following weightings to be used against the advertised selection criteria
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Non-commercial Criteria
Conformance with specifications
Previous experience
Methodology and timeframe
Environmental Sustainability
Total non-Commercial Sub Weightings

Weighting
30%
15%
10%
5%
60%

Commercial Criteria
Price
Total Commercial Sub Weightings

Weighting
40%
40%

Tenders were given a score by each Panel member on each of the non-commercial evaluation criteria.
Tenders were ranked in accordance with the average of these scores, weighted as above to a combined
total of 60%.
The commercial ranking was then undertaken on the basis of price, and given a weighting of 40%.
On the basis of the sum of these two weighted scores, final scores out of 100 and rankings were
determined and are shown in the Tender Evaluation Matrix (Attachment 1).
Evaluation Panel’s Recommendation
Following a rigorous evaluation of the tenders the Evaluation Panel recommends that the services offered
by LOWA Lighting provides the best value to Council. Of the two other conforming tenderers, CBD’s
response did not provide data sheets for 15 out of 43 fitting types and provided limited information on
their methodology. Tagteam’s response did not include data sheets for any of their fittings, and they did
not price the entire scope of the project.
It is recommended that Council accepts LOWA Lighting as the preferred tenderer and proceed to establish a
contract with LOWA for the services outlined in the tender.
5.

Financial impact statement/Timeframe/Consultation

Financial impact statement
The quoted price for the full scope of this project is $870,695 (GST excluded).
The lighting at the Library has reached the end of its economic life and presents an occupational hazard in
some areas due to diffusers falling out of fittings hanging overhead. In addition, the current design is not
complimentary to the space, particularly in the foyer entrance and main staircase areas. Upgrades at the
Library are therefore split into a like for like upgrade component (in areas where no redesign of current
layouts are required) and a design and feature lighting component – where the existing lighting layout will
be improved and additional feature lights added to emphasise the architectural features of the building
(such as the atrium in the foyer and high ceilings above and behind the staircase). The Waverley Library
design and feature lighting component of the project is valued at ($579,761 GST excluded).
The existing budget of $571,500 for this project is from the 2018-19 capital works budget, with $539,100
available for this tender. Currently there is a funding deficit of $331,595 to complete this project. To
overcome this budget deficit it is proposed that funding of $31,605 from the Sustainable Waverley budget
and $300,000 of funding from the 2019-20 Main Road Street Lighting Upgrade budget be reallocated to the
Facilities Sustainable Energy Upgrades (C0034) project budget. Council currently has $350,000 allocated to
Main Road Street Lighting Upgrades to be delivered in partnership with Ausgrid in 2018-19 and 2019-20.
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This project seeks the same outcome of reduced greenhouse gas emissions and maintenance charges. It
should be noted that these streetlighting works are likely to still be able to proceed as Ausgrid offer a
number of payment options for Council’s besides upfront capital payments.
If Councillors are not supportive of reallocating budget to complete the full scope of this project, the scope
of the project can be reduced. The value of the “like for like” upgrade reduced scope of this project (i.e.
excluding the new design and feature lighting at Waverley Library) is $290,934 (GST excluded). By excluding
the Waverley Library design and feature lighting component which would cost $290,934 (GST excluded).
This would enable “like for like” upgrades to be completed at all sites and underspending the existing
budget by $248,146. Recommendations for this option are included below should Councillors seek to
amend the current proposed recommendations.
That Council:
1. Treats the Tender Evaluation Matrix attached to this report as confidential in accordance with section
11(3) of the Local Government Act 1993, as the Matrix relates to a matter specified in section 10A(2)
of the Local Government Act 1993. The Matrix contains commercial information of a confidential
nature that would, if disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person(s) who supplied it
(10A(2)(d)(i)).
2.

Reduces the scope of the project to complete lighting upgrades at Waverley Early Education Centre,
Mill Hill Community Centre, Margaret Whitlam Recreation Centre, Customer Service Centre,
Alexandria Integrated Facility and the ‘like for like’ lighting replacements in Waverley Library, but not
the Waverley Library lighting design (baton lighting and feature lighting) component.

3.

Under clause 178(1)(a) of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, accepts LOWA Lighting
as the preferred tenderer for the supply and installation of LED lighting at Council buildings.

4.

Authorises the General Manager, or delegated representative, to enter into a contract on behalf of
Council with LOWA Lighting to facilitate the delivery of the services outlined in the tender as per the
reduced scope outlined in clause 2 above.

5.

Notifies unsuccessful tenderers of the decision in accordance with clause 179 of the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005.

The full scope of this project will save approximately 280 MWh of electricity per annum. This will reduce
Council’s greenhouse gas emission by 232 tonnes CO2e each year into the future and continue the trend of
Council continually decreasing our greenhouse gas emissions.
Timeframe
Council is aiming to commence works by January 2019 with completion by 30 June 2019. Consultation with
building occupants has been undertaken over the past six months during the scoping phase. There is strong
buy in with stakeholders for the upgrades to proceed – particularly at Waverley Library.
Consultation
This project has been designed and developed by the Sustainable Waverley Department in close
collaboration with the Waverley Facilities team. Significant consultation has occurred with building users
and occupants impacted including Waverley Library staff. Consultation has also occurred with Finance
Waverley and Creation Waverley regarding budgeting of this project.
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Conclusion

The Tender Evaluation Panel recommends Council accepts LOWA Lighting as the preferred tenderer for the
supply and installation of LED lighting at Council buildings. The Panel recommends that Council authorise
the General Manager or delegated representative, to negotiate and enter into a contract on behalf of
Council with LOWA Lighting for the provision of the services outlined in the tender.
7.
1.

Attachments
LED Lighting Tender Evaluation Matrix (confidential) .
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NOTICE OF MOTION
CM/8.1/18.11
Subject:

Oxford Street Mall and Roscoe Street Markets Commercial Contracts

TRIM No:

A10/0384

Submitted by:

Councillor Masselos

MOTION:
That Council builds the following requirements into future commercial contracts with market operators for
the Oxford Street Mall and Roscoe Street markets:
1.

Best practice sustainability operations.

2.

No single-use plastics to be permitted under the new contracts.

3.

Ongoing monitoring for the duration of the contract to ensure single use plastics are not used.

General Manager’s comment
The tendering process to award new licenses to operate markets at Oxford Street and Roscoe Street Malls
provides the opportunity for Council to specify the requirement that future operators ensure stallholders
do not use single use plastics.
Single-use plastics include plastic bags, polystyrene, straws and cutlery. Through ensuring that alternative
reusable or biodegradable materials are used by future market operators, Council will assist in helping
reduce the estimated 8 million tonnes of plastics that currently make their way into our oceans each year.
Officers from the Facilities and Sustainability teams will work to ensure the appropriate specification is
included in the tender documentation. As agreed at the recent Councillor workshop, officers will email the
draft specification to Councillors in the coming weeks, with the tender process scheduled to commence in
January 2019.
The ongoing monitoring of this requirement will be carried out by the Facilities team as part of the normal
process of contract management for the duration of the licence agreement.
R Hensman
Acting Director Waverley Life
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NOTICE OF MOTION
CM/8.2/18.11
Subject:

Commercial Photo Shoot and Filming Conditions

TRIM No:

A09/0454

Submitted by:

Councillor Masselos

MOTION:
That Council:
1.

Does not allow commercial photo shoots and filming activities that occur in public open spaces and
parks to use huts that are for use by residents and visitors.

2.

Stipulates in conditions of hire that commercial photo shoots and filming activities must have their
own accommodations (by way of small marquee or other such item), if they require costuming
facilities, hair and make-up, sun protection or equipment storage for the duration of the activity.

3.

Officers, upon approving applications for commercial photo shoots and filming activities, advise
applicants of the terms and conditions related to the use of huts in parks and open spaces. This
advice is to be provided both verbally and by way of an information sheet detailing hire terms and
conditions.

Background
With the increasing number of commercial photo shoots at public beaches and parks such as Bronte Beach,
there is an increased use of huts to serve as dressing rooms, make-up rooms and equipment storage. There
have been a number of complaints from residents about the encroachment of commercial activities into
limited public facilities such as the huts, which are for public/resident use.
General Manager’s comment
Officers view clauses one and two of this motion to be a positive improvement to the permit process for
filming and photography.
Regarding clause 3, the current process is undertaken via an online (although not automated) application
process meaning the majority of communication is via email. Officers will make every attempt to contact
applicants verbally; however, this may not always be possible due to time constraints or availability of
contacts. The priority is to ensure applicants provide written confirmation to Council that they will adhere
to the relevant terms and conditions. A further option for consideration, which may achieve the same or
similar outcome, could be to prominently feature permit material related to accommodations within the
permit application and specify that hirers are required to indicate where they intend to set up their
temporary accommodation if their shoot has costuming, hair and make-up, sun protection or equipment
storage facility requirements.
R Hensman
Acting Director Waverley Life
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NOTICE OF MOTION
CM/8.3/18.11
Subject:

Waverley Cemetery - Boundary/Verge Beautification

TRIM No:

A02/0658-06

Submitted by:

Councillor Masselos

MOTION:
That Council:
1.

Investigates undertaking a boundary/verge beautification program in Waverley Cemetery that:
(a)

Considers an appropriate planting treatment for the verge areas surrounding the external
boundaries of the cemetery.

(b)

Considers the possibility of creating footpaths with suitable kerb and guttering.

(c)

Considers the possibility of creating appropriate parking bays at various points.

2.

Liaises with Randwick Council about undertaking a similar beautification program on the southern
boundary of Waverley Cemetery.

3.

Officers report back to Council on options, budgets and time frames.

Background
There is an opportunity to beautify the external boundaries of Waverley Cemetery, given the scope of
recent works that have seen new fencing, remediation of the gully, coastal walk and sandstone walls, and
other upgrades.
Residents also report that cars often park on the grass verges which have been responsible for damage to
trees and the recently erected fencing.
Given the importance of the Cemetery to Waverley’s history and to the community, there is a need to
beautiful the surrounds of the Cemetery.
General Manager’s comment
In considering boundary/verge beautification of Waverley Cemetery, the following points require
consideration:
Trafalgar Street
Improvement works were undertaken to the streetscape on to the corner of Trafalgar and St Thomas Street
in 2014–15, with the installation of sandstone kerb and gutter to Trafalgar Street, angle parking, planting
and paths. The remaining length of Trafalgar Street remained as a bitumen edge and natural verge. The
existing Melaleuca armillary and Banksias along the verge are endemic to the NSW coast. It is advised that
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any works to this verge should not compromise existing plantings particularly as these trees provide habitat
for small birds.
As this road slopes directly downhill a formal kerb and gutter are not required on the cemetery side of the
road for drainage purposes. The road width is approximately 6.5 metres wide. Parallel parking to both sides
of the road cannot be accommodated within the existing road reserve, Australian Standards 2890.5 Parking
facilities Part 5: On-street parking, requires a minimum of 6.1 metres for parallel parking and one lane
width, currently cars pull aside to allow for adequate car passing along the Street. As a natural edge to
Trafalgar Street cemetery verge is preferred it is not recommended that the road widen to allow for
additional parking. Infill planting along the verge can be considered.
St Thomas Street
The street consists of kerb and gutter with footpath and planting to both sides of the road. The topography
along the Cemetery boundary varies from flat to steep requiring sections of retaining walls. Additional
weed control and general maintenance could be focussed in some parts of the verge adjoining the
cemetery.
Boundary Street
Waverley Councils municipality boundary extends to the existing sandstone fence of the cemetery, the
entire verge along Boundary Street of both sides of the road are the responsibility of Randwick Council.
Council can enquire of any planned improvements or make suggestions for new works on this verge,
however Randwick Council would be responsible for taking on these works.
The proposed work within Waverley LGA only is estimated to cost $200,000.
E Scott
Director, Waverley Renewal
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NOTICE OF MOTION
CM/8.4/18.11
Subject:

Bondi Junction Cycleway - Review

TRIM No:

A14/0193

Submitted by:

Councillor Masselos
Councillor Wakefield

MOTION:
That:
1.

A review of the current proposed Bondi Junction Cycleway be undertaken by the Mayor and the
three Ward Councillors to determine status and progress.

2.

An update be provided to Council by way of a status report.

Background
The Traffic Committee approved this project in principle over 12 months ago. However, given that not all of
the $11.4 million is forthcoming from TfNSW at this time; the conditions that have been placed on where
the existing $5.3 million is to be spent; and other initiatives that are dependent upon cycleway works will
be impacted, it is prudent to undertake a review of the status and progress of the project.
General Manager’s comment
Council officers have now signed the $5.3 million funding agreement for the 2018–19 financial year for the
Bondi Junction cycleway, representing 50% of the total cost of the project over multiple years. RMS has
invited Council to submit a funding update for the 2019–20 financial year, which is due in December 2018
for the remaining funding.
The Review of Environmental Factors is due for completion in December in order go on public exhibition in
February 2019. Officers have commenced the process of negotiating with the preferred tenders, as
endorsed by Council.
E Scott
Director, Waverley Renewal
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NOTICE OF MOTION
CM/8.5/18.11
Subject:

Affordable Housing

TRIM No:

A13/0385

Submitted by:

Councillor Keenan

MOTION:
That:
1.

For the purpose of expanding its potential as an affordable housing facilitator, Council officers
investigate and report on options and forms of a housing trading entity such that it can attract
investment funding into affordable housing in Waverley.

2.

The housing trading entity, trust or company be charged with acquiring and providing affordable
housing, and is set up as a commercial operation similar to the City of Port Phillip Bay Housing Trust
in Victoria.

Background
The shortage of affordable, secure rental accommodation in Waverley and Sydney generally is well known
and documented. Council has long provided affordable housing units, and has been restricted from
expanding its portfolio by government including removal of section 94 contributions plan through the
planning process. This permitted Council to negotiate contributions in exchange for developments
exceeding LEP controls. These housing units are often only short-term (often three years), and rely on
overdevelopment to achieve the contribution. The City of Port Phillip Bay in Victoria in 2005 set up the Port
Phillip Housing Trust and transferred its existing portfolio of 12 rental properties into the Trust. The Trust
operates as a separate entity, similar for example to a company set up by Universities to undertake
contract research; see <http://www.portphillip.vic.gov.au/portphillip-housing-trust-direct-contributions.
htm>.
Investment funding can be sourced, for example, through the Federal Government’s Private Investment
Pathway, announced in December 2017 by Assistant Treasurer Michael Sukkar, on the basis of research by
Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute (AHURI); see <https://www.ahuri.edu.au>. The Federal
government program announcement is at <https://theconversation.com/government-guarantee-opensinvestment-highway-to-affordable-housing-88549>.
Other models are:
 The Housing Trust in Wollongong, which also manages leases on private property for affordable
housing clients; see <https://housingtrust.org.au>.
 The South Australian Housing Trust.
 Peabody (UK).
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 New York City Housing Authority; see <https://www1.nyc.gov/nyc-resources/service/2286/newyork-city-housing-authority-nycha-public-housing>.
General Manager’s comment
If Council wishes to explore mechanisms for achieving greater provision of affordable housing, a project can
be initiated to investigate the types of initiatives identified in the motion. This work is currently not
provided for within the work programme; however, provision could be made for it with timing and any
impacts on other work priorities reported back to Council for consideration, if necessary.
R Hensman
Acting Director, Waverley Life
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NOTICE OF MOTION
CM/8.6/18.11
Subject:

Land Clearing in NSW and Native Animal Habitat Loss

TRIM No:

A05/0878

Submitted by:

Councillor Keenan

MOTION:
That:
1.

The Mayor writes to the Premier, Gladys Berejiklian, and the Environment Minister, Gabrielle Upton,
calling on the Government to immediately:
(a)

End broad-scale land clearing of remnant native vegetation while assisting rural communities
with targeted structural adjustment.

(b)

Implement legislation preventing habitat loss to stop the unacceptable practice of waiting until
a species becomes listed as endangered or threatened before attempting to take action.

2.

Officers prepare a report to Council on tree removals; in particular, healthy trees removed for
development purposes, and the impact this loss has had on native species in the local government
area.

3.

Notes that the clearing of native vegetation poses the single greatest threat to biodiversity. The
majority of remaining native habitat in New South Wales is owned and managed privately, and it is in
these intensively used areas that the greatest challenges for biodiversity conservation are found.

4.

Also notes that the New South Wales Liberal Government gave permission to clear over 7,000
hectares of native vegetation in 2015–16 (last figures available) the second highest rate of clearing in
a decade, while the creation of new conservation areas and restoration of bushland has slumped
under the Berejiklian government.

Background
In 2013–14, 900 hectares was cleared in total. In 2014–15, this jumped to 2,730 hectares and by 2015–16 it
had increased to 7,390 hectares. At the same time measures to conserve native vegetation, such as new
conservation measures and restoration, slumped to the lowest level in a decade.
Restoration of native vegetation areas fell to 116,170 hectares in 2015–16, less than half the decade
average. Weed removal programs also went into reverse, with just a tiny fraction of the areas being
managed for weeds—29,970 hectares compared to the decade average of 182,200 hectares.
An FOI obtained by the Guardian (4/8/18) and obtained by EDO NSW for the Nature Conservation Council,
was prepared by the Office of Environment and Heritage for the Environment Minister and outlined the
consequences of Ms Upton agreeing to land-clearing codes proposed by Primary Industries Minister Niall
Blair. The document also shows the Minister was warned the laws could cause a 45% spike in land clearing
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and that they would mostly benefit very large agribusinesses that could clear land on a massive scale, not
smaller enterprises and farming communities across the state.
The document includes damning evidence that the Environment Minister approved the new laws Land
Management (Native Vegetation) Code 2017 knowing they would expose 99% of identified koala habitat on
private land to clearing; see <https://www.nature.org.au/media/287234/gipa945-ir-document-3.pdf>.
Koala numbers have dramatically dropped and there is now real concern they could disappear from the
wild in New South Wales by 2050.
General Manager’s comment
Regarding clause 2, this impact would be difficult to quantify without speculating on what native species
were there previously. Council officers could calculate or approximate the number of trees removed
through development, although there would be a high potential for error within this. This work is currently
not provided for within the work programme and guidance on priority would be helpful if Council is of a
mind to proceed.
S McGuinness
Acting Director, Waverley Futures
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NOTICE OF MOTION
CM/8.7/18.11
Subject:

Repeal the Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act 2018

TRIM No:

A02/0666

Submitted by:

Councillor Copeland

MOTION:
That Council:
1.

Writes to the NSW Government, including the Minister for the Environment, Gabrielle Upton, and
also to the Opposition Shadow for the Environment, Penny Sharpe, as a matter of urgency,
requesting the repeal of the Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act 2018 (adopted 5 June 2018), and the
reactivation of the Kosciuszko National Park Draft Wild Horse Management Plan 2016 as a new
starting point.

2.

Notes the Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act 2018 is unlikely to limit the reduction of feral horse
populations in KNP under the guise of heritage, and will allow runaway population increase and
environmental destruction. See <https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/act/2018/24>.

3.

Notes the Kosciuszko National Park Draft Wild Horse Management Plan 2016 contains a number of
options, including culling, and all the options are subject to community comment/consultation. See
<https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/protectsnowies/knp-wild-horse-plan-draft160271.pdf>

4.

Notes that Peter Cochran, former NSW Nationals member for Eden-Monaro and an owner of a
horse-trekking business conducted in northern KNP, had instructed a solicitor to draft the original
bill. He has seemingly been able to pressure John Barilaro, NSW Nationals leader and member for
Eden-Monaro, into introducing the Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act 2018. See <http://www.abc.
net.au/7.30/wild-horses-at-the-centre-of-a-controversial-new/9941254>.

5.

Notes that destructive feral horses do not have heritage value in KNP, if they did then so would
destructive feral foxes, pigs, rabbits, dogs and deer also have heritage value.

6.

Notes that feral horses are pest in KNP as they destroy the habitat of native flora and fauna. Feral
horses are everywhere in Australia and there are plenty of them. Conversely, the endangered flora
and fauna in KNP are unique and limited in number and range—generally to KNP—which is less than
one percent of the Australian land mass.

7.

Notes that feral horses suffer substantially, especially as numbers increase, from starvation. It has
been observed that they eat into, and from, the stomachs of horses who have died of starvation
because there is no other food available.
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Background
Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act 2018
https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/act/2018/24
Kosciuszko National Park Draft Wild Horse Management Plan 2016
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/protectsnowies/knp-wild-horse-plan-draft-160271.pdf
Save Kosci Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.
https://savekosci.org
Why does Kosciuszko National Park need saving?
 An escalation of environmental damage by wild horses over the past five years.
 The passing in June 2018 of legislation by the NSW Parliament that gives wild horses in Kosciuszko
National Park more protection than native animals.
These animals and plants of Kosciuszko National Park are listed by the NSW and/or Commonwealth
governments as under threat from wild horses:













Alpine she-oak skink.
Alpine tree frog.
Anenome buttercup.
Archer's Carex.
Broad-toothed mouse.
Corroboree frog.
Guthega skink.
Kelton's leek orchid.
Kiandra leek orchid.
Leafy anchor plant.
Max Mueller's burr-daisy.
Monaro golden daisy, a striking yellow daisy with flowers on 30 cm stalks. It is found in Kosciuszko
National Park. Outside the Park, it can be found in fenced areas such as Old Adaminaby Cemetery
and the Old Cooma Common Grassland Reserve.
 Raleigh sedge.
 Shining cudweed, a silver-leafed daisy, found in the higher parts of Kosciuszko National Park and in
the Victorian Alps. It lives in areas frequented by horses: wet areas near streams, on the edges of
bogs, and sod tussock grassland.
 Sphagnum moss.
The history of the debate (including a series of links below)
In 2016, the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service published a Draft Wild Horse Management Plan.
Extensive consultation had revealed polarised views: some wanted wild horses to remain in Kosciuszko, and
others wanted immediate reductions towards a target of zero horses. The draft plan proposed a
compromise: a reduction to 3,000 horses in 10 years, and to 600 in 20 years.
Pro-horse groups successfully lobbied the NSW Government for the draft plan to be shelved. In June 2018,
the NSW Parliament passed the Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Bill, which requires the NPWS to protect
wild horses in the Park and sets up a Wild Horse Community Advisory Panel with a guaranteed majority,
under the present NSW government, of pro-horse representatives.
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Meanwhile, a NSW government scientific committee has proposed damage by wild horses be listed as a
‘key threatening process’ to biodiversity in NSW. This proposal is now under consideration by the
government. Given the government's passing of the Wild Horse Heritage Bill, it is possible this evidencebased proposal may be rejected or shelved.
The Wild Horse Heritage Bill will be an issue in the March 2019 NSW elections. The ‘Save Kosci’ walk from
Sydney to the summit of Mount Kosciuszko aims to raise awareness among NSW voters, so that they can
consider the issue in their voting choices. Every day until then, the environmental damage by the wild
horses in Kosciuszko National Park will increase, and the journey to recovery becomes harder.
Some more recent history in the links below.
Six Decades Ago
https://www.smh.com.au/environment/conservation/how-a-most-beautiful-plant-helped-turn-theconservationist-tide-20180608-p4zk98.html
Impact of feral horses on Kosciuszko National Park Feb 2015
Worboys, GL; Good, RB; Freudenberger, D; Good, R; Pulsford, I; and Banks, S. 2015. ‘Our Australian Alps are
Changing …. For the Worse’. Canberra at https://theaustralianalps.wordpress.com/the-alpspartnership/publications-and-research/our-australian-alps-are-changing-for-the-worse/
Independent Technical Reference Group April 2015
https://dondriscoll.files.wordpress.com/2017/06/foc-submission-to-itrg-re-horsest-apr-2015-finalfinal2.pdf
Kosciuszko National Park Draft Wild Horse Management Plan 2016
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/protectsnowies/kosciuszko-national-park-draft-wild-horsemanagement-plan-2016.htm
New Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Bill proposal
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-05-20/culling-kosciousko-brumbies-banned-under-plan-nationalicon/9780558
Australian Academy of Science letter to John Barilaro, 1 Jun 2018
https://www.science.org.au/files/userfiles/support/documents/letter-aas-jb-re-kosciuszko-wild-horseheritage-bill-2018.pdf
The Guardian, 4 June 2018
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/jun/04/nsw-brumby-plan-makes-kosciuskoconservation-impossible-rspca-says
Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Bill 2018 adopted on 5 June 2018
https://www.smh.com.au/environment/conservation/insane-government-gets-its-way-on-wild-horsesdespite-protests-from-scientists-20180606-p4zjrn.html
Driscoll, D; Richie, E; Doherty, T; 7 June 2018. The Conversation at
https://theconversation.com/passing-the-brumby-bill-is-a-backward-step-for-environmental-protection-inaustralia97920?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20June%208
%202018%20%20103619133&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20June%208%202018%20
%20103619133+CID_d74835281987cfe47bb985c2d651558c&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=
Passing%20the%20brumby%20bill%20is%20a%20backward%20step%20for%20environmental%20protectio
n%20in%20Australia
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Resignation of Threatened Species Scientific Committee member 7 June 2018
https://twitter.com/d0ct0r_dave/status/1004537089025662976?lang=en
Peter Cochran initiates the drafting of the Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act 2018
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-07-04/peter-cochrane-tweet-20-may-2018.jpg/9938382
Peter Cochran denies he has a conflict of interest
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-07-04/nsw-brumby-protections-a-skilful-use-of-democracylobbyist/9931110
Worboys G. 3 July 2018. ‘Kosciuszko. The destruction of a national heritage icon?’ Pearls and Irritations at
https://johnmenadue.com/graeme-worboys-kosciuzko-the-destruction-of-a-national-heritage-icon/
Video 4 minutes in, John Barilaro and Peter Cochran re Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act 2018, 4 Jul
2018
http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/wild-horses-at-the-centre-of-a-controversial-new/9941254
Penny Sharp, Labor 9 Sep 2018
https://www.facebook.com/pennysharpelabor/posts/2165340837042445?__tn__=K-R
Video 17 Sep 2018
https://www.abc.net.au/7.30/learning-how-to-tame-australias-desert-brumbies/10260846
General Manager’s comment
The General Manager has reviewed this motion and has no comments to provide.
R McLeod
General Manager
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NOTICE OF MOTION
CM/8.8/18.11
Subject:

Refugees

TRIM No:

A02/0436

Submitted by:

Councillor Wy Kanak
Councillor Copeland

MOTION:
That Council:
1.

Acknowledges that the Waverley local government area is a ‘Refugee Welcome Zone’ and has a wellestablished commitment to support and encourage refugees to settle here.

2.

Welcomes the Federal Government’s positive decision to support refugees coming to Australia by
announcing a Community Support Program (CSP), with an intake of 1,000 from July 1 2017.

3.

Notes with concern that:
(a)

(b)

(c)

There are strict priority criteria for refugees applying for the CSP, which include the following:
(i)

Be aged between 18 and 50.

(ii)

Have an offer of employment (or a pathway that leads to employment).

(iii)

Have personal attributes that would enable them to become financially self-sufficient
within 12 months of arrival.

(iv)

Be willing to live and work in regional Australia.

In addition to this strict criteria, community sponsors of applicants to the CSP are required to
fund:
(i)

Visa application charges of $2,680 at the time of application, with no guarantee of
success.

(ii)

An additional $16,444 for the primary applicant and $2,680 for each other family
member before the visa can be granted.

(iii)

Airfares, medical screening and settlement costs.

Although the CSP is a step in the right direction, Council is concerned that:
(i)

The rigid criteria will discriminate against those who are most in need.

(ii)

High fees, upwards of $19,000 per first individual, may be prohibitive for potential
community supporters.

CM/8.8/18.11
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Further notes that:
(a)

There have been significant changes to eligibility for the Status Resolution Support Service
(SRSS) payment—a reduced payment of 87% of Newstart that can be paid to those waiting for
processing of their applications;

(b)

Local community groups, such as Refugee Council of Australia are already stretched to provide
support to fill the gap left by the changes made to the SRSS payments late last year.

(c)

There is little transparency about the new eligibility criteria for the payment—the Federal
Department of Home Affairs states simply that eligibility for the SSRS is ‘determined by
Department of Home Affairs’.

Writes to the new Member for Wentworth, Dr Keryn Phelps MP, and relevant Federal Government
parliamentarians to:
(a)

Adopt a more humane and affordable visa fee structure for the CSP, to make the program
fairer and more accessible.

(b)

Make the cap on the Refugee Community Sponsorship program additional to our existing
humanitarian intake, in order to recognise the generosity and care of our communities rather
than shifting both the costs and the burden of responsibility to them for meeting our
international human rights obligations.

(c)

Explain these changes to the Status Resolution Support Service payment and to make criteria
transparent to assist both Refugees, and those in Our Community, such as Grandmothers
Against Detention of Refugee Children to better assist refugees generally.

Background
Wentworth’s recent by-election campaigning community engagement identified this as a major issue.
General Manager’s comment
The General Manager and staff have reviewed this motion and have no comments to provide.
R Hensman
Acting Director, Waverley Life
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URGENT BUSINESS
CM/9/18.11
Subject:

Urgent Business

Author:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

In accordance with Clause 241 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 and Section 3.5 of
Council’s Code of Meeting Practice, business may be transacted at a meeting of Council even though due
notice of the business has not been given to Councillors. However, this can happen only if:
1.

the business proposed to be brought forward is ruled by the chairperson to be of great urgency; and

2.

a motion is passed to have the business transacted at the meeting.

Such a motion can be moved without notice.
Only the mover of a motion can speak to the motion before it is put. A motion to have urgent business
transacted at the meeting requires a seconder.
For business to be considered urgent it must be of a kind that requires immediate action or attention, and
that cannot be dealt with as a Mayoral Minute or Notice of Motion at a later meeting or by any other
means.
The mover of the motion must, when speaking to the motion, explain why he or she believes the business
to be of great urgency.
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CLOSED SESSION
CM/10/18.11
Subject:

Moving into Closed Session

Author:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

RECOMMENDATION:
That:
1.

Council moves into closed session to deal with the matters listed below, which are classified as
confidential under section 10A(2) of the Local Government Act 1993 for the reasons specified:
CM/10.1/18.11

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT - Eastgate Car Park - Agreement with ISPT
This matter is considered to be confidential in accordance with Section
10A(2)(g) of the Local Government Act, and the Council is satisfied that
discussion of the matter in an open meeting would, on balance, be contrary to
the public interest as it deals with advice concerning litigation, or advice that
would otherwise be privileged from production in legal proceedings on the
ground of legal professional privilege.

2.

Pursuant to section 10A(1), 10(2) and 10A(3) of the Local Government Act 1993, the media and public
be excluded from the meeting on the basis that the business to be considered is classified as
confidential under section 10A(2) of the Local Government Act 1993.

3.

The correspondence and reports relevant to the subject business be withheld from the media and
public as provided by section 11(2) of the Local Government Act 1993.

Introduction/Background
In accordance with section 10A(2) of the Act, a Council may close part of its meeting to deal with business
of the following kind:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Personnel matters concerning particular individuals (other than councillors).
Personal hardship of any resident or ratepayer.
Information that would, if disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom
Council is conducting (or proposes to conduct) business.
Commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if disclosed:
(i)
Prejudice the commercial position of a person who supplied it: or
(ii)
Confer a commercial advantage on a competitor of Council;
(iii) Reveal a trade secret.
Information that would, if disclosed, prejudice the maintenance of law.
Matters affecting the security of Council, Councillors, Council staff and Council property.
Advice concerning litigation, or advice that would otherwise be privileged from production in
legal proceedings on the grounds of legal professional privilege.
Information concerning the nature and location of a place or an item of Aboriginal significance
on community land.
Alleged contraventions of any Code of Conduct requirements applicable under section 440.
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It is my opinion that the business listed in the recommendation is of a kind referred to in section 10A(2) of
the Local Government Act 1993 and, under the provisions of the Act and the Local Government (General)
Regulation 2005, should be dealt with in a part of the meeting that is closed to members of the public and
the media.
Pursuant to section 10A(4) of the Act and clause 252 of the Local Government (General) Regulation,
members of the public may make representations to the meeting immediately after the motion to close
part of the meeting is moved and seconded, as to whether that part of the meeting should be closed.
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RESUMING IN OPEN SESSION
CM/11/18.11
Subject:

Resuming in Open Session

Author:

Ross McLeod, General Manager

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council resumes in open session.

Introduction/Background
In accordance with clause 253 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, when the meeting
resumes in open session the Chair will announce the resolutions made by Council, including the names of
the movers and seconders, while the meeting was closed to members of the public and the media.
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